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Abstract

This thesis studies the role of intermediate input goods in explaining international

trade patterns and determining gains from trade based on heterogenous firms models.

The first chapter provides a preview and literature review. In the second chapter,

I extend two workhorse heterogenous firms trade models to incorporate intermedi-

ate inputs and value-added productivity differences across firms. This set-up yields

a positive relationship between the international trade elasticity and the share of

intermediate goods used in production. I test this relationship using trade and input-

output data from the 1980s and 2000s, finding evidence which is consistent with

the model’s predictions. I then quantify the gains from trade based on this modified

framework, finding values which are significantly higher than those from the standard

models. In the third chapter, I extend a standard heterogeneous firms trade model by

including sector-level productivity differences across production stages (intermediate

and final). I then use input-output data from 2005 to explore the degree of cross-stage

production specialization across countries. Based on the model and data, I find that

the welfare gains from this margin are, on average, modest. For emerging economies,

however, the gains are significantly higher than the average. In the fourth chapter, I

explore the implications of the rising share of non-tradable services and rising share

of intermediate inputs on the gains from trade based on a standard heterogeneous
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firms trade model. I use data from 1995 and 2011 to document and quantify these

trends. Based on the model and data, I find that the negative impact of the rise

of services and the positive impact of intermediate inputs growth roughly offset one

another. I emphasize the role of intermediate inputs sectoral linkages in moderating

these trends.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Intermediate goods, defined as goods that are used as inputs into the production

process of other goods, make up the majority of global trade. Despite this fact, only

a small share of the trade literature focuses on intermediate goods or distinguishes

between intermediate and final goods in a meaningful way.

The goal of this thesis is to provide a useful examination of the role that in-

termediate inputs play in determining global trade patterns and the welfare gains

from international trade. To achieve this, I extend several popular micro-founded

heterogeneous firms trade models which include many countries, many sectors and

intermediate inputs. I then derive relationships from the models and use sector-level

macroeconomic data to assess their quantitative importance.

In Chapter 2, I extend the Eaton and Kortum (2002) and Melitz (2003) models of

international trade to incorporate intermediate inputs and firm heterogeneity in value-

added productivity. In equilibrium, this yields a positive relationship between the
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international trade elasticity (i.e. the response of international trade flows to changes

in trade costs) and the intermediate inputs share. This relationship is absent from

standard models and driven by the extensive margin of trade. I then use sector-level

data from the 1980s and 2000s to estimate the trade elasticity. Over both periods, I

find empirical support for the positive relationship between the trade elasticity and

the intermediate inputs share and for the importance of the extensive margin. I find

that gains from manufacturing trade are, on average, 41% larger in the early-1980s

and 19% larger in the early-2000s under the value-added framework relative to the

standard models. These results provide explanations for the “international elasticity

puzzle” and the “distance puzzle” from the empirical trade literature.

In Chapter 3, I explore whether the theory of comparative advantage, which touts

the benefits of specializing production in relatively efficient sectors, holds for stages

of production as well. I derive a simple one-sector Eaton and Kortum (2002) model

with sector-level productivity differences across intermediate (stage 1) and final (stage

2) goods, showing that gains from trade are potentially higher when the cross-stage

margin of specialization is exploited. I then extend this model to many countries and

many sectors to match data from the World Input Output Database (WIOD) and

calculate the additional gains from trade that can be identified after accounting for

specialization in intermediate or final goods production. On average, these gains are

modest at less than 1% of GDP. However, the additional gains are not uniformly dis-

tributed across countries, and gains are significantly higher for emerging economies.

Contrary to some theories, the results suggest that emerging economies benefit rela-

tively more from trade in intermediate goods than more developed economies. This, I

argue, underlines the importance of global value chains in the modern global economy.
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In Chapter 4, I use a multi-sector version of the Eaton and Kortum (2002) model

to quantify the impact of the rise of service sector and the decline of goods sector

consumption shares, and the growth of intermediate input shares on the gains from

international trade since the 1990s. Using WIOD data from 1995, I find that the

rise of services, which are largely non-traded, has had a negative impact on gains

from trade in intermediate goods and final goods over the period. The magnitude

of this impact is, however, roughly equal to the positive impact on gains due to the

rise in intermediate input shares over the period. I emphasize the role of cross-sector

intermediate input linkages in moderating the impact of these changes on the gains

from trade. These effects, combined with more general openness across economies,

led to significant growth of roughly 70% in average gains from trade from 1995 to

2011.

1.2 Literature Review

This thesis is related to several branches of international trade literature. Numerous

papers since the 1990s have emphasized the distinction between intermediate and

final goods in both international trade and in calculating macroeconomic aggregates.

Hummels, Ishii, and Yi (2001) was one of the first papers to document the growing

importance of vertical specialization, defined as the use of intermediate goods in the

production of export goods, over time.1 The authors use OECD input-output tables

from 14 countries, finding that vertical specialization grew from roughly 16% to 24%

1Vertical specialization is closely related to the concept of global production sourcing or ’global
value chains’, where the production of a given good involves several intermediate stages occurring
in different countries.
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between 1970 and 1990.2 Riad et al. (2011) extended this analysis to 34 countries

for 2005, finding that vertical specialization accounted for roughly 33% of exports in

that period. Johnson and Noguera (2012a, 2012b, 2012c) construct a global input-

output table for 1970-2009 and define a value-added exports measure which adjusts

for foreign-produced intermediate goods to capture the intensity of global production

sharing. They use this measure to document different patterns of value-added exports

across time, countries and sectors. Other papers that have made similar adjustments

include Koopman et al. (2012, 2014) and Timmer et al. (2014). This thesis is

broadly aligned with this literature in terms of motivation and scope. Chapters 2-4

focus on the role of intermediate goods in international trade and quantify this role

using input-output data over a similar time period as these papers. Chapter 2 also

focuses on the distinction between intermediate inputs and value-added in exports.

On the theoretical side, this thesis builds on several influential papers from the

heterogeneous firms trade literature. The key papers in this literature are Eaton and

Kortum (2002) and Melitz (2003). Eaton and Kortum (2002) provide a Ricardian

model of trade with many countries where firms receive heterogeneous productivity

draws from an exogenous distribution. In equilibrium, productivity differences across

firms and countries provide a basis for gains from trade. Melitz (2003) provides

a monopolistic competition model with increasing returns to scale in the spirit of

Krugman (1979) with heterogeneous productivity draws across firms. In equilibrium,

economies of scale and firm heterogeneity provide a basis for gains from trade and

positive selection into the export market. Chapter 2 of this thesis provides a modified

version of Chaney (2008) which, itself, is a simplified multi-sector version of Melitz

2In matrix notation with S sectors, the authors define vertical specialization as uAMX/Xk where
u denotes an 1×S vector of ones, AM denotes an S×S imported input coefficient matrix, X denotes
an 1× S vector of exports and Xn is total exports for country n.
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(2003). Chapters 2-4 provide multi-sector versions of Eaton and Kortum (2002) in a

similar vein as Caliendo and Parro (2015), Shikher (2012) and Levchenko and Zhang

(2014).

Another related branch of literature focuses on quantifying the gains from inter-

national trade based on micro-founded models. Arkolakis et al. (2012) provided a

central contribution by highlighting that gains from trade across a broad set of trade

models can be calculated using macroeconomic data and that, according to those

calculations, gains from trade are fairly modest for most countries. Since then, nu-

merous papers have found that gains from trade are considerably higher when models

include many sectors (see Ossa (2012) and Levchenko and Zhang (2014)), interme-

diate inputs (see Caliendo and Parro (2015)) and several stages of production (see

Melitz and Redding (2014)). Chapters 2-4 include welfare equations that rely on

similar macroeconomic variables. These equations are most similar to those derived

in Caliendo and Parro (2015). Chapter 3 explores a similar margin as is theoretically

derived in Melitz and Redding (2014). The results in Chapter 4 emphasize the im-

portance of intermediate sectoral linkages, which is also emphasized in Caliendo and

Parro (2015).

1.3 Organization of Thesis

The next chapter studies the impact of value-added heterogeneity across firms on

international trade flows and the gains from trade. Chapter 3 explores the effect

of productivity differences across production stages on the gains from international

trade. Chapter 4 studies how the rise of services and intermediate input shares in

the global economy affect the gains from international trade. Chapter 5 concludes.
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Proofs and tables from these chapters are included in Appendices A, B, and C.
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Chapter 2

Geography, Value-Added and

Gains From Trade:

Theory and Empirics

2.1 Introduction

In this chapter, I first develop a theoretical model which incorporates intermediate

goods and firm-level heterogeneity in value-added productivity. I examine the impli-

cations of this set-up for (i) measures of the response of trade volumes to changes in

trade costs (the “trade elasticity”), (ii) measures of sectoral productivity dispersion

and (iii) measures of the gains from trade. I then use data for nine countries and

twenty sectors for the 1980s and 2000s to measure each of these items in accordance

with the theory. I find empirical support for the importance of intermediate inputs,

significantly different values for the items listed above compared to standard models,

and evidence which offers an explanation for several recent puzzles in the empirical
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trade literature.

My work is motivated by a number of empirical observations. From the 1980s to

the 2000s, trade as a share of total world GDP more than doubled.1 This growth,

moreover, came during a period of relatively modest changes in observed trade costs.

From the late 1980s to the mid-2000s, average global tariffs declined by only a few

percentage points and shipping cost margins experienced similarly small changes.2

To match growth in world trade with such small changes in trade costs, the trade

elasticity needs to be in excess of 10 according to standard trade models. In trade

models with heterogeneous firms, the trade elasticity is determined by the extensive

margin (the number of exporting firms), and is equivalent to a parameter of inter-firm

productivity dispersion. Most estimates of this dispersion parameter using firm-level

data find it to be somewhere in the neighborhood of 5. Thus, it is difficult reconcile the

trade elasticity required to explain growth in world trade with the microfoundations

of this elasticity based on standard heterogeneous firms trade models. This is referred

to as the “international elasticity puzzle”.

Also, the impact of distance on bilateral trade appears to have remained fairly

constant from the 1980s to the 2000s. Distance is widely used as a proxy variable

for unobserved trade costs like information and communications. As these costs have

declined over time due to technological change, we might expect that the impact

of distance as a trade friction would have become weaker. However, according to

1The share of total world exports in goods and services to world GDP (2005 USD) went from
roughly 12.4% in the early 1980s to 27.5% in the mid-2000s. These figures are calculated using the
International Trade (MEI) database and World Bank data for exports and GDP respectively.

2The simple mean of the applied tariff rate across OECD countries fell from 4.88% in 1989
to 3.36% in 2005 according to World Bank data. For non-OECD countries, tariffs fell by more,
although the trend is still fairly modest. Hummels (2007) documents that ocean shipping, which
constitutes the majority of world trade by value, experienced a decline in transport prices of only a
few percentage points of relative to export value from the 1980s to the mid-2000s.
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most of the empirical trade literature, distance has remained a stable and significant

hindrance to international trade over time. This is often referred to as the “distance

puzzle”.3

In the following, I examine the role that intermediate input goods play in rec-

onciling these puzzles. Consider Figure 2.1 which plots the share of value-added in

manufacturing exports from the 1980s to 2000s for several OECD countries.4 In all

cases, this share is significantly less than 0.5, indicating that more than half of export

value is produced from intermediate inputs. These inputs come from either domestic

or foreign producers. Over time, the share of foreign-produced inputs has risen in

place of falling domestic inputs across most sectors and countries. Overall, the value-

added share fell over the two periods for each country; on average, from roughly 35%

to 32%. That is, the share of intermediate inputs used in production was generally

higher in the 2000s than in the 1980s.

Figure 2.2 compares the average distance of value-added weighted exports to that

of gross exports for the same group of four countries.5 In each case, the difference be-

tween these distances is greater than zero, implying that the geography of value-added

exports is less regionalized than exports which include intermediate input goods. This

pattern suggests that trade costs affect goods that include intermediate inputs more

3In a meta-analysis of this puzzle, Disdier and Head (2008) consider 1,467 estimates of the gravity
equation from 103 papers. They find that the mean coefficient on distance remained fairly stable
from the 1970s to the late 2000s.

4I report values for Canada, Germany, the United States and the United Kingdom. To calculate
these shares, I took total output by the manufacturing sector and subtracted the share of interme-
diate inputs used in production. I then weighted sectoral exports by this value-added share and
summed across sectors to find total value-added exports for the country. I made these calculations
using OECD input-output data for each country from the early 1980s and early 2000s.

5The average distance of exports for country n is calculated as
∑N
i=1

∑J
j=1

(
Xjni
Xjn

)
dni where i, j

and dij denote importer, sector and geographic distance between n and i respectively. The average

distance of value-added weighted exports is calculated by weighting sectoral exports Xj
ni and Xj

n in
this expression by the corresponding share of value-added in production.
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Figure 2.1: Value-Added Share of Exports

significantly than those that include only value-added.

In the following, I extend the two leading heterogeneous firms models of interna-

tional trade, Eaton and Kortum (2002) and Melitz (2003), to a framework with many

countries, many sectors and heterogeneity in value-added (VA) productivity within

sectors. The standard models have heterogeneity in total factor productivity (TFP)

within sectors. In my framework, intermediate inputs are sourced from both at home

and abroad, and firms differ with respect to their efficiency in adding value to these

inputs. In equilibrium, this yields a closed-form gravity equation relating sectoral

bilateral exports to market size, trade costs and the sectoral trade elasticity. The

trade elasticity is a function of sectoral productivity dispersion (or “sectoral disper-

sion”) and an additional factor which is absent from previous models: the share of
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intermediate inputs in production. My model predicts that the sensitivity of trade

flows to changes in trade costs is higher in sectors with a higher share of intermediate

inputs. Under standard models, the trade elasticity is governed entirely by sectoral

dispersion. Under my model, the trade elasticity is also driven by the share of in-

termediates and, as a result, is over twice as large as sectoral dispersion for most

sectors. Thus, trade responds significantly to changes in trade costs even in sectors

where the dispersion parameter is low. This finding, moreover, relies on crucially on

firm heterogeneity. A representative firm model with value-added productivity does

not yield any relationship between the trade elasticity and the intermediate input

share.

Figure 2.2: Distance of Value-Added Exports minus Distance of Total Exports

My framework also yields a new closed-form expression for the economic gains from
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international trade. Relative to standard models, the magnitude of the gains from

trade is theoretically ambiguous, but can be calculated empirically using available

data. I then combine data on bilateral exports, input-output tables and trade costs

into a panel with 9 countries and 20 manufacturing sectors from the early 1980s and

the early 2000s.6 I estimate the trade elasticity for both periods. I find a positive

and statistically significant relationship between the trade elasticity and the share of

intermediate inputs (whether produced domestically or imported) as predicted by the

model. This result holds across several different measures of trade costs, including

bilateral distance. I also find evidence, consistent with the distance puzzle, that

estimates of the elasticity of trade with respect to distance are stable over time.

I argue, however, that this is not puzzling in light of the impact that intermediate

inputs have on these estimates. Once adjusting for variation in the intermediate input

shares across time, sectors and countries, I find evidence that the residual response of

international trade to variation in bilateral distance was 13 percent lower (in absolute

value) in the 2000s than in the 1980s.

Using tariff data, I also estimate parameters for sectoral dispersion according to

my structural trade elasticity equation. I find that, compared with my estimates,

previous estimates significantly understate the degree of dispersion within sectors: on

average, by approximately a factor of 3. This translates to larger gains from trade

under my specification. I calculate the gains from trade for 9 countries and 20 sectors

from the 1980s and 2000s. Compared to standard models, I find that the gains from

manufacturing trade are generally higher when measured according to my model: on

average, gains from trade rise by 41% in the early 1980s and 19% in the early 2000s

6As indicators of trade costs, I include bilateral distance and dummy variables for regional trade
agreement, common currency and common border.
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relative to the standard framework.

My framework also distinguishes between the intensive and extensive margins of

trade. According to my theory, the positive relationship between the trade elasticity

and the intermediate input share is driven entirely by the extensive margin. To iden-

tify this margin empirically, I link disaggregated trade data for 768 product varieties

to the 20 sectors in my data and compute the count of goods exported between coun-

tries. Empirically, I find evidence that this relationship is particularly strong when

using my constructed measure of the extensive margin.

Overall, my theoretical and empirical findings contribute to the literature in sev-

eral ways. The empirical distinction between intermediate inputs and value-added in

exports using input-output analysis has been explored in many papers. For examples,

see Hummels, Ishii and Yi (2001), Antras et al. (2014), Johnson and Noguera (2012a,

2012b, 2012c) and recent papers by Koopman et al. (2012, 2014) and Timmer et

al. (2014). These papers draw a particular distinction between imported interme-

diates and domestic value-added in exports. In my analysis, the main distinction is

between intermediate inputs (domestic- or foreign-produced) and firm value-added.

Empirically, I find a qualitatively similar pattern for domestic- and foreign-produced

intermediates in relation to the trade elasticity.

My emphasis on theory-consistent estimation contributes to a substantial liter-

ature that addresses potential mis-specifications in empirical gravity models. For

examples of representative firm models, see Anderson and Van Wincoop (2003) and

Baldwin and Taglioni (2011). My theoretical framework is based on the gravity

models with firm/product heterogeneity developed in Eaton and Kortum (2002) and

Chaney (2008), combined with a production setting similar to Yi (2003, 2010).7 There

7Yi (2003) aims to explain growth in world trade by endogenous growth in imported intermediate
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is also an existing literature that aims to provide theoretical or empirical refinements

in the estimation of trade elasticities. For examples, see Ruhl (2005) and Simonovska

and Waugh (2014).

The welfare analysis in this chapter adds to the discussion relating the gains

from trade to micro-founded international trade models. For other contributions,

see Arkolakis et al. (2012), Caliendo and Parro (2015), Ossa (2012), Levchenko and

Zhang (2014) and Costinot and Rodriguez-Clare (2013). The relationship between

the gains from trade and intermediate inputs was recently explored in Melitz and

Redding (2014).

In exploring the distance puzzle, this chapter also adds to an extensive empirical

literature. For recent examples, see Bhavnani et al. (2002), Buch, Kleinert and

Toubal (2004), Berthelon and Freund (2008), Disdier and Head (2008), Lin and Sim

(2012), and Yotov (2012). For an example of a theoretical paper on the distance

puzzle, see Chaney (2013).

Both the theoretical and the empirical sections of this chapter consider differences

across sectors. This contributes to a growing literature, including Caliendo and Parro

(2015), Shikher (2012), Levchenko and Zhang (2014).

The importance of the extensive margin is also emphasized in other recent findings.

These include Chaney (2008), Helpman, Melitz and Rubenstein (2008), Hummels and

Hilberry (2008) and Crozet and Koenig (2008).

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.2 describes the

theoretical framework, while Section 2.3 describes the data. Section 2.4 provides

empirical results for the gains from trade and Section 2.5 provides empirical results

input shares. I expand his approach to include domestic intermediates, finding that these inputs are
also significant both qualitatively and quantitatively.
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for trade elasticities. Section 2.6 concludes.

2.2 Model

In the following, I illustrate a framework with tradable intermediate and final goods,

trade costs and heterogeneity in value-added productivity across firms/products. In

this environment, the share of intermediate inputs used in production alters the re-

lationship between international trade, trade costs and the gains from trade.

The results are derived under the settings of both perfect and monopolistic com-

petition.

2.2.1 Perfect Competition

The following is a multi-sector Eaton-Kortum (2002) model of trade with intermediate

inputs.8

Environment

Consider a world with N countries and J sectors. Country n has labor endowment

Ln. Labor is the only factor of production and consumers in each country derive

utility from consuming goods from each of the J sectors. Consumers in n buy Cj
n

units of the final composite good from sector j to maximize the following CES utility

function:

Un =
J∏
j=1

Cj
n

αjn (2.1)

8The basic Eaton and Kortum (2002) model does not have intermediate inputs, although the
authors provide an extension with intermediates in the second half of their original paper. Other
multi-sector versions of the Eaton and Kortum (2002) model can be found in Shikher (2012), Caliendo
and Parro (2015) and Levchenko and Zhang (2014).
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where
∑J

j=1 α
j
n = 1. The budget constraint for consumers in n is given by:

J∑
j=1

P j
nC

j
n = wnLn (2.2)

where wn denotes the wage rate and P j
n denotes the aggregate price index in sector j

of country n (described below).9

Each sector is made up of a continuum of goods indexed by ω ∈ [0, 1] and labor

is freely mobile within countries. Producer of good ω in sector j of country n draws

value-added productivity zjn(ω) from a Fréchet distribution of the following form:10

F j
n(zjn) = exp

{
−T jnzjn

−θj
}

(2.3)

This distribution varies across both countries and sectors. A higher T jn implies higher

average productivity for the country-sector pair, while a higher θj implies lower dis-

persion of value-added productivity draws within sector j. 11

9Note that, since homogenous labor is both the only factor of production and mobile across
sectors, wages are equal across sectors within a given country. While wages clearly vary across
sectors in the data, this model abstracts from exploring this feature.

10The Fréchet distribution is also used in the original Eaton and Kortum (2002) model. This
distribution, like the Pareto distribution used in Section 2.2.2, belongs to a larger family of extreme-
value distributions. According to the central limit theorem, extreme values drawn from any well-
behaved distribution asymptotically converge to an extreme value distribution. Since this solution
is theoretically consistent with the outcome a competitive process, this class of distributions is
useful for analyzing competitive economies. In addition, many have observed that extreme-value
distributions provide a good fit to data on the distribution of exporting firm sales and employment
in developed economies. For these reasons, these distributions are often used in the heterogeneous
firms trade literature.

11The original Eaton and Kortum (2002) model has a single sector, so Tn depicts a parameter
of country-level average productivity while θ provides dispersion across productivity draws and,
hence, a basis for gains from trade. In the present model, variance in T jn across sectors provides
an additional basis for gains from trade due to comparative advantage in the traditional Ricardian
sense. For more on this insight, see Levchenko and Zhang (2014).
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The corresponding production function for good ω is:

qjn(ω) =
[
zjn(ω)ljn(ω)

]1−βj [ J∏
k=1

Mk,j
n (ω)γ

k,j

]βj
(2.4)

where zjn, ljn and Mk,j
n denote labor productivity, labor inputs and intermediate in-

put for the composite intermediate good in sector k respectively. The parameter γk,j

denotes the share of intermediate inputs from sector k used by producers in sector j,

with
∑J

k=1 γ
k,j = 1. Equation 2.4 includes an important departure from the conven-

tional Eaton and Kortum (2002) model. The parameter zjn(ω) does not enter here

as total factor productivity (TFP) but as value-added (VA) productivity. As shown

below, this difference is not-trivial: it provides for an additional role for intermediate

inputs in the trade elasticity, and a lowering of the gains from trade. Composite

goods Qj
n are produced using the following CES production technology:

Qj
n =

(∫
qjn(ω)

σ−1
σ dω

) σ
σ−1

(2.5)

where σ > 1 denotes the elasticity of substitution across varieties. The composite

goods from j are demanded by both consumers as final goods Cj
n and by producers

as intermediate goods M j,k
n across all k sectors.

Total demand in n for good ω exported from i in sector j follows the CES demand

function:

xjni(ω) =

[
pkni(ω)

P j
n

]1−σ

Xj
n (2.6)
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where Xj
n denotes total expenditure and

P j
n =

[∫
pjn(ω)1−σdω

] 1
1−σ

(2.7)

As mentioned, total expenditure on differentiated goods Xj
n consists of spending by

both consumers and producers. Given (2.1) and (2.4), this can be expressed as the

following:

Xj
n = αjnwnLn +

J∑
k=1

γj,kβkY k
n (2.8)

where Y k
n denote gross production in sector k of country n. To clear the goods market

for this sector:

Y k
n =

n∑
i=1

Xk
in (2.9)

Substituting this into total expenditure yields the following:

Xj
n =

J∑
k=1

γj,kβk

(
N∑
i=1

Xk
in

)
+ αjnwnLn (2.10)

Price Index

As in Eaton and Kortum (2002), consumers and producers in n buy goods from the

lowest cost producer. Producers are perfectly competitive, setting prices at marginal

cost. Exports from i to n are subject to an additional iceberg trade cost of the form

κni > κii = 1 where κni units of a given variety need to be exported from i for each

unit that arrives in n. As a result, the price of good ω exported from i to n takes the

following form:

pjni(z
j
i (ω)) =

cjiκni

(zji (ω))1−βj
(2.11)
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where

cji = Ψj
iw

1−βj
i

[
J∏
k=1

P k
i

γk,j

]βj
(2.12)

denotes unit cost of production and Ψj
i is a constant.12

Note that (2.11) is different here than in the standard Eaton and Kortum (2002)

model with TFP heterogeneity. In that setting, the analogous expression is the fol-

lowing:

pjni(z
j
i (ω))EK =

cjiκni

(zji (ω))
(2.13)

Expression (2.7) can be simplified by making use of some convenient properties of

the Fréchet distribution. Let Fni (p) denote the probability that the price at which

country i can supply a given variety in sector j to country n is lower than or equal

to p. Rearranging (2.11) in terms of zji and the using the distribution expression in

(2.3), we find that:

F j
ni (p) = 1− F j

i

(
zji (ω)

)
= 1− F j

i

(cjiκni
p

) 1

1−βj
 (2.14)

Again, this probability is different from the standard Eaton and Kortum (2002) model,

where the expression is the following:

F j
ni (p)

EK = 1− F j
i

(
zji (ω)

)
= 1− F j

i

(
cjiκni
p

)
(2.15)

Let pjn(ω) ≡ min
{
pjn1(ω), pjn2(ω), ..., pjnN(ω)

}
denote the lowest price of variety ω

offered to country n for a particular sector. Given perfect competition, this price is

12Specifically, Ψj
i =

∏J
k=1(γk,j)−γ

k,jβj (βj)−β
j

(1− βj)βj−1
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equivalent to what is actually paid for ω in n, and is distributed according to the

following function:

F j
n (p) = 1− exp

{
−φjnp

θj

1−βj

}
(2.16)

where

φjn =
N∑
i=1

T ji
[
cjiκni

] −θj
1−βj (2.17)

See Appendix A for a proof of (2.16).

Substituting (2.11) into (2.7) yields the following closed-form solution for the

aggregate price index for sector j in n:

P j
n = Aj

[
N∑
i=1

T ji
[
cjiκni

] −θj
1−βj

] 1−βj

−θj

= Aj
[
φjn
] 1−βj

−θj (2.18)

where Aj is a constant 13. See Appendix A for a proof of (2.18).

Equilibrium

The international trade equilibrium satisfies goods market clearing for all sectors and

countries and labor market clearing for all countries, optimization by all consumers

and producers and balanced trade for all countries.

Total Bilateral Exports: A Gravity Equation

We denote the share of expenditure in n on goods exported from i in sector j as

πjni = Xj
ni/X

j
n. Again, using some convenient properties of the Fréchet distribution,

13In particular, Aj = Γ

(
θj+(1−σ)(1−βj)

θj

) 1

(1−σ)(1−βj)
and Γ is the Gamma function.
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this share can be represented by the following:

πjni =
Xj
ni

Xj
n

=
T ji
[
cjiκni

] −θj
1−βj

φjn
(2.19)

See Appendix A for a proof of equation (2.19). Rearranging (2.19) in terms of Xj
ni

and substituting this into the goods market clearing equation in (2.9) yields:

Y j
i = T ji

(
cji
) −θj

1−βj
N∑
n=1

(κniX
j
n)

−θj
1−βj

φjn
(2.20)

Solving this expressing for T ji
(
cji
) −θj

1−βj and substituting into (2.19) yields the following

gravity equation:

Xj
ni = Xj

nY
j
i

(κni/P
j
n)

−θj
1−βj∑N

n=1

(
κni/P

j
n

) −θj
1−βj

(2.21)

Equation (2.21) is different from standard multi-sector Eaton and Kortum gravity

equation (e.g. Caliendo and Parro (2015)). In the standard setting with TFP het-

erogeneity, the gravity equation is the following:

Xj
ni

EK
= Xj

nY
j
i

(κni/P
j
n)
−θj∑N

n=1

(
κni/P

j
n

)−θj (2.22)

Clearly, the main difference between these expressions relates to the 1 − βj term in

the exponent of (2.21). Denoting the trade elasticity with respect to variable trade

costs κni as ηjX,κ, we can derive the following simple expression (controlling for Xj
n,

Y j
n and P j

n):

η
j

X,κ =
−θj

1− βj
(2.23)
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In contrast, the trade elasticity according to (2.22) is:

η
j

X,κ
EK = −θj (2.24)

In my model with heterogeneity in value-added productivity, sectors that use a higher

share of intermediate inputs have a higher elasticity of trade with respect to trade

costs. In the model with TFP productivity, this mechanism is absent.

2.2.2 Monopolistic Competition

The following is a multi-sector Melitz (2003) model of international trade based on

Chaney (2008).14 As in the perfect competition model in Section 2.2.1, this model

yields a closed-form gravity equation in equilibrium. It also provides closed-form

distinctions between the intensive and extensive margins of trade. This is useful in

identifying an important finding of this chapter: that the intermediate input share

specifically affects the extensive margin.

Environment

Consider a world with N countries and J+1 sectors. Country n has labor endowment

Ln. Labor is the only factor of production. Consumers in each country derive utility

from consuming goods in each of the J + 1 sectors: the first sector, o, is made up of a

single homogeneous good. The other J sectors are each made up of a sector-specific

final composite good of differentiated varieties. Consumers in n buy con units of the

homogenous good and Cj
n units of a composite final good in sector j in accordance

14In the original Chaney (2008) model labor is the only input.
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with the following utility function:

U = con
αon

J∏
j=1

Cj
n

αjn (2.25)

where αon +
∑J

j=1 α
j = 1. The budget constraint for consumers in n is given by:

J∑
j=1

P j
nC

j
n + ponc

o
n = In (2.26)

where P j
n denotes the aggregate price index in sector j (described below) and pon

denotes the price of the homogenous good in country n.

Labor is freely mobile within a given country n. The homogenous good is produced

according to the following constant returns to scale technology:

qon = lon (2.27)

where lon denotes the labor input for this sector.

For each of the differentiated sectors, the final composite good consists of a con-

tinuum of differentiated varieties indexed by ω ∈ Ωj where Ωj is determined in equi-

librium. Variety ω in sector j of country n is produced according to the following

production function:

qjn(ω) =
[
ϕjn(ω)ljn(ω)

]1−βj [ J∏
k=1

Mk,j
n (ω)γ

k,j

]βj
(2.28)

where ϕjn, ljn and Mk,j
n denote labor productivity, labor input and intermediate input

for the composite intermediate good from sector k respectively. The parameter γk,j
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denotes the share of intermediate inputs from sector k used in production of sector

j, with
∑J

k=1 γ
k,j = 1. As with the perfect competition model from the previous

section, the productivity parameter ϕjn(ω) enters here as value-added productivity,

not total factor productivity. Composite goods Qj
n are produced using the following

CES production technology:

Qj
n =

(∫
Ωj
qjn(ω)

σ−1
σ dω

) σ
σ−1

(2.29)

where σ > 1 denotes elasticity of substitution across varieties. The composite goods

are demanded by both consumers, as final goods Cj
n, and producers in sector k, as

intermediate goods M j,k
n .

Before deciding whether or not to produce, firms in sector j randomly draw ϕ

from the following Pareto distribution:

Gj(ϕ) = 1− ϕ−γj (2.30)

with γj > σ − 1, dGj(ϕ) = −γjϕ−γj−1 and ϕ ∈ [1,+∞). The parameter γj can

be thought of as an inverse dispersion parameter (analogous to θj in the previous

section). A sector with higher γj is more homogenous in terms of productivity draws

within the sector.

Goods in the homogenous sector o are traded freely both at home and abroad.

Since this sector is perfectly competitive, firms set wages equal to marginal cost. As

a result, wages in all countries are equivalent and equal to one: wn = w = 1 for all n.

Goods in the differentiated goods sectors are subject to two sector-specific bilateral

trade costs. The first is a variable iceberg cost κni > 1 where κni units of a given
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variety need to be exported from i for each unit that arrives in n. The second is a

fixed cost where fni units of the numeraire good need to be spent before any units of

the differentiated goods can exported from i to n. I assume that fni > fii > 0 for all

i and j. These bilateral fixed costs lead to country-pair specific increasing returns-

to-scale for each differentiated sector j. Let cji denote the unit cost of production in

sector j of country i. This can be represented as:

cji = Ψj
iw

1−βj
i

[
J∏
k=1

P k
i

γk,j

]βj
(2.31)

where Ψj
i is a constant.15 The cost of exporting q units of a differentiated variety ω

with productivity draw ϕ in sector j from country i to country n is:

cjni (q, ϕ(ω)) =
cjiκni

(ϕ)1−βj q + fni (2.32)

As in the previous section, total demand in n for good ω in sector j follows the

CES demand function:

xjni(ω) =

[
pjni(ω)

P j
n

]1−σ

Xj
n (2.33)

where Xj
n denotes total expenditure and

P j
n =

[∫
pjn(ω)1−σdω

] 1
1−σ

(2.34)

denotes the aggregate price index in sector j of country n.

Given (2.25) and (2.28), total combined expenditure by consumers and producers

15As with the perfect competition model, Ψj
i =

∏J
k=1(γk,j)−γ

k,j(1−βj)(βj)−β
j

(1− βj)βj−1
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in n of goods in sector j can be expressed as the following:

Xj
n = αjnIn +

J∑
k=1

γj,kβkY k
n (2.35)

where Y k
n denote gross production in sector k of country n. To clear the goods market

for this sector:

Y k
n =

n∑
i=1

Xk
in (2.36)

Substituting this into total expenditure yields the following:

Xj
n = αjnIn +

J∑
k=1

γj,kβk

(
N∑
i=1

Xk
in

)
(2.37)

Consumers in n have two sources of income. The first is from wages wn received

in exchange for labor. The second is from dividends paid out by a global mutual

fund. Some firms earn profits in equilibrium; these profits go to the fund which pays

out dividends to shareholders. I denote global profits as the following:

ΠW =
J∑
j=1

N∑
i,n=1

∫
Ωj

$j
ni(ω)dω

where $j
ni(ω) denotes profits that firm ω in sector j of country i produces from

exporting to n. I assume that consumers in country n hold a share in the fund

equal to their share of global labor income Ln/LW , where LW =
∑N

i=1 Li. Total

consumer income in n is the sum of labor income and income from the mutual fund:

In = (1 + ΠW/LW )Ln
16.

Firms in the differentiated sectors choose prices to maximize profits. In this case,

16The global mutual fund set up is taken from Chaney (2008).
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the profit-maximizing price is equal to a constant mark-up over marginal cost:

pjni(ϕ) = pji (ϕ)κni =
λjic

j
iκni

(ϕ)1−βj (2.38)

where λji = σ(σ − 1)−1.

Note that prices in this setting are different from those found in Chaney’s original

model. In Chaney (2008), the price equation is equal to:

pjni(ϕ)
CH

= pji (ϕ)κni =
λjic

j
iκni
ϕ

(2.39)

The difference here is due to the form of productivity heterogeneity, which is value-

added in my model but total factor productivity in the original Chaney (2008) setting.

Zero Profits Cut-Off

Firms from sector j in i will only export to n if the profits from doing so are posi-

tive. We can determine the threshold firm ω∗, characterized by productivity ϕ
∗j
ni, by

solving the zero profits condition, where $ni(ω
∗) = xjni(ω

∗)− cjni
(
qjni(ω

∗), ϕ(ω∗)
)

= 0.

Substituting (2.32) and (2.33) into this equation, noting that qjni(ω) = xjni(ω)/pjni(ω),

yields the following:

$ni(ω
∗) =

(
λjiκnic

j
i

P j
n

(
ϕ
∗j
ni

)βj−1

)1−σ
Xj
n

σ
− fni = 0 (2.40)

Solving this expression in terms of ϕ
∗j
ni yields:

ϕ
∗j
ni =

[(
fniσ

Xj
n

) 1
(σ−1) λjiκnic

j
i

P j
n

] 1

1−βj

(2.41)
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In Chaney (2008), this cut-off is different, equal to the following:

ϕ
∗j
ni

CH
=

(
fniσ

Xj
n

) 1
(σ−1) λjiκnic

j
i

P j
n

(2.42)

Since βj > 0, it is clear that the cut-off is higher, meaning fewer firms export, in my

model than in the Chaney (2008) model.

Aggregation

I denote the mass of firms that export from i to n in sector j as F j
ni and restate the

expression for the aggregate price index for sector j in n as the following:

P j
n =

(
N∑
i=1

∫ ∞
ϕ
∗j
ni

(pjni(ω))1−σF j
niµ

j
ni(ω)dω

) 1
1−σ

(2.43)

where µjni(ω) denotes the conditional distribution of Gj(ω) on [ϕ
∗j
ni,∞) and can be

represented as the following:

µjni(ω) =
Gj(ω)

(1−Gj(ϕ
∗j
ni))

if ϕ > ϕ
∗j
ni

= 0 if ϕ < ϕ
∗j
ni

(2.44)

I denote aggregate expenditure in country n and global profits as:

Xj
n =

N∑
i=1

Xj
ni =

N∑
i=1

∫ ∞
ϕ
∗j
ni

(xjni(ω))F j
niµ

j
ni(ω)dω (2.45)

ΠW =
J∑
j=1

N∑
n,i=1

∫ ∞
ϕ
∗j
ni

($j
ni(ω))F j

niµ
j
ni(ω)dω (2.46)
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Equilibrium

The international trade equilibrium satisfies the goods market clearing condition for

all sectors and countries and the labor market clearing condition for all countries,

optimization by all consumers and producers and balanced trade for all countries.

The entry and goods market clearing conditions provide for the equilibrium values

for F j
ni, X

j
ni, X

j
n and P j

n for all n, i and j.

Entry

I assume that the total mass of potential entrants in any given country i is propor-

tional to Li. As a result, the equilibrium mass F j
ni = Li(1−Gj(ϕ

∗j
ni))

17. Since Gj(ω)

is Pareto, Gj(ϕ
∗j
ni) =

(
ϕ
∗j
ni

)−γj
. Substituting (2.41) into this expression for F j

ni yields

the following expression for the mass of firms exporting from i to n in sector j:

F j
ni = Li

(
fniσ

Xj
n

) −γj

(σ−1)(1−βj)

(
λjpκnic

j
i

P j
n

) −γj

1−βj

(2.47)

In the original Chaney (2008) context, we would substitute 2.42 into F j
ni to find the

following expression for this mass:

F j
ni

CH
= Li

(
fniσ

Xj
n

) −γj
(σ−1)

(
λjpκnic

j
i

P j
n

)−γj
(2.48)

17This entry assumption is taken from Chaney (2008). Note that (1−Gj(ϕ
∗j
ni)) is the probability

that a firm will draw ϕ above the threshold ϕ
∗j
ni. This is also equal to the proportion of potential

firms that are above this threshold.
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Price Index

Taking the expression for P j
n in (2.43) and substituting in (2.44) and (2.38) for µjni(ω)

and pjni respectively yields the following:

P j
n

1−σ
=

N∑
i=1

[[
λjiκnic

j
i

]1−σ F j
ni

(1−Gj(ϕ
∗j
ni))

∫ ∞
ϕ
∗j
ni

ϕ(1−βj)(σ−1)dGj(ω)

]
(2.49)

Since F j
ni = Li(1 − Gj(ϕ

∗j
ni)), the expression outside of the integral in the index

simplifies to Lji . From the Pareto distribution, it is fairly simple to show that:

∫ ∞
ϕ
∗j
ni

ϕ(1−βj)(σ−1)dGj(ω) =
γj

γj − (σ − 1)(1− βj)
(ϕ
∗j
ni)

(1−βj)(σ−1)−γj (2.50)

Substituting (2.41) for ϕ
∗j
ni into this expression and then plugging back into (2.49)

yields the following closed-form solution for the price index for sector j in country n:

P j
n = Aj

 N∑
i=1

Lj
[
κnic

j
i

] −γj

(1−βj)

(
fni

Xj
n

)1− γj

(σ−1)(1−βj)


(1−βj)
−γj

= Aj
[
φjn
] 1−βj

−γj (2.51)

where Aj is a constant.18 Notice that P j
n is fairly similar to the price index in the

perfect competition model. The main difference is the presence of the fixed cost pa-

rameters fni and the presence of total sectoral expenditure Xj
n and total labor input

Li for the importer and exporter respectively. Intuitively, the price index is lower,

ceterus paribus, when partner-specific trade costs are lower, or when the sectoral scale

of production and/or consumption are higher.

18Specifically, Aj = λji

[
γj

γj−(σ−1)(1−βj)

] 1
1−σ

σ
(σ−1)(1−βj)−γj

−γj(σ−1)
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Total Bilateral Exports: A Gravity Equation

Total exports from country i to n in sector j can be expressed as:

Xj
ni =

∫ ∞
ϕ
∗j
ni

(xjni(ω))F j
niµ

j
ni(ω)dω

Substituting (2.44) for F j
ni into this expression and incorporating (2.33), we can restate

total bilateral exports as:

Xj
ni =

(
λjpκnic

j
i

P j
n

)1−σ

Xj
n

F j
ni

(1−Gj(ϕ
∗j
ni))

∫ ∞
ϕ
∗j
ni

(ϕni)
(σ−1)(1−βj) Gj(ω)dω (2.52)

Again, since F j
ni = Li(1−Gj(ϕ

∗j
ni)), the expression in front of the integral simplifies

to Li. Substituting (2.41) for ϕ
∗j
ni into expression (2.50) simplifies the integral in (2.52).

This yields the following trade share equation:

πjni =
Xj
ni

Xj
n

=
λjxLi

[
κnic

j
i

] −γj

(1−βj) fni
1− γj

(σ−1)(1−βj)

φjn
(2.53)

where λjx denotes a constant19. To find a gravity equation, I rearrange (2.53) in terms

of Xj
ni and substitute this into the goods market clearing condition in (2.36). This

yields the following:

Y j
i = λxjLi

(
cji
) −γj

(1−βj)

N∑
n=1

κni
−γj

(1−βj)fni
1− γj

(σ−1)(1−βj)Xj
n

φjn
(2.54)

Solving this expression in terms of λxjLi
(
cji
) −γj

(1−βj) and substituting back into (2.53)

19Specifically, λjx =
[

γj

γj−(σ−1)(1−βj)

]1− γj

γj(1−σ)
σσ−1
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yields the following gravity equation:20

Xj
ni = Xj

nY
j
i

(κni/P
j
n)

−γj

1−βj fni
1− γj

(σ−1)(1−βj)∑N
n=1

(
κni/P

j
n

) −γj
1−βj fni

1− γj

(σ−1)(1−βj)

(2.55)

Equation (2.55) is fairly similar to (2.21) in Section 2.2.1. The main difference is

the presence of the fixed costs fni in this model, which are absent from the perfect

competition model. Moreover, the main difference between the gravity model in (2.55)

and previous gravity models with heterogeneous firms and increasing returns comes

through the 1−βj term in the exponent on trade costs. In the Chaney (2008) setting,

the following gravity equation can be derived (analogous to to (2.55)):

Xj
ni

CH
= Xj

nY
j
i

(κni/P
j
n)
−γj

fni
1− γj

(σ−1)∑N
n=1

(
κni/P

j
n

)−γj
fni

1− γj

(σ−1)

(2.56)

I denote the trade elasticity with respect to variable trade costs κni and fixed trade

costs fni for sector j as ηjX,κ, and ηjX,f respectively. Based on (2.55), I derive the

following simple expressions (controlling for Xj
n, Y j

n and P j
n):

ηjX,κ =
−γj

1− βj
, ηjX,f = 1− −γj

(1− βj)(σ − 1)
(2.57)

Chaney (2008) derives a similar expression based on (2.56):

ηjX,κ
CH

= −γj, ηjX,f
CH

= 1− −γj
(σ − 1)

(2.58)

20See Appendix A for a derivation of global profits ΠW , which is a constant in equilibrium.
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As for the perfect competition model, sectors that use a higher share of interme-

diate inputs have a higher trade elasticity.

2.2.3 Extensive and Intensive Margins

Expression (2.47) denotes the mass of exporting firms from i to n in sector j. This

provides for an exclusive identification of the extensive margin in the monopolistic

competition model. Denoting the elasticity of F j
ni with respect to variable trade costs

κni and fixed trade costs fni for sector j as ηjM,κ and ηjM,f respectively, we can derive

the following identical expression to (2.57) for the extensive margin:

η
j

M,κ =
−γj

1− βj
, ηjM,f = 1− −γj

(1− βj)(σ − 1)
. (2.59)

That is, the impact of the intermediate input share βj on the trade elasticity occurs

at the extensive margin.

To illustrate, I reproduce the following firm-level bilateral exports equation from

(2.33):

xjni(ω) =

[
λcjiκni(z

j
i )
βj−1

P j
n

]1−σ

Xj
n (2.60)

Clearly, the elasticity of trade with respect to variable trade costs for individual

exporting firms is 1 − σ. When trade costs fall, this firm-specific margin is exactly

canceled by the compositional effect due to other firms in i that enter the export

market to n. This is an artifact of the Pareto distribution. As for the trade elasticity

with respect to fixed costs, there is no intensive or composition margin in the model,

only an extensive margin. In the end, the extensive margin describes the entire trade
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elasticity at both margins in equilibrium.21

The same point applies in the perfect competition model in Section 2.2.1, although

the margins are not as clearly delineated as in the monopolistic competition model. At

the firm-level, equation (2.6) depicts a similar equation for exports as (2.60); as such,

the trade elasticity is again 1−σ. As with the Pareto distribution, the compositional

effect with the Fréchet distribution is σ − 1 which fully cancels out the firm-specific

margin. Overall, the trade elasticity in both models is entirely driven by the extensive

margin or the number of firms exporting between two given trade partners.

2.2.4 Discussion

The main theoretical novelty in this framework relates the trade elasticity positively

to the intermediate input share. This mechanism is not present in the standard Eaton

and Kortum (2002) model or Chaney’s (2008) Melitz model.

This relationship relies on three components. First, production must include in-

termediate inputs. Second, there must be heterogeneity in firm productivity. Third,

firm productivity must enhance value-added, not total factor productivity.

The explanation for this mechanism is fairly intuitive. When intermediates are

used in production, firms must carry an additional production cost. In the stan-

dard models, firms draw productivity that enhances all factors equally. As a result,

this intermediate production cost includes additional productivity as well. In my

framework, firms draw productivity that only enhances the value-added share of pro-

duction. When firms export, they must pay an additional iceberg trade cost (or fixed

21This insight, described in Chaney (2008), explains why representative firm models like Krugman
and Venables (1995), which have a similar production function as (2.33), do not yield a similar role
for intermediate inputs in the trade elasticity as this model.
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trade cost) above domestic production costs. This additional trade cost affects total

output, including intermediate inputs. Since firms pay a trade cost on total output

but only benefit from productivity in value-added, the mass of firms that can export

competitively is smaller when intermediate inputs are used in production.

When firms add a small share of value to an existing intermediate good, firm

productivity must be significantly higher in order to compete internationally. In a

world with global production chains where firms sometimes contribute a small piece

along the chain, it is intuitive that trade barriers exact a significant influence on the

extensive margin so that only very productive firms can operate. My framework is

meant to capture this detail.

As in most of the previous literature, I use the Fréchet and Pareto distributions

to model firm heterogeneity mainly because these distributions yield clean analyti-

cal solutions. However, Luttmer (2007) offers encouraging evidence, using number of

employees to proxy for firm size, that the Pareto distribution provides a good approx-

imation for the distribution of exporting firms in the United States. Since the number

of employees is closely associated with value-added (as opposed to total output), I

consider this evidence to be fairly supportive of using a Pareto distribution to model

firm heterogeneity in value-added productivity.

The standard production frameworks in Eaton and Kortum (2002) and Melitz

(2003) provide no relationship between the intermediate input share and the trade

elasticity. In Section 2.5 of this chapter, I find empirical evidence that the trade elas-

ticity is higher for sectors and countries that use intermediate inputs in production.

This pattern is consistent across various measures of trade costs and consistent with

my theoretical findings.
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2.2.5 Gains From Trade

To illustrate the welfare impact of international trade in this framework, I consider a

simplified model where γj,j = 1 and γj,k = 0 for all k 6= j. That is, sector j uses only

intermediate goods from it’s own sector in production. Welfare per capita in country

n for this case is equal to that country’s real wage, depicted as the following:

Wn =
wn
P c
n

(2.61)

where P c
n =

∏J
j=1 P

j
n
αjn denotes the aggregate price index for consumers in n.22 Note

that (2.61) applies to both the perfect and monopolistic competition models.

For the perfect competition model, from equation (2.19) we can rearrange to find

the following expression for P j
n:

P j
n =

(
T jn
πjnn

) 1−βj

−θj

cjn (2.62)

where κnn is assumed to be 1. Note that, given the simplified input-output assump-

tion, the unit cost is cjn = Ψj
nw

1−βj
n P j

n
βj

from equation (2.12). Substituting this

expression into (2.62) and solving for the price index P j
n yields the following:

P j
n =

(
T jn
πjnn

) 1

−θj

Ψj
nwn (2.63)

Finally, substituting this expression into (2.61) yields the following expression for

22In the monopolistic competition model in Section 2.2.2., po = w = 1 for all n.
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welfare per capita in n:

Wn =
J∏
j=1

(
λjwP
πjnn

)α
j
n
θj

(2.64)

where λjwP = (T jn)
1

θj Ψj
i is a constant.

For the monopolistic competition model, from equation (2.53) we can rearrange

to find the following expression for P j
n:

P j
n =

(
λjxLn

πjnn

) 1−βj

−θj

cjn (2.65)

where κnn and fnn are assumed to be 1. The unit cost expression (2.31), given the

input-output assumption, is equal to cjn = Ψj
nw

1−βj
n P j

n
βj

as in the perfect competition

model. Substituting this expression into (2.65) and solving for the price index P j
n

yields the following:

P j
n =

(
λjxLn

πjnn

) 1

−θj

Ψj
nwn (2.66)

Finally, substituting this expression into (2.61) yields the following expression for

welfare per capita in n:

Wn =
J∏
j=1

(
λjwM
πjnn

)α
j
n
θj

(2.67)

where λjwM = (λjxLn)
1

θj Ψj
i is a constant.

Notice that (2.64) and (2.67) are remarkably similar. The only difference between

them relates to the constant terms λjwC and λjwM . I therefore denote the following
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generalization for welfare in either model:

Wn =
J∏
j=1

(
λjw
πjnn

)α
j
n
θj

(2.68)

where λjw = λjwC in the perfect competition and λjw = λjwM in the monopolistic

competition model.

To find the gains from trade, I take take the logarithm of (2.68) and consider

comparative statics of going from autarky, where π̃jnn = 1 for all j, to the status quo

where πjnn ≤ 1 for all j. The gains can be denoted as:

GFTn = d ln(Wn) = −
J∑
j=1

αjn
θj
d ln(πjnn) (2.69)

To calculate the gains from trade in n, all that one needs is data on 3 variables:

sectoral spending on final goods (αjn) for all j in n, the share of sectoral domestic

expenditure (πjnn) for all j in n, and sectoral dispersion parameters (θj).

Equation (2.68) is different here than it would be for the case with heterogeneity

in TFP (e.g the standard the Eaton and Kortum (2002) or Chaney (2008) models

with intermediate inputs). In those environments, welfare simplifies to the following:

W TFP
n =

J∏
j=1

(
λjw
πjnn

) α
j
n

θj(1−βj)
(2.70)

According to this formula, consumers benefit more, ceteris paribus, from con-

suming goods from sectors produced with a larger share of intermediate inputs, as

indicated by the 1− βj term in the exponent of (2.70).
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The gains from trade with TFP heterogeneity are the following

GFT TFPn = d ln(W TFP
n ) = −

J∑
j=1

αjn
θj (1− βj)

d ln(πjnn) (2.71)

Since βj∈(0, 1) for all j, it is clear that the gains from trade are higher in (2.71)

than (2.69) for a common set of πjnn, αji and θj across the two models. In both models,

intermediate goods are used to produce both intermediate and final goods. In the TFP

model, this input-output loop for intermediate goods leads to an amplification effect

in the gains from trade. As a result, the larger the share of intermediate inputs, the

higher the gains from trade. In contrast, when productivity enhances value-added, as

in my model, this amplification effect disappears. This reveals that the amplification

is not due to the input-output loop per se, but depends of the form of the productivity

parameter in the production function. In the standard TFP model, firm productivity

enhances both value-added and intermediate inputs by the same factor, creating a

compounding effect for productivity through the input-output loop. This mechanism

is absent from my value-added framework.23

This is not to say, however, that estimates of gains from trade will necessarily be

higher using the TFP model. Equations (2.69) and (2.71) each depend on dispersion

parameters θj which should be estimated with the model in mind. As I demonstrate

in the Section 2.4, when these parameters are estimated using an empirical gravity

equation, the estimates depend on the trade elasticity which differs across the two

models.

23Melitz and Redding (2014) reveal that the gains from trade can become arbitrarily large in a
framework with sequential production and TFP heterogeneity. This point can be equally demon-
strated by setting βji close to zero in the TFP model illustrated here.
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2.3 Data

To compute the gains from trade under my specification in (2.69), data are needed

for sectoral dispersion parameters (θj), sectoral domestic expenditure shares (πjnn)

and the sectoral consumption shares (αjn). To compare with the gains from trade

under the standard TFP heterogeneity model according to (2.71), data for sectoral

intermediate input shares in production (βj) are also needed.

2.3.1 Sectoral Dispersion

To ascertain parameters for θj, it is common in the literature to estimate a gravity

equation based on the theoretical model. In my model with value-added heterogeneity,

this equation is represented by (2.21). In the standard TFP heterogeneity framework,

this equation is given by something similar to the following:

Xj
ni = Xj

nY
j
i

(κni/P
j
n)
−θj∑N

n=1

(
κni/P

j
n

)−θj (2.72)

Caliendo and Parro (2015) provides a prominent recent example of sectoral esti-

mates for θj under the TFP specification. The authors develop a multi-sector Eaton

and Kortum (2002) model similar to the model in Section 2.2.1. They derive the

following trade share equation for exports from i to n in sector j:

πjni =
Xj
ni

Xj
n

=
T ji
[
cjiκni

]−θj∑N
i=1 T

j
i

[
cjiκni

]−θj (2.73)

This equation is analogous to (2.19) in the value-added heterogeneity model. To

estimate θj, they consider the following tetradic ratio for trade between n, i and h in
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sector j, based on (2.73):

Xj
niX

j
ihX

j
hn

Xj
inX

j
hiX

j
nh

=

(
κjniκ

j
ihκ

j
hn

κjinκ
j
hiκ

j
nh

)−θj
(2.74)

This ratio conveniently eliminates everything in (2.73) except for bilateral trade costs

and the dispersion parameter to be estimated. Note that any symmetric components

of trade costs also cancel out in this expression. In fact, any country fixed effects

cancel as well. To estimate (2.74), the authors gather asymmetric tariff data from

UNCTAD-TRAINS from 1989 to 1993 across 16 economies and 20 sectors (18 man-

ufacturing and 2 non-manufacturing).24 Denoting bilateral tariffs on imports from i

to n in sector j as τ jni, they specify the following estimation equation based on the

logarithm of (2.74):

ln

(
Xj
niX

j
ihX

j
hn

Xj
inX

j
hiX

j
nh

)
= −θjln

(
τ jniτ

j
ihτ

j
hn

τ jinτ
j
hiτ

j
nh

)
+ εj (2.75)

where εj denotes an i.i.d. error term. Caliendo and Parro estimate (2.75) using OLS

with heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors, dropping observations with zero flows.

In the first two columns of Table 2.1, I report the estimates and standard errors from

their baseline full sample estimation.25

According to my model with value-added heterogeneity described in Section 2.2.2.,

24The economies included are Argentina, Australia, Canada, Chile, China, the European Union,
India, Indonesia, Japan, Korea, New Zealand, Norway, Switzerland, Thailand and the United States.

25Caliendo and Parro present estimates according to 20 ISIC revision 3 industries. The values in
Table 2.2 are converted into ISIC revision 2 classification using the correspondence in Appendix A.
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Table 2.1: Dispersion Parameters for ISIC Rev. 2 Groups

Isic Rev. 2 group θEK Se. θV A Se. Obs
Food, Beverages & Tobacco 2.545 (0.612) 0.607 (0.159) 495
Textiles, Prod. & Leath. 5.561 (1.145) 1.864 (0.373) 437
Wood & Prod. 10.833 (2.531) 3.699 (0.783) 315
Paper & Printing 9.065 (1.693) 3.138 (0.641) 507
Chemicals & Prod. 4.750 (1.768) 1.628 (0.581) 430
Rubber & Plastics 1.665 (1.409) 0.541 (0.447) 376
Non-Metal. Mineral Prod. 2.765 (1.436) 1.088 (0.577) 342
Iron & Steel 7.986 (2.526) 2.478 (0.802) 388
Metal Prod. 4.296 (2.154) 1.207 (0.681) 404
Non-electrical Mach. 1.516 (1.806) 0.425 (0.591) 397
Office & Computing Mach. 12.794 (2.140) 4.128 (0.666) 306
Electrical App., Nec 10.599 (1.376) 3.703 (0.471) 343
Radio, TV & Comm. Equip. 7.075 (1.718) 2.033 (0.560) 312
Drugs & Medicines 8.981 (1.253) 2.871 (0.407) 383
Motor Vehicles 1.015 (0.799) 0.331 (0.209) 237
Other Transport 0.370 (1.079) 0.065 (0.301) 245
Other Manuf. 5.002 (0.924) 1.764 (0.328) 412
Average 5.11 1.67

I derive the following analog to (2.74) based on (2.19):

Xj
niX

j
ihX

j
hn

Xj
inX

j
hiX

j
nh

=

(
κjniκ

j
ihκ

j
hn

κjinκ
j
hiκ

j
nh

) −θj
1−βj

(2.76)

Notice that the right-hand side of (2.76) is equal Caliendo and Parro’s expression,

to the exponent of 1/(1 − βj). In order to find θj according to the value-added

model, I adjust Caliendo and Parro’s tetradic tariff ratio data to be consistent with

the specification in (2.76). That is, I adjust the regressors from Caliendo and Parro’s

data to the following:

ln

(
τ jniτ

j
ihτ

j
hn

τ jinτ
j
hiτ

j
nh

)∗
=

(
1

1− β̃jnih

)
× ln

(
τ jniτ

j
ihτ

j
hn

τ jinτ
j
hiτ

j
nh

)
(2.77)
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where β̃jnih is the mean of intermediate input shares across the three countries n, i

and h for the given sector j, calculated using input-output data.26 I then re-estimate

θj under the following value-added heterogeneity specification:

ln

(
Xj
niX

j
ihX

j
hn

Xj
inX

j
hiX

j
nh

)
= −θjln

(
τ jniτ

j
ihτ

j
hn

τ jinτ
j
hiτ

j
nh

)∗
+ εj (2.78)

In the fourth and fifth columns of Table 2.1, I report my estimates from the

full sample. Not surprisingly, the adjusted estimates of θj are significantly lower

than the original estimates due to the impact of dividing the original regressors by

(1− β̃jnih). This translates into a higher degree of dispersion within sectors. Moreover,

variation in the TFP estimates is considerably higher than that in the value-added

estimates. Based on the TFP estimates, we would conclude that dispersion varies

significantly across sectors; that technological competitiveness is much higher in, for

example, the Transport sector where θ̃j = 0.37 than in the Office, Computing and

Machinery sector where θ̃j = 12.79. By comparison, the estimates from the value-

added framework suggest far lower variation in dispersion across sectors, meaning

that technological competitiveness is relatively similar across sectors. Luttmer (2007)

finds evidence that the firm size distribution in the U.S. is well approximated by a

Pareto distribution with a dispersion parameter of 1.06. The average of the value-

added estimates is much closer to this previous estimate than the average of the TFP

estimates, at 1.67 versus 5.11 respectively.

The gains from trade are higher when sectoral dispersion parameters are low.

26Due to difficulty in finding input-output data for Thailand, I simply set that country’s values of
βji to the overall average across all other countries.
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This is true for both the value-added and TFP frameworks, as indicated by equa-

tions (2.71) and (2.69). Note, however, that the TFP specification in (2.71) has a

(1 − βj) term which (2.69) is missing. This raises the gains from trade under TFP

heterogeneity. In the end, the lower estimates of θj from the value-added specifica-

tion counterbalance the welfare-reducing impact of the missing (1− βj), resulting in

an ambiguous overall difference in the gains from trade between the two theoretical

models. Empirically, whether the gains from trade are higher under the value-added

versus TFP specification will come down to quantitative differences in the dispersion

parameters and the βj shares.

2.3.2 Intermediate Input Shares

To capture sectoral intermediate input shares (βj), I use data from OECD input-

output tables. Because this share varies across countries, for the empirical analysis

I allow βj to vary across i. Previous literature specifically emphasizes the relation-

ship between the trade elasticity and the imported intermediate share (Johnson and

Noguera (2012b)). However, the model I present in Section 2.2 suggests that trade

elasticity should have a negative relationship with intermediate input share regardless

of whether the inputs are produced domestically or abroad. To explore this, I dis-

tinguish between βjih for domestic- and βjif for foreign-produced intermediates input

shares.

For each country, data for 22 manufacturing ISIC Revision 3 sectors are available

from the OECD for 2000 and 2005. To avoid the impact of primary resources, which

could be governed by forces outside of the purview of the models in Section 2.2, I

exclude two manufacturing sectors: i) Coke, refined petroleum products and nuclear
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fuel, and ii) Non-ferrous metals. A list of the sectors included is provided in Appendix

A. For the years prior to 1995, tables are available under ISIC Revision 2 classification.

For consistency, I converted the post-1990s years to Revision 2 using a self-constructed

correspondence table provided in Appendix A. Since I am interested in comparing

recent periods to the 1980s, I am restricted to nine exporting countries. The specific

years included and availability of the data by year for each exporting country is

reported in Appendix A.

Table A.3 in Appendix A reports average shares of domestic- and foreign-sourced

intermediate inputs by sector over time across these nine countries. As we see, βjih

is consistently higher than βjif across all sectors. However, if we compare over time,

the domestic share has generally decreased while the foreign share increased from

the 1980s to 2000s across nearly every sector. On average, the share of intermediate

inputs used in production has risen a few percentage points over time.

2.3.3 Exports

For exports (Xj
ni), I use bilateral export data from UN comtrade. To consider the

extensive margin, I initially obtained data disaggregated to the 4-digit SITC Revision

2 level.27 I then aggregated the data to correspond with the 20 ISIC Revision 2 sectors,

and kept count of the number of varieties F j
ni in each sector.28 As a result, I can define

the following expression:

Xj
ni = F j

ni ×X
j

ni

27This level of aggregation includes 768 product varieties. The same level of aggregation is used
in Berthelon and Freund (2008) to examine this time period.

28To link SITC Revision 2 to ISIC Revision 2 groups, I used correspondence tables downloaded
from the United Nations Statistical Division website.
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where X
j

ni denotes the average bilateral exports between i and n in sector j. This

provides for a distinction between the extensive (F j
ni) and compositional/intensive

(X
j

ni) margins separately in the empirical analysis. For all three dependent variables,

I include data from the nine exporting countries to 151 recipient countries.29

2.3.4 Trade Costs

To estimate the trade elasticity, I consider several different measures of trade costs

(κni). These include bilateral distance (dni) and dummy variables for bilateral regional

trade agreement (rtani), common border (bni) and currency union (cuni).
30 All of

these data came from from CEPII.31

2.3.5 Other Input-Output Parameters

To calculate the gains from trade, we need measures of domestic expenditure shares

πjnn and sectoral consumption shares αjn across countries and sectors. I find both

using the set of input-output tables listed in Appendix A.

Domestic expenditure shares are calculated by sector as:

π̃jnn =
(total output - total exports + re-exports)jn

(total output)jn
(2.79)

Sectoral consumption is calculated as the summation of sectoral final consumption

29A list of recipient countries is provided in Appendix A.
30I also explored using common language and colonial linkage dummy variables. These measures,

however, had little explanatory power.
31Centre d’Etudes Prospectives et d’Informations Internationales (CEPII) provides several dif-

ferent measures of bilateral distance. I use the population-weighted measure of agglomeration-
by-agglomeration distance created in Head and Mayer (2002). This is calculated as: dni =(∑

k∈n(popk/popn)
∑
l∈i(popl/popi)dkl

)
where popk denotes population in agglomeration k inside

country n.
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expenditure by households, non-profit organizations and government. This is then

divided by the total consumption across these three groups for the entire economy.

Table 2.2: Summary Statistics

Variable Mean Std. Dev. Min. Max. N

ln(Xj
ni) 13.445 3.348 0.69 24.518 39045

ln(F j
ni) 2.347 0.981 0.693 4.585 39104

ln(X
j

ni) 6.668 3.015 0 27.245 39045

βji 0.546 0.097 0.297 0.871 39104

βjfi 0.185 0.115 0.009 0.776 39104

βjhi 0.36 0.127 0.028 0.798 39104
ln(dni) 8.729 0.778 5.938 9.847 39104
bni 0.016 0.127 0 1 39104
cuni 0.009 0.096 0 1 39104
rtani 0.124 0.33 0 1 39104

θjV A 1.747 1.259 4.128 0.065 39104

θjEK 5.354 3.718 12.794 0.37 39104

One issue that arises in this analysis is the change in these consumption shares

over time. In the early 1980s, the manufacturing share in total consumption was

on average 36.4% across the countries in my sample; by the mid-2000s, this share

dropped to 26.7%. As a result, supposing that these shares remain unchanged in the

autarky counter-factual, the gains from manufacturing trade are significantly higher

in the 1980s despite the fact that home consumption shares fell on average over the

two periods. To address this issue, I take the mean of the consumption shares across

the two periods for each sector and set this equal to the share for both periods.

That is, I focus on changes in the gains from trade due to changes in intermediate

input shares and domestic expenditure shares, rather than changes in the share of

manufacturing in total consumption.32

32A comprehensive analysis of the overall gains from trade would need to include the gains from
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To address potential measurement biases in year-specific data, I took averages for

each variable across the early-1980s and early-2000s. Summary statistics are provided

in Table 2.2.

2.4 Gains from Trade: Empirical Results

I calculate the gains from manufacturing trade using data for sectoral spending on

final goods (αjn), the share of domestic expenditure (πjnn), and my sectoral dispersion

parameters estimates (θjV A), as described in Section 2.3.

These are calculated according to my value-added heterogeneity specification

based on the following equation (derived in Section 2.2.5):

GFTn = d ln(Wn) = −
J∑
j=1

αjn
θj
d ln(πjnn) (2.80)

I also calculate the gains from trade under the total factor productivity specifica-

tion. These were calculated using Caliendo and Parro’s estimates of θjEK according

to the following standard gains from trade equation:

GFT TFPn = d ln(W TFP
n ) = −

J∑
j=1

αjn
θj
(
1− βji

)d ln(πjnn) (2.81)

I report the results under the value-added specification in columns 1 and 2 of

Table 2.3 for all 9 countries for the 1980s and 2000s. The results based on the total

non-manufacturing trade which have surely increased over time. My analysis is more focused on
exploring the impact my value-added specification on the gains from trade in the presence of in-
termediate inputs than on calculating the overall economy-wide gains from trade. As a result, I
ignore these additional channels of welfare analysis. Chapter 4 in this thesis explores this topic more
thoroughly.
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factor productivity specification are reported in columns 3 and 4.

Table 2.3: Gains from Trade

Valued-Added TFP
Country 1980s 2000s 1980s 2000s
Australia 4.4% 6.3% 3.0% 4.0%
Canada 66.9% 63.8% 67.4% 70.5%
Denmark 41.4% 37.5% 23.7% 25.4%
France 29.4% 22.9% 17.7% 24.8%
Germany 25.0% 32.6% 16.3% 26.8%
Italy 15.1% 16.4% 8.4% 15.1%
Japan 12.2% 13.3% 8.2% 10.5%
United Kingdom 26.8% 40.5% 13.3% 18.7%
United States 4.9% 5.5% 2.5% 4.0%
Average 25.1% 26.5% 17.8% 22.2%

The gains from manufacturing trade are, on average, larger under the value-added

specification for both the 1980s and 2000s. This overall difference is driven by the

lower dispersion parameters estimated under the value-added framework, reported in

Table 2.1. Note, however, that the gains for one country, Canada, are slightly higher

under the TFP specification in both periods. Canadian manufacturing sectors use

particularly large shares of intermediate inputs and have high import shares in these

sectors as well. Under the TFP specification, this translates into large gains from

trade due to the interaction between higher values of βji and low values of πjii. In

contrast, there is no direct effect of intermediate inputs on welfare under the value-

added specification, so the impact of trading more in sectors that use intermediate

inputs does not translate into more gains from trade.

Figure 2.3 depicts the growth in gains from trade over the two periods for each

country. Growth is generally higher under the TFP specification. This differential

growth pattern is driven by the share of intermediate inputs in production. This
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Figure 2.3: Percentage Growth in Gains from Trade, 1980s to 2000s

share grew on average across sectors over time. This positively influences growth

in gains from trade under TFP but not under the value-added specification. As a

result, the gains grew more over time under the TFP specification. In fact, the gains

from manufacturing trade actually fall over time under the value-added model for

Canada, Denmark and France. For all three cases, this decline can be attributed to

the Transport, Motor vehicle and Aircraft sectors. These were exceptionally outward-

oriented industries for these countries in the 1980s. Perhaps due to the broad decline

in manufacturing since the 1980s, these sectors traded less in the 2000s than in the

1980s. Meanwhile, intermediate input use in these sectors has grown over time, so the

decline in import share is counterbalanced by this factor under the TFP specification.

Under value-added, since intermediate inputs do not affect the gains from trade, the

fall in imports has a big impact on the measured gains from trade.
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Overall, the gains from trade, while generally higher under the value-added speci-

fication, are fairly similar in both models. Again, this is not terribly surprising given

that the qualitative difference in welfare across the two specifications is theoretically

ambiguous. Perhaps the most important difference across these models relates to

trade policy. The TFP gains from trade formula might lead us to conclude that sec-

tors which use intermediate inputs should be targeted for trade promotion since they

have a greater relative impact on welfare. In contrast, the value-added framework

suggests no such policy.

2.5 The Trade Elasticity: Empirical Results

2.5.1 Empirical Specification

The gravity models in (2.21) and (2.55) have two distinct features that are different

from the previous gravity equations in the literature. The first is that the elasticity

of trade with respect to trade costs (the “trade elasticity”) is positively related to

the share of intermediate inputs used in production (βj). The second is that this

relationship is driven by the extensive margin; the number of goods exported from i

to n is more sensitive to changes in trade costs when intermediates inputs are used

in production.

To examine these relationships in a reduced form, one must control for every

item in these equations except for the bilateral trade cost expressions κni
−θj
1−βj , κni

−γj

1−βj

and fni
1− γj

(σ−1)(1−βj) . One way to achieve this would be to divide these expressions by

exporter and importer domestic consumption shares (πjnn and πjii).
33 This approach,

33This approach is referred to in the literature as the Head-Ries Index. Note that I also cannot
use country-sector fixed effects, since this would eliminate much of the variation in βji that I wish
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however, requires input-output tables for all importing and exporting countries. Since

I have these tables only for 9 countries, the sample would be severely restricted. In-

stead, I follow a tetradic ratio approach developed by Head et al. (2010). Considering

sectoral exports between i, n, a reference exporter l and a reference importer k in

sector j, we can derive the following tetradic ratios that accord with (2.21) and (2.55)

respectively:

Xj
niX

j
kl

Xj
nlX

j
ki

=

(
κniκkl
κnlκki

) −θj
1−βj

, (2.82)

Xj
niX

j
kl

Xj
nlX

j
ki

=

(
κniκkl
κnlκki

) −γj

1−βj
(
fnifkl
fnlfki

)1− γj

(σ−1)(1−βj)
(2.83)

These ratios conveniently cancel out any exporter and importer sectoral fixed

effects that are found in the theoretical gravity equations. Unlike (2.74) from Caliendo

and Parro (2015), however, these ratios do not cancel out symmetric bilateral trade

costs.

As mentioned in the previous section, data on βj varies across countries empiri-

cally. Allowing for this variation, I define β̃jil as the mean of intermediate input shares

between the exporter i and the reference exporter l in sector j.

Replacing βj with β̃jil and taking the logarithm of (2.82), I define the following log-

linearized, theoretically consistent, empirical gravity specification for marginal trade

costs:

ln
(
X̃j
ni

)
=

(
−θj

1− β̃jil

)
ln (κ̃ni) + εjni (2.84)

where X̃k
ni =

Xj
niX

j
kl

Xj
nlX

j
ki

, κ̃ni = κniκkl
κnlκki

and εjni is an error term assumed to be i.i.d .

In theory, κ̃ni consists of both observed and unobserved bilateral trade costs.

to exploit.
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To capture these, I include data on the log of bilateral distance (dni) and dummy

variables for bilateral regional trade agreements (rtani), common borders (bni) and

currency unions (cuni). I assume that any unobserved determinants of intermediate

input shares and trade costs that are excluded are orthogonal to the error term εjni.

The tetradic reference country method raises the difficulty of choosing reference

countries. Including reference countries inevitably restricts the sample of observa-

tions. Since I have only 9 exporting countries to begin with, I would like to choose a

reference importer that is not among this group of 9 to maximize the number of obser-

vations. The reference importer should be a large economy that is relatively open to

imports, again to provide as many observations as possible. I have chosen the United

States and the Netherlands as the reference exporter and importer respectively.

I analyze the relationship between Xj
ni, κni and β̃jil in (2.84) using two methods.

In the first, I estimate the following equation based on the theoretical trade elasticity:

ln
(
X̃j
ni

)
= λ0 + λ1

(
1

1− λ2β̃
j
il

)
ln (κ̃ni) + εjni (2.85)

This equation is analogous to a typical gravity equation with fixed effects, which is

usually specified as the following:

ln
(
X̃j
ni

)
= λ0 + λ1ln (κ̃ni) + εjni (2.86)

Note that my specification differs from the standard approach due to the structure

of the trade elasticity associated with the trade cost variable in (2.85). I am interested

in whether or not λ2 is positive, as well as its magnitude. In my theoretical framework,

λ2 = 1. I am also interested in the estimate of λ1, particularly when using ln(dni)
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as a proxy variable for trade costs. As mentioned in the introduction, distance is

widely viewed as a proxy for unobserved information and communication costs. As

these costs have declined over time due to technological change, we should expect that

estimates of λ1 in (2.86) are higher (in absolute value) using data form the 1980s when

compared with estimates using more recent data from the 2000s. In fact, most of the

gravity literature finds that λ1 has remained stable over time when κni is proxied

using the log of distance. This stability is known as the “distance puzzle”.

Given my theoretical findings in Section 2.2, it is not necessarily surprising that

the distance estimates have remained stable over time. The fact that intermediate

input shares have, on average, increased over time suggests that the elasticity of trade

with respect to trade costs in (2.85) should have also increased. Moreover, β̃jil varies

across countries and sectors, which a reduced-form estimate of the trade elasticity

according to (2.86) fails to take into account. Under the specification in (2.85), I

adjust for variation in β̃jil across exporters, sectors and time. The remaining impact

of distance, captured with the λ1 parameter, should perhaps be falling over time (in

absolute value) due to changes in communication and information costs.

I also examine the relationship between for the domestic and imported share of

intermediate inputs implied by (2.85). That is, I run the following regression:

ln
(
X̃j
ni

)
= λ0 + λ1

(
1

1− λ2β̃
j
ilh − λ3β̃

j
ilf

)
ln (κ̃ni) + εjni (2.87)

where h and f denote the home and foreign share of intermediates. Other authors have

examined the relationship between the elasticity of trade with respect to distance and

imported intermediates in particular (for examples, see Yi (2003, 2010) and Johnson

and Noguera (2012b)). The relationship in my framework is not confined to imported
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intermediates, but also applies to domestic intermediates. In estimating (2.87), I am

interested in the signs and magnitudes of λ2 and λ3. According to the theory, they

should both be positive and significant.

To explore the extensive margin and average exports per good, I also estimate

(2.85) and (2.87) replacing Xni by Fni and Xni. I expect, based on my model, that

the relationship for overall exports should be driven by the extensive margin.

2.5.2 Results

The first set of results from estimating (2.85) using total bilateral exports and distance

as a proxy for trade costs are reported in columns 3 and 4 in Table 2.4. Columns 1 and

2 report results from estimating (2.86), which I will call the standard gravity equation.

When we compare columns 1 and 2, we see that the estimate of the trade elasticity

λ1 is slightly higher in the 2000s than in the 1980s. This pattern is consistent with

previous literature and indicative of the distance puzzle. The magnitude of these

estimates are also similar to estimates from other studies (Berthelon and Freund

(2008), Disdier and Head (2008)).

In columns 3 and 4, we see that the estimates of λ2 from (2.85) are positive and

significant at the 1% level for the both the 1980s and 2000s. The magnitude of the

parameter is between 0.5 and 1 in both periods and rises over time. Although the

theoretical model in Section 2.2 predicts that λ2 = 1, I take this result to be fairly

supportive of the mechanisms described in the model. Note that in the standard

framework with TFP heterogeneity, λ2 is set equal to 0, which is clearly rejected by

the data. Remarkably, the estimate λ1 in columns 3 and 4 falls (in absolute value)

over time. That is, once we adjust for the impact of intermediate inputs in the trade
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Table 2.4: Dependent Var: Total Exports, κni = ln(d̃ni)

1980s 2000s 1980s 2000s
Const. 0.674*** 0.836*** 0.674*** 0.843***

(0.0518) (0.0560) (0.0519) (0.0561)
λ1 -1.034*** -1.071*** -0.713*** -0.618***

(0.0318) (0.0348) (0.0467) (0.0353)
λ2 0.597*** 0.784***

(0.0613) (0.0360)
Observations 15372 15956 15372 15956
Adjusted R2 0.193 0.243 0.196 0.250

Note: Standard errors are reported in parentheses. All errors are clustered

by country-pair.

elasticity, the impact of distance on international trade became weaker from the 1980s

to the 2000s.34 This is in contrast to the opposite pattern in columns 1 and 2 where

λ2 is assumed to be 0. I will elaborate more on this below.

In Tables A6-A8 in Appendix A, I report estimates of (2.85) using a regional trade

agreement, currency union and shared border dummies as proxy variables for trade

costs. In each case, estimates of λ2 are positive and significant as suggested by the

theoretical predictions in Section 2.2. That is, the trade elasticity, when estimated

using any of these indicators for trade costs, has a positive and significant relationship

with the intermediate input share. In addition, all of these estimates of λ2 fall in the

range from 0.712 to 1.271.

In Table 2.5, I report estimates of specification (2.87) where I differentiate between

domestic- and foreign-produced intermediate inputs. Estimates of λ2 and λ3 are

positive and significant in the 1980s and 2000s. Johnson and Noguera (2012b) find

a pattern that is qualitatively consistent with λ3 > 0, suggesting that sectors which

use imported intermediate inputs have a higher elasticity of trade with respect to

34Note that this change is also statistically significant at the 95% level.
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distance. In Table 2.5, we see evidence that this relationship holds for domestically

produced intermediates as well. This is consistent with the qualitative predictions

from my model, where the source of intermediate goods plays no role in relation to

their impact on the trade elasticity.

Table 2.5: Dependent Var: Total Exports, κni = ln(d̃ni)

1980s 2000s
Const. 0.680*** 0.829***

(0.0518) (0.0564)
λ1 -0.673*** -0.662***

(0.0441) (0.0370)
λ2 0.575*** 0.968***

(0.0672) (0.0438)
λ3 1.022*** 0.190**

(0.174) (0.0926)

Observations 15372 15956
Adjusted R2 0.197 0.254

Note: Standard errors are reported in parentheses.

All errors are clustered by country-pair.

Again, λ1 falls over time, although the change is not statistically significant in

this case. In terms of magnitudes, there are significant changes in both β̃jilh and β̃jilf

over time that are difficult in interpret. We know that β̃jilf rose while β̃jilh fell signif-

icantly from the 1980s to the 2000s. As such, part of these changes could be simply

compositional since some of the intermediate goods that were domestically sourced in

the 1980s become sourced from abroad by the 2000s. In Tables A9-A12 in Appendix

A, I report results from estimates of (2.87) using regional trade agreement, common

currency and common language as indicators of trade costs. For all three costs, the
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estimate on λ2 is positive and significant in both years.35 For the imported interme-

diate share, the estimate of λ3 is either positive and insignificant or even negative

and significant in some periods. In light of my theory, this pattern is unsettling.

However, it could be explained by a selection effect whereby the industries that use

imported intermediate inputs have lower trade costs, on average, than those that use

domestic intermediates. Again, it is difficult to get clear evidence either in support or

against my theoretical pattern when we differentiate between imported and domestic

intermediates, especially since my theory does not suggest that there should be any

difference here.

Overall, I interpret the results from specification (2.87) with caution. My main

purpose in differentiating between imported and domestic intermediates was to verify

that the negative relationship between intermediate goods and the trade elasticity

was not being driven entirely by imported intermediates. The evidence appears to

offer support for this argument since the relationship between domestic intermediates

and the trade elasticity is positive and significant in all years and when using any one

of our indicators for trade costs.

The evidence from Tables 2.4 and 2.5 offers an interesting reconciliation of the

“distance puzzle”. Again, this puzzle refers to the common finding that, despite our

assurance that trade-related costs like information and communication have fallen

over the years, the elasticity of trade with respect to distance has remained stable

and significant. In columns 1 and 2, we see that this elasticity has risen from the

1980s to the 2000s, which is consistent with this puzzle. However, we see in columns

3 and 4 that once we adjust in variation in the intermediate input share across time,

sectors and countries, the remaining impact of distance falls over time. This suggests

35In the case for common currency, this estimate is only significant at the 10% level for 1985
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that variation in impact of intermediate inputs on the trade elasticity can help explain

the puzzle.

Extensive Margin

My theory predicts that the negative relationship between the intermediate input

share and the trade elasticity should be driven by the extensive margin rather than

the intensive or compositional margins.

In this section, I test this prediction by replacing total exports with the number of

goods exported as the dependent variable in specification (2.85). In Table 2.6, I report

these results using the log of distance to indicate trade costs. Again, in columns 1

and 2 I report estimates from the standard gravity specification from (2.86), which

does not include the intermediate input share. Notice that, contrary to the pattern

for total exports, the elasticity of trade with respect to distance has fallen from the

1980s to the 2000s; that is, there is not much of a distance puzzle at the extensive

margin. When intermediates inputs are included (columns 3 and 4) as in (2.85),

estimates of λ2 are positive and significant in both the 1980s and 2000s. Moreover,

these estimates are larger in magnitude and closer to 1 than the estimates from Table

2.4 using total exports as the dependent variable. This difference is particularly

striking when compared to the estimate of λ1 in row 2. The overall trade elasticity is

less than 0.05 at the extensive margin, but the coefficient on the intermediate input

share is roughly 1.36

I also estimate specification (2.85) using the residual between the total exports

and the number of goods exported, which can be interpreted as the average exports

36I also considered estimates of (2.85) with the number of goods exported and using my other
measures of trade costs. Unfortunately, γ3 could not be identified with this data due to the coarseness
of both this dependent variables and these trade cost indicators.
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Table 2.6: Dependent Var: Number of Goods Exported, κni = ln(d̃ni)

1980s 2000s 1980s 2000s

Const. -0.188*** -0.132*** -0.187*** -0.129***
(0.0248) (0.0246) (0.0246) (0.0245)

λ1 -0.102*** -0.0747*** -0.0409*** -0.0352***
(0.0152) (0.0161) (0.00855) (0.0112)

λ2 1.122*** 0.993***
(0.0488) (0.100)

Observations 15372 15956 15372 15956
Adjusted R2 0.024 0.014 0.029 0.016

Note: Standard errors are reported in parentheses. All errors

are clustered at the country-pair level.

per good. According to my theory, there should not be any relationship between

the intermediate input share and the trade elasticity at this margin. However, as we

see in columns 3 and 4 of Table 2.7, the relationship is positive and significant at

this margin as well. Although this appears to contradict my theory, it is important

to note that this margin is not a very good measure of what, theoretically, should

be the intensive and compositional margins combined. My empirical measure of the

extensive margin is the count of products traded between countries at the SITC 4-

digit classification level. This includes 768 product categories which, while a much

lower level of aggregation than the 20 2-digit ISIC sectors, is still not sufficiently low

to fully capture the extensive margin. Within each of these product codes, there are

actually many firms and many products. As a result, my intensive/compositional

margin actually contains a combination of the intensive, the compositional and some

of the extensive margin.

Therefore, we might be more interested how Tables 2.6 and 2.7 compare quanti-

tatively in relation to λ2. It is clear that the estimate of λ2 in Table 2.6 is larger and
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Table 2.7: Dependent Var.: Average Exports per Good, κni = ln(d̃ni)

1980s 2000s 1980s 2000s

Const. 0.862*** 0.968*** 0.862*** 0.973***
(0.0426) (0.0442) (0.0427) (0.0443)

λ1 -0.932*** -0.997*** -0.691*** -0.597***
(0.0260) (0.0269) (0.0475) (0.0314)

λ2 0.499*** 0.744***
(0.0788) (0.0387)

Observations 15372 15956 15372 15956
Adjusted R2 0.179 0.246 0.180 0.252

Note: Standard errors are reported in parentheses. All errors

are clustered at the country-pair level.

closer to 1 than the estimate in Table 2.7. This is especially true in comparison to

the overall trade elasticity which, for extensive margin, is less than 0.05 compared to

values close to 1 (in absolute value) in Table 2.7.

Overall, this evidence suggests that when we isolate the extensive margin, the

relationship between the intermediate input share and the trade elasticity is particu-

larly strong. This is consistent with the theoretical model, which predicts that this

relationship is driven by the extensive margin of trade.
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2.6 Conclusion

This chapter makes several contributions. First, I extend the Eaton and Kortum

(2002) and Melitz (2003) models of international trade to a framework with inter-

mediate inputs and firm heterogeneity in value-added productivity. My framework

reveals that using value-added productivity instead of TFP heterogeneity in this set-

ting leads to a positive relationship between the trade elasticity and the share of

intermediate inputs in production. I also show that the gains from trade are different

under this value-added specification. These findings, moreover, rely crucially on firm

heterogeneity. A representative firm model with value-added productivity does not

yield any relationship between the trade elasticity in the intermediate input share or

any new findings related to gains from trade.

Second, I estimate the trade elasticity in accordance with the theoretical rela-

tionship provided by my model. I find evidence that the sensitivity of trade flows

in response to changes in trade costs is positively related to the intermediate input

share in production, which is consistent with my model’s prediction. Since the share

of intermediate inputs varies across time, countries and sectors, the trade elasticity

differs across these variables as well. I also estimate sectoral productivity dispersion

parameters under my specification, finding that standard models overestimate the

magnitude of these parameters (i.e. underestimate the degree of dispersion), on aver-

age by a factor of approximately 3. My estimates are closer to previous findings that

use micro data on the firm size distribution.37 I then calculate the gains from trade

under my specification using these estimates, finding that the gains are, on average,

37Luttmer (2007) finds evidence that the U.S. firm size distribution is well approximated by
a Pareto distribution with a dispersion parameter equal to 1.06. The average of my dispersion
parameter estimates is 1.67.
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41% higher in the early 1980s and 19% higher in the early 2000s according to my

model relative to the standard framework.

These findings shed light on several empirical puzzles. From the 1980s to 2000s,

trade in manufacturing goods grew significantly as a share of GDP despite appar-

ently modest declines in tariffs and transportation costs. This suggests that the trade

elasticity is above 10 according to standard trade models. In trade models with firm

heterogeneity, the trade elasticity is governed by the productivity dispersion across

firms. According to firm-level evidence, the degree of this dispersion is high which

should translate to values of the trade elasticity below 5. Under my specification,

the trade elasticity is also affected by the intermediate input share. Given that most

sectors use intermediate shares between 0.5 and 0.6, the trade elasticity is generally

over twice as large as productivity dispersion alone would suggest. Thus, my model

provides a mechanism for reconciling relatively large responses in trade to modest

changes in trade costs amidst lower parameters of sectoral dispersion, which corre-

sponds to empirical evidence.

Over the same period, the elasticity of trade with respect to distance (or “distance

elasticity”) remained fairly stable. Since distance is widely viewed as an indicator of

trade-related frictions like information and communication, many find it surprising

that this relationship has not weakened over time in the midst of significant tech-

nological change. I also find evidence that the distance elasticity remained stable

over this period. I argue, however, that this finding is not surprising given that the

intermediate input share, which positively affects the distance elasticity according to

my model, has grown over time and varies across countries and sectors. I separate

the distance elasticity into two components: an intermediate inputs component and
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a residual component. I find that, after adjusting for the intermediate inputs com-

ponent, the magnitude of the residual component falls by roughly 13% over time.

This provides evidence that, while the distance elasticity has remained stable over

time, this stability is driven by the impact of the intermediate input share and is not

necessarily puzzling.

Overall, these findings indicate an important role for economic theory in shedding

light on apparently puzzling empirical results in international trade.
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Chapter 3

Comparative Advantage and

Cross-Stage Specialization

3.1 Introduction

Ricardo’s theory of comparative advantage is perhaps the most famous adage in inter-

national trade. It states that any country, regardless of overall productive capability,

can benefit from trade by specializing production in relatively efficient sectors.

To illustrate this concept, Ricardo (1817) used a two-good example: cloth and

wine. Interestingly, these two goods are quite different in terms of their use. Wine

is, for the most part, a final good that is directly consumed. In contrast, cloth is

largely used as an intermediate input to produce other goods in, for example, the

textiles industry. These details were not emphasized by Ricardo, perhaps because

he was focused on illustrating the point that both England and Portugal (which had

comparative advantage in cloth and wine respectively) could benefit from trade.

In more recent years, however, trade economists have also become interested in
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quantifying the global gains from trade and the distribution of these gains across

countries based on micro-founded trade models.1 In light of this, the distinction be-

tween intermediate and final goods is worth exploring in greater detail. Do countries

that specialize in producing intermediate goods benefit as much as those that spe-

cialize in producing final goods? If not, which producer benefits more, and how does

this correspond to the existing world where many countries trade both intermediate

and final goods?

In this chapter, I examine the relationship between comparative advantage and

cross-stage specialization. Cross-stage specialization (CSS), as I define it, is the pro-

cess whereby each country in a bilateral trade relationship specializes in either in-

termediate or final goods production due to comparative advantage. I use a simple

two-country, two-good theoretical model to illustrate how comparative advantage can

explain patterns of CSS. I provide a simple equation for calculating the gains from this

type of trade, showing that there are added gains from specialization across stages

of production. I also illustrate that the distribution of these gains is potentially un-

even and depends crucially on both where a country’s comparative advantage lies

(intermediate versus final goods) and how important, in terms of value-added share,

intermediate goods are in the economy.

This model is derived from the heterogeneous firms Ricardian model of Eaton

and Kortum (2002) (EK). As in many recent extensions of the EK model, my model

provides a basis for including many sectors, as well as intermediate goods. In addition,

I allow for differences in technology for intermediate and final goods production for

a given country and sector. As a result, the model provides a basis for CSS which

is absent from other versions of the EK model. I find that, by abstracting from

1See, for example, Arkolakis et al. (2012).
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this channel of specialization, the standard EK framework will either overestimate or

underestimate the gains from trade, depending on the share of intermediate goods

used in production.

To assess the implications of CSS quantitatively, I use sectoral data on inter-

national trade and input-output production tables from the World Input Output

Database (WIOD) for 2005 to identify trade across 34 countries, 31 sectors and two

stages of production. I calculate the gains from trade according to an extended ver-

sion of my model and isolate the added gains from trade after accounting for CSS.

I find that the gains from trade are, on average, higher under my model than under

the standard EK (2002) model. Average added gains are, however, quite modest at

less than 1% of GDP.

Despite these modest added average gains, there is considerable heterogeneity

across countries. I illustrate that the added gains after accounting for CSS are highest

among several emerging economies, including China, Brazil, India, Indonesia and

Mexico.

This chapter contributes to the literature in several ways. First, it relates to a

recent literature that attempts to identify the role of comparative advantage across

sectors in empirical trade flows. For examples, see Costinot and Donaldson (2012)

and Costinot, Donaldson and Kumunjer (2012). The chapter reveals that comparative

advantage across stages of production is generally not as significant as comparative

advantage across sectors. However, under certain settings and for several emerging

countries, it is more important, leading to higher welfare gains than the gains from

traditional comparative advantage trade.

My results also provide interesting insights into the theoretical and quantitative
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importance of placement along the value chain across countries. As far back as

Hamilton (1790), some economists have argued in favor of protectionism based on the

premise that poorer economies possess comparative advantage in more basic goods.

My model provides theoretical support for the assertion that countries which special-

ize in basic goods production benefit relatively less from trade (where intermediate

goods are considered “more basic”) under certain conditions. However, quantita-

tively this relationship is largely unsupported by the data. At the country level,

intermediate and final goods are quite evenly traded for most countries, regardless of

industrialization stage. In fact, less-developed economies tend to specialize relatively

more in final goods production, leading to significant positive gains after accounting

for CSS. This is exactly the opposite of what a Hamiltonian argument might assume.

In calculating the gains from intermediate goods trade across countries, I find that,

on average, these gains are roughly on par with the gains from trade in final goods.

For emerging countries, however, the gains from intermediate goods trade are signif-

icantly larger than the gains from final goods trade. Whereas in the past it might

have been true that less developed economies exported upstream and imported down-

stream goods, the emergence of global value chains has permitted these economies to

add-value at an intermediate step and, as a result, receive the economic benefits of

producing downstream.

My work also relates to a recent discussion in the literature pertaining to the gains

from trade according to micro-founded trade models. In a seminal paper, Arkolakis

et al. (2012) argued that, across a broad set of micro-founded trade models, the

gains from international trade can be calculated from two variables: the overall share

of imports in consumption and the elasticity of international trade with respect to
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trade costs. A crucial limitation for this calculation is the assumption that economic

activity is symmetric across sectors. As is pointed out by Levchenko and Zhang

(2014), this assumption undermines the importance of comparative advantage, or

differences in productivity across sectors, as a basis for gains from trade. They reveal

that by extending the basic Arkolakis et al. (2012) framework to 20 sectors, the

gains from trade are on average 30% higher than the basic model suggests. This is

consistent with other papers, including Caliendo and Parro (2015) and Ossa (2012),

which reveal the importance of sectoral differences in quantifying the gains from trade.

In this chapter, I explore a third margin, specialization across stages of production,

as a source of gains from trade.

My focus on the welfare gains due to cross-stage specialization also relates to a

recent theoretical paper by Melitz and Redding (2014). In that paper, the authors

reveal that as stages of production and margins of specialization increase in number,

the gains from international trade also becomes increasingly large. In this chapter, I

essentially evaluate the quantitative importance of this mechanism in a model with

only two stages of production and two margins of specialization. My results suggest

that, in the two-stage case, this margin is not very significant empirically.

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.2, I describe

a simple model with comparative advantage across stages of production. The model

reveals that there are gains from trade due to specialization across these stages.

Section 3.3 extends the model to many sectors and countries. Section 3.4 discusses

and summarize the data. Section 3.5 discusses the results. Section 3.6 concludes.
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3.2 Basic Model

3.2.1 Environment

Consider the following two-country (n = a, b) one-sector EK (2002) model. There are

two stages of production: an intermediate (1) stage and a final (2) stage. Consumers

in n have labor endowment Ln and receive labor income at wage wn. They derive

utility from consuming a composite final good C2,n:

Un = C2,n (3.1)

The budget constraint for consumers in n is given by:

P2,nC2,n = wnLn (3.2)

where P2,n denotes the aggregate price index for the final good.

The final composite good in n is produced using a continuum of final good varieties

indexed by ω ∈ [0, 1] according to the following CES production technology:

Q2,n =

(∫
q2,n(ω)

σ−1
σ dω

) σ
σ−1

(3.3)

where σ > 1 denotes the elasticity of substitution across varieties and q2,n(ω) denotes

the quantity of a given final good variety. I denote the final goods price index as:

P2,n =

[∫ 1

0

p2,n(ω)1−σdω

] 1
1−σ

(3.4)

where p2,n(ω) denotes the price of a given final good variety.
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Final good varieties are produced with productivity drawn from a country-specific

Fréchet distribution of the following form:

F2,n(z) = Pr (z2,n < z) = exp
{
−T2,nz

−θ} (3.5)

where T2,n depicts a parameter of country-level average productivity in final goods

while θ provides dispersion across productivity draws. The dispersion parameter

provides a basis for gains from trade in final goods.

Final good varieties are produced using labor and a composite intermediate good

input Mn. Letting 1− β denote the Cobb-Douglas share of labor used in production,

the final goods production technology for ω is:

q2,n(ω) = z2,n(ω) (l2,n(ω))1−β (M2,n(ω))β (3.6)

The intermediate composite good is produced according to a similar technology

as the final composite good:

Q1,n =

(∫
q1,n(ω)

σ−1
σ dω

) σ
σ−1

(3.7)

where q1,n(ω) denotes the quantity of a given intermediate good variety. I denote the

intermediate goods price index as:

P1,n =

[∫ 1

0

p1,n(ω)1−σdω

] 1
1−σ

(3.8)

where p1,n(ω) denotes the price of a given intermediate good variety.

Intermediate good varieties are also produced with productivity drawn from a
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country-specific Fréchet distribution:

F1,n(z) = Pr (z1,n < z) = exp
{
−T1,nz

−θ} (3.9)

Note that the only manner in which (3.9) is distinct from (3.5) comes from the average

productivity terms T2,n and T1,n.

Like final goods, intermediate good varieties are produced using labor and the

composite intermediate good input Mn. The intermediate goods production technol-

ogy for ω is:

q1,n(ω) = z1,n(ω) (l1,n(ω))1−β (M1,n(ω))β (3.10)

Product and factor markets are perfectly competitive. All goods sold by produc-

ers in country b to demanders in country a are subject to a stage specific ad-valorum

bilateral iceberg transportation cost κs,ab where κs,ab > κs,bb = 1 for s = 1, 2. Accord-

ingly, producers of stage s goods in country b sell their products in country a at a

price equal to marginal cost:

ps,ab(ω) =
cbκs,ab
zs,b(ω)

(3.11)

where

cb = Ψb (wb)
1−β (P1,b)

β (3.12)

denotes the unit cost of production in country b and Ψb is a constant 2.

2Specifically, Ψb = (β)−β(1− β)β−1
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3.2.2 Equilibrium

The competitive equilibrium consists of a set of prices and allocation rules such that,

taking prices as given, (i) intermediate and final goods firms satisfy first order condi-

tions in each country (ii) consumers satisfy their first order conditions in each country

(iii) the labor market clears in each country (iv) the goods markets clears for both

stages in each country and (v) trade is balanced for each country.

I will provide the solution from the perspective of country a, although the following

identities also apply to country b.

Demand and Prices

The solution to the consumers’ and producers’ problems yields the following demand

expenditure function for stage-specific good variety ω in country a:

xs,ab(ω) =

[
ps,ab(ω)

Ps,a

]1−σ

Xs,a (3.13)

where Xs,a = Ps,aYs,a denotes total spending in a on stage s goods.

The upper level Cobb-Douglas production function yields the following expression

for total intermediate goods expenditure in a:

X1,a = β (Y1,a + Y2,a) (3.14)

where Ys,a denotes the total value of output of stage s goods. Labor input shares can

be expressed as the following:

Ls,a = (1− β)Ys,a (3.15)
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for s = 1, 2.

The utility function yields the following expression for total final goods expendi-

ture:

X2,a = waLa (3.16)

We can simplify the expressions for Ps,a in (3.4) and (3.8) by making use of some

convenient properties of the Fréchet distribution. Let Gs,ab (p) denote the probability

that the price at which country b can supply a stage s variety to country a is lower

than or equal to p. From (3.11), it is clear that p = cbκs,ab/z. When we substitute

this into Gs,ab (p) and make use of distributions in (3.5) and (3.9), we find that:

Gs,ab (p) = Pr

(
cbκs,ab
zs,b

<
cbκs,ab
z

)
= Pr

(
zs,b >

cbκs,ab
p

)
= 1− Fs,b (cbκs,ab/p)

(3.17)

Let ps,a(ω) ≡ min {ps,a1(ω), ps,a2(ω), ..., ps,aN(ω)} denote the lowest price of variety

ω offered to country a for a particular stage. Then ps,a(ω) is distributed according to

the following function:

Gs,a (p) = 1− exp
{
−φs,apθ

}
(3.18)

where

φs,a = Ts,a [caκs,aa]
−θ + Ts,b [cbκs,ab]

−θ (3.19)

This is a standard result from the EK (2002) set-up.

Let πs,ab denote the probability that country b provides the lowest price in country

a of a given stage s variety ω. This probability is equivalent to the contribution share
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that country b provides to φs,a.
3 That is,

πs,ab =
Ts,b [cbκs,ab]

−θ

φs,a
(3.20)

The share of total spending in a on goods from b for a given stage s can also be

represented as πs,ab.

Using these results, we can simplify (3.4) and (3.8) to the following general closed-

form solution:

Ps,a = γ[φs,a]
1
−θ (3.21)

where γ = Γ
(
θ+1−σ

θ

) 1
1−σ is a constant. Again, these results all essentially apply to

the original EK (2002) model (except for the s subscripts).

Separating into stages, the expression P1,a represents the intermediate price index

for producers in a. The expression P2,a represents the final goods price index for

consumers in a.

The Trade Share Equations

I denote Xs,ab as total expenditure in a on stage s goods imported from b. Under

the Fréchet distribution, the share of total spending by country a on goods from b

for a given stage is equal to the probability that country b offers the lowest price in

3The distribution Gs,a (p) also represents the distribution prices for goods purchased by a con-
ditional on source country. That is, the unconditional distribution of prices of goods purchased is
equal to the conditional distribution of prices of goods purchased. This result indicates that firms
do not adjust prices at the intensive margin; rather, all of the adjustment due to a change in input
costs, productivity or trade costs occurs at the extensive margin.
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country a, πs,ab. That is,

πs,ab =
Xs,ab

Xs,a

=
Ts,b [cbκs,ab]

−θ

φs,a
(3.22)

This expression applies for all s for both a and b. For a given stage s, the share

of total spending by a on goods from b is positively related to the overall stage

productivity parameter in b, Ts,b, and negatively related to unit cost of production

cb in that country and the stage specific trade cost κs,ab. The denominator denotes

a multilateral resistance term for exporters to a in stage s goods: it is equal to the

sum of Ts,i [ciκs,ai] across i = a, b.

Market Clearing

The stage-specific goods market clearing conditions for intermediate and final goods

can be depicted as:

Ys,a = Xs,aa +Xs,ba = πs,aaXs,a + πs,baXs,b (3.23)

To derive an expression for balanced trade, I define total exports of stage s goods

for a and b respectively as EXs,a = Xs,ba, EXs,b = Xs,ab. For imports, the corre-

sponding identities are IMs,a = Xs,ab, IMs,b = Xs,ba. The balanced trade condition

for i = a, b is thus:
2∑
s=1

(EXs,i − IMs,i) = 0 (3.24)

The factor market clearing condition for a must satisfy:

La = L1,a + L2,a (3.25)
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Since trade is balanced, total expenditure by consumers in country a is equal to

total income in that country:

X2,a = waLa (3.26)

Substituting the goods market clearing and balanced trade conditions into the

demand equation for intermediates yields the following expenditure equation:

X1,a = β

[∑
i=a,b

π1,iaX1,i +
∑
i=a,b

π2,iaX2,i

]
(3.27)

3.2.3 Welfare

Welfare per capita in country a can be represented as the following:

Wa =
wa
P2,a

(3.28)

We can substitute (3.21) into (3.22) to find the following expression for domestic

expenditure share on final goods π2,aa:

π2,aa =
Xaa

Xa

=
T2,a [ca]

−θ

[P2,a]
−θ (3.29)

Substituting in the unit cost expression in (3.12) yields:

π2,aa =
Xaa

Xa

=
T2,a

[
Ψa (wa)

1−β (P1,a)
β
]−θ

[P2,a]
−θ (3.30)
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The analogous expression to (3.30) for domestic expenditure share on intermediate

goods is:

π1,aa =
T1,a

[
Ψa (wa)

1−β (P1,a)
β
]−θ

[P1,a]
−θ = T1,a

[
Ψa (wa)

1−β (P1,a)
−(1−β)

]−θ
(3.31)

Rearranging this expression in terms of P1,a yields:

P1,a =

(
T1,a

π1,aa

) −1
θ(1−β)

(Ψa)
1

(1−β) wa (3.32)

When we substitute (3.32) into (3.30) and rearrange in terms of P2,a, we find the

following:

P2,a =

(
T2,a

π2,aa

)−1
θ
(
T1,a

π1,aa

) −β
θ(1−β)

wa (3.33)

Finally, substituting (3.33) into the welfare equation in (3.28) yields the following

expression for welfare:

W S
a =

(
T2,a

π2,aa

) 1
θ
(
T1,a

π1,aa

) β
θ(1−β)

(3.34)

Remarkably, welfare in a can be represented as a simple function: increasing in

average productivity for the final and intermediate goods stages in that country (T2,a

and T1,a) and decreasing in the share of domestic expenditure for final goods and

domestic expenditure for intermediate goods (π2,aa and π1,aa). Moreover, the relative

impact of each stage on overall welfare depends on the value-added share (1−β). As

β rises, the intermediate goods stage has a bigger relative impact on welfare.

In the case where πaa is equal for both intermediate and final goods, expression
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(3.34) reduces to the same welfare expression as in the basic EK (2002) model with

intermediate inputs (derived in Arkolakis et al. (2012)):

WEK
a =

(
Ta
πaa

) 1
θ(1−β)

(3.35)

To find the gains from trade, I take take the logarithm of (3.34) and consider the

comparative static of going from autarky, where π̃s,aa = 1, to the current state where

πs,aa ≤ 1. This reduces to the following expression for the gains from trade:

GFT Sa = d ln(W S
a ) = −1

θ
d ln(π2,aa)−

β

θ(1− β)
d ln(π1,aa) (3.36)

To calculate the gains from trade according to (3.36), all that one needs is data

on domestic consumption shares for consumption and production respectively, the

share of intermediates used in production, and a measure of the sectoral dispersion

parameter.

The gains from trade formula in the traditional EK (2002) model can be depicted

as:

GFTEKa = d ln(WEK
a ) = − 1

θ(1− β)
d ln(πaa) (3.37)

For this case, one only needs data for overall domestic consumption share, which is

assumed to be equal for intermediate and final goods, and the dispersion parameter.

EK (2002) essentially abstracts from differences in πs,aa across stages of production

and assumes that they are equivalent. To illustrate the impact of this assumption,

I consider the case where β = 0.5 and trade is free, so that κs,ab = 1 for s = 1, 2.

In addition, I let average stage productivities exhibit the “mirror image assumption”
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where T1,a = T2,b and T2,a = T1,b.
4 This provides a basis for comparative advantage

trade across stages of production.

Since β = 0.5, intermediate goods are as important in production as labor. Given

the mirror image assumption and free trade, these countries will have identical wages

in equilibrium, which I set to one. I can depict the share of intermediate imports for

country a as:

π1,ab =
T1,b

[
(P1,b)

β
]−θ

T1,b

[
(P1,b)

β
]−θ

+ T1,a

[
(P1,a)

β
]−θ (3.38)

The equivalent expression for the final goods imports is:

π2,ab =
T2,b

[
(P1,b)

β
]−θ

T2,b

[
(P1,b)

β
]−θ

+ T2,a

[
(P1,a)

β
]−θ (3.39)

Note that P1,a = P1,b due to free trade. This, coupled with the mirror image assump-

tion, leads to equivalence in π2,ab and π1,ab. As a result:

π2,ab + π1,ab = 1 (3.40)

Given that π2,ab + π2,aa = 1 and π1,ab + π1,aa = 1 by definition, it is clear that

π1,ab = π2,aa and π2,ab = π1,aa. Overall, I can show that the relative size of π2,aa over

π1,ab in this equilibrium, as well as the relative size of π2,aa over π2,ab, depend solely

the relative average stage productivities or, to put in Ricardian terms, comparative

4See Levchenko and Zhang (2014) for a similar exposition.
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advantage across stage of production:

R1 =
π1,aa

π1,ab

=
T1,a

T1,b

, R2 =
π2,aa

π2,ab

=
T2,a

T2,b

=
1

R1

(3.41)

When R1 > R2, country a can be thought to have a comparative advantage in the

intermediate stage. If, on the other hand, R1 < R2 then comparative advantage is in

final goods. The EK (2002) case abstracts from this by assuming that R1 = R2, in

which case there is no comparative advantage across stages.

Figure 3.1 presents the relationship between the gains from trade in a and π1,aa
5.

When π1,aa is very low, π2,aa is very high and country a has a comparative advantage

in the final goods stage. Since there is free trade, country a specializes heavily in

final goods production and the gains from trade are relatively high. As we move

right along the x-axis, the force of comparative advantage across stages weakens until

the point where π1,aa = π2,aa; there is no comparative advantage across stages and

the gains from trade are minimized. This is equivalent to the EK (2002) case with

intermediate goods where it is assumed that import shares and average productivity

are equal across stages of production. As we move further right from this point,

the figure depicts cases where a has a comparative advantage in the intermediate

goods stage. Again, as the force of comparative advantage strengthens and π1,aa rises

towards one, the gains from trade increase.

In sum, in this special case where β = 0.5, the EK (2002) assumption corresponds

to the minimum point of the gains from trade, and any deviation from this assumption

where π1,aa 6= π2,aa will yield positive welfare gains.

How does this relationship change when β 6= 0.5? Considering (3.36), it is fairly

5Figures 3.1 and 3.2 depict gains from trade where θ = 8.26 as in the Eaton and Kortum (2002).
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Figure 3.1: Gains From Trade: β = 0.5
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clear that as the share of value added (1 − β) falls, the gains are higher for trade in

intermediate goods as compared to final goods.

Figure 3.2 considers the cases when β = 0.75 and β = 0.25 and compares with

the baseline case where β = 0.5. This again depicts rising share of π1,aa moving left

to right and assumes that π1,aa + π2,aa = 1.6 As we see, when β = 0.75 and the value

added share in production is relatively low, the gains from trade in a are generally

much higher for relatively high shares of trade in intermediate goods (low shares of

6When β 6= 0.5, it is no longer the case that wages are equal across countries. As a result, we
cannot derive a simple closed-form solution relating comparative advantage to trade shares as in
(3.41). However, equation (3.36) for the gains from trade still holds.
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domestic expenditure for intermediate goods). In contrast, when β = 0.25 and the

share of value added in production is higher, there is generally a larger payoff, in

terms of welfare, to importing a relatively high share in final goods and producing a

high share of intermediate goods.

Figure 3.2: Gains From Trade: β = 0.25, 0.5, 0.75
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Note that, due to the symmetry of this set-up, the β = 0.75 curve for country a

is equivalent to the same curve for country b, only beginning from the right side of

the graph. While for country a the gains from trade are remarkably high when π1,aa

is closest to zero, the gains from trade for country b, which imports a relatively high

share of final goods at this point, are relatively low. When β = 0.25, the opposite is
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true. While for country a the gains from trade are relatively low when π1,aa is close

to zero, the gains from trade for country b, which imports a relatively high share of

final goods at this point, are relatively high.

When β > 0.5, the minimum point for the gains from trade for a is to the right

of π1,aa = 0.5, where π1,aa > π2,aa. The EK formula overestimates (underestimates)

the gains from trade for a if π1,aa > π2,aa (π1,aa < π2,aa). When β < 0.5, the

minimum point for the gains from trade for a is to the left of π1,aa = 0.5 and the

EK formula underestimates (overestimates) the gains from from trade if π1,aa > π2,aa

(π1,aa < π2,aa).
7

Overall, the differences between estimates from the EK formula versus (3.36)

depends both on the share of value added in production and the difference between

π1,aa and π2,aa for a given country a.

Empirically, β differs both across countries and across sectors in a given country.

To quantify the impact of making the EK assumption, it is useful to establish a

quantitative model with many countries and many sectors. This is done in the next

section.

3.3 Extended Model

3.3.1 Environment

The following is a two-stage multi-sector EK model of international trade. As a

framework, I use a similar model as in Caliendo and Parro (2015).

Consider a similar world as in the previous section, however with N countries

7Note as well that the curve for β = 0.75 is above that for β = 0.25 for all values of π1,aa. This is
due to the fact that global gains from trade are higher when the intermediate goods share is higher.
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and J sectors. Country n has a labor endowment Ln. Income In is derived from

labor supplied at wage wn. Consumers in each countries have preferences that reflect

love of variety over final good varieties ωj in each sector j. They purchase final

composite goods Y j
2,n from each sector for consumption, maximizing utility subject

to their budget constraint in accordance with the following utility function:

U =
J∏
j=1

(
Cj

2,n

)αjn
(3.42)

where
∑J

j=1 α
j
n = 1 for all n and j. The budget constraint for consumers in n is given

by:
J∑
j=1

P j
2,nC

j
2,n = wnLn (3.43)

where P j
2,n denotes the price index for the final good in sector j. As in the previous

section, the final composite good in each sector consists of a continuum of final good

varieties qj2,n(ω) over [0,1], denoted as the following:

Qj
2,n =

(∫
qj2,n(ω)

σ−1
σ dω

) σ
σ−1

(3.44)

The final goods price index for sector j is denoted as:

P j
2,n =

[∫ 1

0

pj2,n(ω)1−σdω

] 1
1−σ

(3.45)

Final good varieties are produced with productivity drawn from a country-sector
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specific Fréchet distribution of the following form:

F j
2,n(z) = Pr

(
zj2,n < z

)
= exp

{
−T j2,nz−θ

j
}

(3.46)

where T j2,n depicts a parameter of country-sector average productivity in final goods

while θj provides dispersion across productivity draws in the sector. In this environ-

ment, dispersion parameters provides a basis for intra-industry gains from trade in

final goods. The T j2,n parameters, since they differ across sectors, provide a basis for

gains from trade due to comparative advantage across sectors.

Final good varieties are produced using labor and a product of sectoral composite

intermediate goods Mk
2,n from each of the k sectors in the economy. Letting 1 − βjn

denote the Cobb-Douglas share of labor used in production for sector j, the final

goods production technology for ω is:

qj2,n(ω) = zj2,n(ω)
(
lj2,n(ω)

)1−βjn
J∏
k=1

(
Mk

2,n(ω)
)βk,jn

(3.47)

where
∑J

k=1 β
k,j
n = βjn. The intermediate composite good in a given sector j is

produced according to a similar technology as the final composite good in that sector:

Qj
1,n =

(∫
qj1,n(ω)

σ−1
σ dω

) σ
σ−1

(3.48)

where qj1,n(ω) denotes a given intermediate good variety in that sector. I denote the

sectoral intermediate goods price index as:

P j
1,n =

[∫ 1

0

pj1,n(ω)1−σdω

] 1
1−σ

(3.49)
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where pj1,n(ω) denotes the price of a given intermediate good variety.

Intermediate good varieties are also produced with productivity drawn from a

country-sector specific Fréchet distribution:

F j
1,n(z) = Pr

(
zj1,n < z

)
= exp

{
−T j1,nz−θ

j
}

(3.50)

As in the previous section, the only manner in which (3.50) is distinct from (3.46)

comes from the average productivity terms T j2,n and T j1,n. The degree to which these

differ will dictate, in equilibrium, the degree to which there is comparative advantage

across stages of production. In the standard EK model, these are assumed to be

equivalent for a given n and j pair.

Like final goods, intermediate good varieties in sector j are produced using la-

bor and a product of composite intermediate goods Mk
1,n from each of the k sectors.

Letting 1− βjn denote the Cobb-Douglas share of labor used in production, the inter-

mediate goods production technology for ω is:

qj2,n(ω) = zj1,n(ω)
(
lj1,n(ω)

)1−βjn
J∏
k=1

(
Mk

1,n(ω)
)βk,jn

(3.51)

Product and factor markets are perfectly competitive. All goods sold by producers

in country i to demanders in country n are subject to a stage specific ad-valorum

bilateral iceberg transportation cost κjs,ni where κjs,ni > κjs,ii = 1 for all n,i,j and s

where s = 1, 2. Accordingly, producers of stage s goods from sector j in country i

sell their products in country n at a price equal to marginal cost:

pjs,ni(ω) =
cjiκ

j
s,ni

zjs,i(ω)
(3.52)
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where

cji = Ψj
i (wi)

1−βji
J∏
k=1

(
P k

1,i

)βk,ji (3.53)

denotes the unit cost of production in country i and Ψj
i is a constant 8.

3.3.2 Equilibrium

The competitive equilibrium consists of a set of prices and allocation rules such that,

taking prices as given, (i) intermediate and final goods firms satisfy first order con-

ditions in each country and sector (ii) consumers satisfy their first order conditions

in each country (iii) the labor market clears in each country (iv) the goods markets

clear for all goods in each sector and stages of production and (v) trade is balanced

for each country.

Demand and Prices

The solution to the consumer’s and producers’ problems yield the following demand

expenditure function for country-stage specific good variety ω:

xjs,n(ω) =

[
pjs,n(ω)

P j
s,n

]1−σ

Xj
s,n (3.54)

where Xj
s,n = P j

s,nY
j
s,n denotes total spending in n on stage s sector j goods and

P j
s,n =

[∫ 1

0

pjs,n(ω)1−σdω

] 1
1−σ

(3.55)

8Specifically, Ψi = (1− βji )β
j
i−1

∏J
k=1(βk,ji )−β

k,j
i
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denotes the price index for stage s goods in sector j of country n. The upper level

Cobb-Douglas production function yields the following expression for total interme-

diate goods sectoral expenditure in n:

Xj
1,n =

J∑
k=1

βj,kn
(
Y k

1,n + Y k
2,i

)
(3.56)

where Y k
s,i denotes the total value of output of sector k stage s goods. Labor input

shares can be expressed as the following:

Ljs,n =
(
1− βjn

)
Y j
s,n (3.57)

for s = 1, 2.

The utility function yields the following expression for total final goods expendi-

ture:

Xj
2,n = αjnwnLn (3.58)

We can simplify the expressions for P j
s,n in (3.45) and (3.49) as in the previous

section to find the following general closed-form solution:

P j
s,n = γj[φjs,n]

1
−θ (3.59)

where γj = Γ
(
θj+1−σ

θj

) 1
1−σ

is a constant and

φjs,n =
N∑
i=1

T js,i
[
cjiκ

j
s,ni

]−θj
(3.60)

Separating into stages, the expression P j
1,n represents the intermediate price index
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for producers in sector j of n. The expression P j
2,n represents the price index for

consumers in sector j of n.

The Trade Share Equations

I denote Xj
s,ni as total expenditure in n on sector j stage s goods imported from i.

The share of total spending by country n on goods from i for a given sector and stage

is equal to the probability that country i offers the lowest price in country n, πjs,ni.

That is,

πjs,ni =
Xj
s,ni

Xj
s,n

=
T js,i
[
cjiκ

j
s,ni

]−θj
φjs,n

(3.61)

This expression applies for all n, i, j and s. For a given stage s, the share of total

sectoral spending by n on goods from i is positively related to the overall sector-stage

productivity parameter in i, T js,i, and negatively related to unit cost of production

cji in that sector and country and the sector-stage specific trade cost κjs,ni. The

denominator denotes a multilateral resistance term for exporters to n in stage s of

sector j goods: it is equal to the sum of T js,k
[
cjkκ

j
s,nk

]
across all countries k.

Market Clearing

The stage-sector specific goods market clearing conditions for intermediate and final

goods can be depicted as:

Y j
s,n =

N∑
i=1

Xj
s,in (3.62)

To showcase an expression for balanced trade, I define total exports and imports

for a given country, sector and stage as EXj
s,n =

∑N
i=1 X

j
s,in − Xj

s,nn and IM j
s,n =
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∑N
i=1 X

j
s,ni −Xj

s,nn. The balanced trade condition for each country is thus:

2∑
s=1

J∑
j=1

(
EXj

s,n − IM j
s,n

)
= 0 (3.63)

Factor market clearing conditions must satisfy:

Ln =
J∑
j=1

(
Lj1,n + Lj2,n

)
(3.64)

for each n.

Since trade is balanced, total expenditure by consumers in country n is equal to

total income in that country:

Xj
2,n = αjnwnLn (3.65)

Substituting the goods market clearing and balanced trade conditions into the

demand equation for intermediates yields the following expenditure equation:

Xj
1,n =

J∑
k=1

βj,kn

[
N∑
i=1

πk1,inX
k
1,i +

N∑
i=1

πk2,inX
k
2,i

]
(3.66)

3.3.3 Welfare

We can represent overall welfare per capita in country n as the following:

Wn =
wn
PC

2,n

=
J∏
j=1

(
wn

P j
2,n

)αjn

(3.67)
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To find an expression for wn/P
j
2,n by sector j, I go through similar steps as in the

previous section. Taking expressions (3.59) and (3.61), it is clear that:

πj2,nn =
T j2,n [cjn]

−θj[
P j

2,n

]−θj =

T j2,n

[
Ψj
n (wn)1−βjn∏J

k=1

(
P k

1,n

)βk,jn ]−θj
[
P j

2,n

]−θj (3.68)

Similarly, for intermediate goods we have the following expression:

πj1,nn =

T j1,n

[
Ψj
n (wn)1−βjn∏J

k=1

(
P k

1,n

)βk,jn ]−θj
[
P j

1,n

]−θj (3.69)

Equation (3.69) can be rearranged in terms of wn/P
j
1,n as follows:

wn

P j
1,n

=
(
Ψj
n

) −1

1−βjn

(
πj1,nn

T j1,n

) −1

(1−βjn)θj

︸ ︷︷ ︸
(1)

J∏
k=1

(
P k

1,n

P j
1,n

) −βk,jn
(1−βjn)θj

︸ ︷︷ ︸
(2)

(3.70)

Expression (3.70) provides two main terms that relate to intermediate goods trade.

Part (1) captures the impact of openness in the intermediate goods sector j. Intu-

itively, as the share of domestic expenditure falls, the real wage rises due to imports

of more productive goods into country n. Moreover, the 1− βjn term in the exponent

of the domestic expenditure share reflects the impact of the input-output loop. Since

a portion βjn of goods are used as intermediates to produce other goods, the impact

of trade is amplified as the overall share of intermediate goods in production rises.

Part (2) captures the influence that sectoral linkages have on the real wage. When

there are no sectoral linkages, this expression reduces to 1. However, when sectoral
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linkages exist, openness in one sector impacts other sectors through the intermediate

goods channel.

To account for these sectoral linkages, expression (3.69) can be re-expressed as

the following:

πj1,nn = T j1,n

[
Ψj
n

J∏
k=1

(
wn
P k

1,n

)I−βk,jn ]−θj
(3.71)

where I denotes an indicator function which equals 1 when k = j and equals 0 when

k 6= j. This expression can be rearranged as the following:

J∏
k=1

wn
P k

1,n

=
(
Ψj
n

)−γk,jn (
πj1,nn

T j1,n

)−γk,jn
θj

(3.72)

where γk,jn represents the elasticity of the price index in sector k with respect to

changes in the price index for sector j. This elasticity is equivalent to the kjth entry

of the Leontief inverse of the input-output matrix for country n; that is, the matrix

(I−An)−1 where the kjth entry of An is equal to βk,jn . Finally, taking the product

of (3.72) across all the sectoral dimensions j and k yields the following:

J∏
k,j=1

wn
P k

1,n

=
J∏
k=1

wn
P k

1,n

=
J∏

k,j=1

(
Ψj
n

)−γk,jn (
πj1,nn

T j1,n

)−γk,jn
θj

(3.73)

Next, we can rearrange expression (3.68) to find the following:

πj2,nn = T j2,n

[
Ψj
n

(
wn

P j
2,n

)
J∏
k=1

(
wn
P k

1,n

)−βk,jn ]−θj
(3.74)

Substituting in (3.73) into this expression and rearranging in terms of wn/P
j
2,n yields
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the following:

wn

P j
2,n

=

((
Ψj
n

)−1 π
j
2,nn

T j2,n

)−1

θj J∏
k,l=1

(Ψl
n

)−γk,ln (πl1,nn
T l1,n

)−γk,ln
θl


βk,jn

(3.75)

Finally, overall welfare per capita can be found by substituting (3.75) into (3.67):

W S,L
n =

J∏
j=1


((

Ψj
n

)−1 π
j
2,nn

T j2,n

)−1

θj J∏
k,l=1

(Ψl
n

)−γk,ln (πl1,nn
T l1,n

)−γk,ln
θl


βk,jn

αjn

(3.76)

If we ignore sectoral linkages and assume that βj,kn equals one for k = j and equals

zero for all k 6= j, then this expression simplifies to the following multi-sector analogue

to welfare equation derived in Section 3.2:

W S
n =

J∏
j=1

((Ψj
n

)−1 π
j
2,nn

T j2,n

)−1

θj (
Ψj
n

) −βjn
(1−βjn)

(
πj1,nn

T j1,n

) −βjn
(1−βjn)θj


αjn

(3.77)

Again, I note that changes in trade costs will have no effect on constant terms in

either of these equations. The gains from trade when sectoral linkages are included

can be depicted by taking the logarithm of (3.76) and considering the comparative

static of moving from autarky where π̃js,nn = 1 to the status quo where πjs,nn < 1 ∀
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j, s. Accordingly, the gains from trade are the following:

GFT S,Ln = d ln(W S,L
n ) =

J∑
j=1

(
−αjn
θj

d ln(πj2,nn) +
J∑

k,l=1

(
−αjnγk,ln βk,jn

θl
d ln(πl1,nn)

))
(3.78)

In the context where sectoral linkages are absent, this comparative static reduces

to the following:

GFT Sn = d ln(W S
n ) =

J∑
j=1

(
−αjn
θj

d ln(πj2,nn) +
−αjnβjn(

1− βjn
)
θj
d ln(πj1,nn)

)
(3.79)

Note that both of these equations are different in the classic EK framework where

πjs,nn is equivalent for intermediate and final goods. In that setting, expressions (3.76)

and (3.77) reduce to the following two equations:

WEK,L
n =

J∏
j,k=1

(Ψj
n

)−γj,kn (πknn
T kn

)−γj,kn
θk

αjn

(3.80)

WEK
n =

J∏
j=1

((
Ψj
n

) −1

(1−βjn)
(
πjnn
T jn

) −1

(1−βjn)θj
)αjn

(3.81)

The gains from trade in these scenarios can be represented as the following:

GFTEK,Ln = d ln(WEK,L
n ) =

J∑
j,k=1

(
−αjnγj,kn
θk

d ln(πknn)

)
(3.82)
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GFTEKn = d ln(WEK
n ) =

J∑
j=1

(
−αjn(

1− βjn
)
θj
d ln(πjnn)

)
(3.83)

Similarly as in the model from Section 3.2, the difference between (3.79) and (3.83)

indicates the added gains after accounting for CSS when sectoral linkages are absent.

Since this is the framework under which the insights from Section 3.2 are derived, I

will focus on this setting when considering the pattern of CSS across countries. For

sectors where βjn > 0.5, expression (3.79) will generally produce a greater value when

the import share of intermediate goods is larger than the import share of final goods.

For sectors where βjn < 0.5, the opposite is true.

In reality, however, sectoral linkages also matter for the added gains. In sectors

that use intermediate inputs which originate from sectors that are highly traded, the

gains from trade are comparatively large.9

Overall, the added gains after accounting for CSS depend both on the overall

share of intermediates used by a sector and the degree to which those intermediate

goods come from heavily traded sectors. To capture this, I will compare (3.78) and

(3.82), both of which include sectoral linkages, to provide a more accurate depiction

of the gains from trade.

9To take an example, consider the Coke, Petroleum and Nuclear sector. This sector uses a high
share of intermediate inputs, and a considerable share of those intermediates come from the Mining
and Quarrying sector. Since most countries import a high share in the Mining and Quarrying sector,
the gains from this trade are also passed on to the Coke, Petroleum and Nuclear sector through the
intermediate channel.
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3.4 Data

The main data source for this exercise is the World Input Output Database (WIOD).

The WIOD provides integrated coverage of domestic and imported input-output (IO)

matrices for 35 ISIC Revision 3 sectors and 34 countries from 1995 to 2011. For each

country-sector pair, the database includes trade to and from all of the other countries

in the database. In this analysis, I reduce the data to 31 sectors, where 16 are

tradable and 15 are non-tradable.10 The list of these sectors is reported in Table

3.3. The group of 34 countries, listed in Table 3.4, includes countries from North and

South America, Europe, Asia and the Middle East. It also includes a “rest-of-world”

(RoW) country that consists of total trade for each country that either comes from

or ends up in a place outside of the 33 other countries. A list of these countries is

provided in Table 3.4. The database is particularly rich in that it provides separate

imported IO matrices for each bilateral trade relationship amongst the countries the

data set (i.e. there are 34 × 34 = 1156 different IO matrices).11

To create separate domestic and imported IO tables, the WIOD uses import data

at the HS 6-digit level from the UN Comtrade database, classifying products as

intermediate, final or investment goods according to the Broad Economic Category

(BEC) classification from the United Nations. These goods are then aggregated to

the ISIC 2-digit sector level using a UN concordance table.

10I reduce the data from 35 to 31 sectors to follow Costinot and Rodriguez (2013) who use
the same database. To do so, I combine Textiles & Products and Leathers into a single group,
Sale, Maintenance & Repair of Motor Vehicles and Wholesale Trade into a single group, and Other
Community & Social Services, Private Household with Employed Persons and Public Administration
& Defense into a single group.

11The WIOD groups some ISIC Revision 3 groups together: Office, Computing & Equipment,
Electrical Apparatus, Nec. and Radio TV & Communication Equipment are included together in
Electrical & Optical; Basic Metals and Fabricated Metals are included together in Basic & Fabricated
Metals; and Motor Vehicles and Other Transport are included together in Transport Equipment.
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This approach differs from several other databases that simply take total ISIC 2-

digit imports of a given sector and assume that the relative proportion of intermediate

to final goods is the same for imports as it is for domestically-sourced goods (i.e. the

import proportionality assumption).12 If we hope to identify patterns of CSS, then

the added detail from the WIOD is crucial. A database that uses the import propor-

tionality assumption yields trade shares in a given sector that are roughly equivalent

for intermediate and final goods, making it impossible to distinguish between pat-

terns of intermediate and final goods trade within a sector and identify comparative

advantage across stages of production.

3.4.1 Model Parameters

The WIOD data provides five out of the six parameters that I need to compute

country-level welfare according to equations (3.79) and (3.83). For measures of sec-

toral consumption shares αjn at the country-sector level, I use the sectoral sum of

spending on final goods, divided by this sum for all sectors in n. For shares of inter-

mediate inputs used in production βjn, I use the sum of intermediate inputs used by a

given sector across all source sectors reported in the WIOD tables. For the domestic

expenditure shares of total goods πjnn, final goods πj2,nn and intermediate goods πj1,nn,

I take the the sum of total spending minus imports for a given sector-country pair

for total goods, final goods and intermediate goods respectively. Although the data

spans 1995-2011, the analysis is done for 2005. I chose 2005 because I want to capture

the secular components of international trade patterns and avoid any changes that

12The GTAP IO tables, for example, make the import proportionality assumption for each indus-
try. The WIOD does make a proportionality assumption within use categories so that, for example,
the share of intermediates of basic metals inputs that are used by the fabricated metal products
industry is the same for domestic- and foreign-produced basic metals.
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might be related to the global financial crisis of 2008. Since some of the symptoms

of this crisis began before 2008, I chose 2005 as a conservative base year to provide a

relatively recent analysis of the gains from international trade before the onset of the

crisis. In Table B.2 provided in Appendix B, I report changes in the gains from trade

from 1995 to 2011 across all of the models considered in this chapter. As I discuss in

Section 3.5, there are not significant changes in the added gains after accounting for

CSS over this period.13

To compute welfare according to equations (3.78) and (3.82), I also need data

on γk,jn across countries, source and destination sectors. For this, I use the Leontief

inverse computed using the sector-level input-output tables for each country provided

by the WIOD.

For values of the sectoral dispersion parameters θj, I use the values calculated by

Caliendo and Parro (2015), reported in Table B.1 in Appendix B. Caliendo and Parro

estimate these parameters according to an EK model using tariff data from 1989-1995

across 15 countries. Their model is similar to the model described in Section 3.3. The

only significant difference is that my model has differences in T js,n across stages s for

a given nj country-sector pair. To concentrate on the importance of CSS, I assume

common values of θj = 5 for all j as in Costinot and Rodriguez-Clare (2013) for the

baseline analysis.

Table 3.1 provides summary statistics for these variables (except for γk,jn ) for 2005.

This table includes data from all 31 sectors and 34 countries. As the table indicates,

the overall share of intermediates is approximately 0.53 on average across countries

and sectors. According to the insights from the basic model in Section 3.2, this

13For Greece, Hungary, Korea and Slovakia, the WIOD for 1995 has missing values which made
computation based on some of the gains from trade formulas impossible. As a result, I chose to
exclude these countries for Table B.2.
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Table 3.1: Summary Statistics for 2005

Variable Mean Std. Dev. Min. Max. N
n 1 34 1054
j 1 31 1054
αjn 0.032 0.036 0 0.247 1054
πjnn 0.746 0.271 0.002 1 1054

πj1,nn 0.73 0.267 0.001 1 1054

πj2,nn 0.774 0.275 0.004 1 1054
θj 7.018 8.559 0.37 51.08 1054
βjn 0.534 0.163 0.055 0.956 1054

suggests that the added gains after accounting for CSS are potentially positive and

fairly evenly distributed across intermediate and final goods producers.

To what degree do countries specialize across stages of production? As the table

indicates, the average share of domestic expenditure (i.e. 1−average import expen-

diture share) is approximately 0.73 and 0.77 for intermediate and final goods respec-

tively. That is, the average country imports a higher share of intermediate goods

than final goods. A model which abstracts from this channel, as does EK (2002),

would suggest that this share is 0.75 across both intermediate and final goods.

Table 3.2: Summary Statistics for 2005: Tradables Only

Variable Mean Std. Dev. Min. Max. N
n 1 34 510
j 1 15 510
αjn 0.018 0.019 0 0.134 510
πjnn 0.586 0.264 0.002 0.986 510

πj1,nn 0.597 0.266 0.001 0.983 510

πj2,nn 0.616 0.279 0.004 0.993 510
θj 9.170 11.939 0.37 51.08 510
βjn 0.634 0.112 0.119 0.956 510
π2,nn/π1,nn 1.258 1.932 0.049 39.072 510
countj 18.07 7.95 6 34 510
countn 8.441 3.23 2 16 34
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These patterns are slightly different when I consider tradable sectors only, as in-

dicated in Table 3.2. As we see, the average share of total intermediate inputs used

by tradable sectors is higher at approximately 0.63. The share of domestic expendi-

ture for intermediate and final goods are, on average, approximately 0.60 and 0.62

respectively. Under the standard EK (2002) model, the share of domestic expendi-

ture would be 0.59 for both intermediate and final goods.14 Given these figures, the

insights from the model in Section 3.2 suggest that countries that specialize in final

goods production and import a higher share of intermediate goods stand to enjoy

higher gains from trade than the EK (2002) model would suggest. In contrast, coun-

tries that specialize in intermediate goods production might have lower gains from

trade compared to the EK (2002) model.

From both tables it is clear that, on average, the shares of domestic expenditure

for intermediate and final goods are quite similar. For tradable goods, this difference

is only about 0.02 on average, which represents only about 8% of a standard deviation

in domestic expenditure share across countries and sectors.

This similarity, however, masks more significant variation at the sector and coun-

try level. In Table 3.3, I provide summary statistics at the sector level for tradable

goods. I also include an indicator for the ratio of intermediate goods domestic ex-

penditure share to final goods domestic expenditure share. On average, this ratio is

approximately 1.26, indicating that the average sector-country pair is roughly 25%

more specialized in final goods production than intermediate goods production. In

addition, the standard deviation for this ratio is almost 2, indicating that there are

14The fact that the average for πjnn falls below πj1,nn and πj2,nn rather than between them is an
artifact of country weighting in the cross-country average. In fact, on a specific country-sector level
πjnn always falls between πj1,nn and πj2,nn in the data.
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many sectors or countries where the ratio is below 1 and many where the ratio is well

above the average. In other words, while on average the intermediate and final goods

domestic expenditure shares are quite similar, this is not due to a lack of CSS but

rather to the fact that patterns of CSS tend to balance at the global level. This is

intuitive, since we might expect any patterns of comparative advantage to be largely

masked when looking at cross-country averages like those in Tables 3.1 and 3.2.

Looking at the count variables in Table 3.2 gives a better sense of these patterns

at the country and sector level. The first variable, countj, provides a sector-level

count of the number of countries for which the share of domestic expenditure for final

goods is higher than that share for intermediate goods. In other words, this provides

a sense of CSS for each sector. We see that, on average, 18 out of the 34 countries

specialize relatively more in final goods than intermediate goods production.

If we look at individual sectors in Table 3.3, however, we see that for some sectors

the pattern of CSS is highly uneven across countries. For example, in Mining & Quar-

rying, 33 out of 34 countries specialize relatively more in final goods production.15

Moreover, the average domestic expenditure share for final goods is approximately

twice the share of domestic expenditure share for intermediate goods in that sector,

indicating that intermediate goods trade largely dominates final goods trade. At the

other extreme, in Food, Beverages & Tobacco the average share of domestic expen-

diture for final goods is roughly 0.15 lower than the share for intermediate goods and

only 6 countries import a higher share of intermediate than final goods.

The countn variable in Table 3.2 provides a country-level count of the number of

tradable sectors for which the final share of domestic expenditure is greater than the

15Judging by the countj variable, it is also clear that service sectors tend to import a larger
proportion intermediate goods in almost all countries. Since trade shares in these sectors tend to be
very low (except for Transport services), we restrict most of the analysis to tradables.
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Table 3.3: Sectoral Level: Averages across Countries

Sector αjn πnn π1,nn π2,nn βn π2,nn/π1,nn countj
Agriculture & Hunting 0.031 0.840 0.849 0.818 0.469 0.962 16
Mining & Quarrying 0.003 0.425 0.404 0.811 0.424 4.038 33
Food, Bev. & Tobacco 0.061 0.788 0.870 0.734 0.700 0.839 6
Textiles & Leath. 0.019 0.404 0.471 0.369 0.635 0.758 11
Wood & Prod. 0.001 0.753 0.731 0.836 0.645 1.247 24
Pulp & Publishing 0.009 0.761 0.741 0.807 0.619 1.115 25
Coke, Petro & Nuclear 0.014 0.644 0.609 0.686 0.775 1.518 25
Chemicals 0.018 0.427 0.419 0.425 0.665 1.216 22
Rubber & Plastics 0.004 0.596 0.587 0.598 0.656 1.229 19
Other Non-Metallics 0.002 0.793 0.785 0.819 0.598 1.060 18
Basic Metals 0.009 0.611 0.595 0.715 0.680 1.277 28
Machinery, Nec 0.028 0.425 0.483 0.377 0.646 0.792 10
Electrical & Optical 0.029 0.342 0.362 0.325 0.663 0.951 13
Transport 0.038 0.424 0.428 0.422 0.705 1.023 13
Manufacturing, Nec 0.011 0.558 0.621 0.501 0.632 0.840 8
Electricity, Gas & Water 0.018 0.947 0.934 0.966 0.551 1.084 29
Construction 0.120 0.989 0.965 0.995 0.590 1.033 34
Motor Sales 0.056 0.937 0.911 0.973 0.405 1.088 33
Retail Trade 0.040 0.981 0.979 0.983 0.370 1.005 23
Hotels & Restaurants 0.037 0.908 0.778 0.946 0.481 1.435 32
Inland Transport 0.022 0.883 0.844 0.948 0.474 1.141 32
Water Transport 0.002 0.592 0.564 0.649 0.597 1.526 29
Air Transport 0.004 0.589 0.549 0.609 0.628 1.206 23
Travel 0.010 0.862 0.822 0.919 0.507 1.177 28
Post & Telecom 0.017 0.928 0.904 0.967 0.430 1.073 34
Financial Intermediation 0.034 0.920 0.893 0.957 0.380 1.077 32
Real Estate 0.080 0.985 0.974 0.973 0.258 0.996 33
Renting 0.028 0.857 0.821 0.897 0.426 1.293 31
Education 0.051 0.991 0.884 0.997 0.221 1.194 34
Health and Social Work 0.073 0.996 0.957 0.997 0.366 1.047 34
Other Services 0.131 0.971 0.891 0.989 0.369 1.119 34
Average 0.037 0.797 0.772 0.825 0.503 1.188 24.400
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intermediate share. The average count is approximately 8, indicating that out of the

15 tradable sectors, the average country imports relatively more intermediate goods

for 8 sectors and relatively more final goods for 7 sectors. If we look at individual

countries in Table 3.4, we see that some countries specialize in particular stages much

more than others. For example, Mexico specializes relatively more in final goods

production for all 15 tradable sectors. The average domestic expenditure share for

intermediate goods in that country is approximately 0.15 lower than the share for

final goods. At the other extreme, Korea specializes relatively more in intermediate

goods production for every tradable sector except one (Agriculture & Hunting). In

that country, the average domestic expenditure share for intermediate goods is almost

0.15 higher than the share for final goods.

Although the pattern is mixed, there appears to be a negative relationship between

level of economic development and countn in Table 3.4. The countries with the highest

values of countn include Mexico, Indonesia and Romania. Those with the lowest

values include Korea, Russia, Japan and the United States. Remarkably, this pattern

is in strong contrast to the notion that less developed economies tend to specialize in

more basic goods (i.e. intermediate goods) production.

Overall, these tables indicate several general patterns. First, most countries im-

port more intermediate than final goods and this difference is, on average, fairly

modest. However, there appears to be noticeable heterogeneity across countries and

sectors in the relative share of intermediate to final goods imports. Since the gains

from trade are determined at the country level, this latter point is important. Based

on observing the countn variable across countries, there appears to be a negative re-

lationship between level of economic development and stage of specialization. That
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Table 3.4: Country Level: Averages across Tradable Sectors

Country πnn π1,nn π2,nn βn π2,nn/π1,nn countn
AUS 0.675 0.722 0.662 0.629 0.901 5
AUT 0.418 0.432 0.487 0.600 1.253 8
BEL 0.262 0.283 0.319 0.665 4.007 8
BRA 0.885 0.867 0.912 0.622 1.061 11
CAN 0.550 0.593 0.541 0.609 0.859 5
CHN 0.851 0.853 0.844 0.712 0.993 5
CZE 0.509 0.542 0.514 0.687 0.995 6
DEU 0.553 0.563 0.575 0.624 1.029 8
DNK 0.386 0.400 0.422 0.589 1.476 10
ESP 0.633 0.691 0.601 0.654 1.063 6
FIN 0.595 0.615 0.583 0.632 1.040 6
FRA 0.589 0.629 0.609 0.665 1.214 7
GBR 0.561 0.586 0.583 0.569 0.990 7
GRC 0.560 0.547 0.629 0.586 1.201 10
HUN 0.466 0.462 0.551 0.671 1.381 9
IDN 0.668 0.637 0.710 0.557 1.198 13
IND 0.789 0.766 0.833 0.656 1.182 11
IRL 0.408 0.445 0.448 0.632 1.012 8
ITA 0.707 0.726 0.760 0.658 1.221 8
JPN 0.805 0.854 0.768 0.637 1.039 4
KOR 0.764 0.792 0.658 0.676 0.813 1
MEX 0.663 0.606 0.753 0.591 1.328 15
NLD 0.340 0.344 0.436 0.613 1.452 9
POL 0.578 0.581 0.629 0.654 1.117 10
PRT 0.538 0.564 0.587 0.657 1.309 4
ROM 0.553 0.495 0.629 0.591 1.340 12
RUS 0.766 0.798 0.717 0.600 0.888 2
SVK 0.399 0.392 0.522 0.655 2.109 10
SVN 0.404 0.415 0.478 0.633 1.613 10
SWE 0.493 0.525 0.522 0.623 1.102 6
TUR 0.697 0.679 0.784 0.643 1.209 11
TWN 0.528 0.548 0.530 0.692 1.215 9
USA 0.747 0.788 0.727 0.633 0.938 4
RoW 0.587 0.556 0.627 0.647 1.208 13
Average 0.586 0.597 0.616 0.634 1.258 8.441
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is, emerging economies like Mexico and Indonesia are more specialized in final goods

production and import a relatively large share of intermediate goods. Since the in-

termediate input share is above 0.5 in most sectors, this pattern suggests relatively

higher added gains after accounting for CSS for these emerging economies. The de-

gree to which this is true, based on the model described in Section 3.3, is determined

in the next section.

3.5 Results

In the following section, I report results from four different settings. In the first, I

consider the added gains after accounting for CSS trade when sectoral intermediate

input linkages are absent. This setting is useful for illustrative purposes since it is

most closely aligned with the basic, one-sector model described in Section 3.2. I also

assume that values of θj are equal across sectors in order to isolate patterns of CSS

and gains from trade more clearly. In the second setting, I allow for sectoral linkages

while maintaining equality of θj across sectors. In the third and fourth settings, I

include different values θj across sectors and re-calculate the gains from trade without

and with sectoral linkages. In light of these findings, I also include an analysis of the

overall gains from trade in intermediate goods and compare this with the gains from

trade in final goods.

3.5.1 Classic Assumption: No Linkages, Common θ

The first and perhaps most natural extension of the the basic EK model is to include

many sectors, maintain the original model’s abstraction from sectoral linkages and
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differences in θj across sectors, but allow for differentiation across stages of produc-

tion, which is absent from other versions of the EK model. This exercise illustrates

the impact of extending the basic model to include specialization across stages of

production (and many sectors). I assume here that θj = θ = 5.16

To contextualize the significance of added gains after accounting for CSS, I also

consider gains from trade in models without CSS that (i) move from a setting with

one sector to many sectors and (ii) move from a setting that ignores intermediate

goods to a setting that includes them. Columns 1 and 2 in Table 3.5 report the gains

from trade for each country using the one-sector model with no intermediate goods

and the model with 31 sectors and no intermediate goods respectively. If we ignore

sectors and intermediate goods, then the gains from trade equation for country n

becomes the following:

GFTn =

(
−1

θ
d ln(πnn)

)
(3.84)

where πnn denotes country-wide domestic expenditure share. The difference between

Columns 1 and 2 reflects the differences between calculations from (3.84) and a version

of (3.83) where βjn = 0 for all j.

Notice that the change in gains from trade after adding the sectoral dimension is

not positive in all cases. This is clear from Column 1 in Table 3.6, where some of the

values are negative.

This result can be explained by the fact that most consumption occurs in service

sectors which have relatively lower import shares. The average consumption share for

16Setting θj = 5 is very close to the aggregate value of θj from the pooled regression analysis
performed by Caliendo and Parro (2015). This magnitude is also fairly close to values found in
Simonovska and Waugh (2014).
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Table 3.5: Gains From Trade (% of GDP), Common θ

One J Many J Inc. M Two S Inc. M,L Two S, L
Country (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
AUS 2.5% 3.1% 8.5% 8.2% 6.7% 6.9%
AUT 6.1% 7.9% 20.1% 20.4% 16.8% 17.0%
BEL 7.5% 10.0% 28.4% 27.9% 24.8% 25.8%
BRA 1.5% 1.2% 3.4% 3.9% 2.9% 2.9%
CAN 4.3% 5.4% 14.6% 14.6% 11.3% 11.5%
CHN 2.5% 1.7% 6.9% 8.5% 7.3% 7.3%
CZE 6.7% 6.7% 21.6% 21.1% 19.8% 20.2%
DEU 4.4% 4.8% 12.2% 12.0% 9.8% 9.9%
DNK 5.6% 7.0% 23.5% 29.4% 14.7% 15.2%
ESP 3.4% 3.2% 9.9% 9.0% 9.2% 9.4%
FIN 4.5% 3.8% 9.4% 9.5% 10.6% 10.6%
FRA 3.2% 3.1% 9.8% 9.5% 7.7% 7.9%
GBR 3.2% 4.1% 9.9% 11.6% 8.4% 8.6%
GRC 4.1% 4.5% 10.3% 10.1% 9.7% 10.0%
HUN 7.8% 7.7% 23.7% 23.2% 21.9% 22.1%
IDN 3.5% 3.0% 7.6% 9.2% 8.6% 8.9%
IND 2.5% 2.4% 8.2% 9.8% 6.9% 7.1%
IRL 8.8% 8.0% 18.6% 18.7% 21.1% 21.7%
ITA 2.9% 2.5% 8.1% 7.5% 7.0% 7.1%
JPN 1.4% 0.9% 2.3% 2.2% 3.7% 3.8%
KOR 3.6% 1.9% 5.6% 5.9% 9.9% 10.0%
MEX 3.7% 3.5% 11.4% 12.8% 8.8% 9.1%
NLD 6.1% 6.8% 18.1% 17.7% 14.9% 15.2%
POL 4.4% 4.6% 13.9% 13.8% 11.6% 11.8%
PRT 4.4% 4.9% 14.7% 14.1% 13.0% 13.1%
ROM 5.1% 5.8% 13.0% 14.9% 15.1% 15.5%
RUS 2.7% 3.5% 9.6% 10.1% 6.9% 6.9%
SVK 8.5% 10.2% 29.7% 29.4% 26.2% 26.7%
SVN 7.4% 11.3% 31.8% 31.8% 24.7% 25.3%
SWE 5.1% 5.0% 13.9% 13.4% 11.9% 12.1%
TUR 2.9% 2.9% 8.3% 8.1% 7.6% 7.8%
TWN 6.6% 5.3% 17.6% 17.6% 17.0% 17.6%
USA 1.8% 1.6% 4.3% 3.9% 4.0% 4.0%
RoW 5.1% 5.0% 14.3% 15.3% 14.0% 14.6%
Average 4.5% 4.8% 13.6% 14.0% 12.2% 12.5%
Average (Ind) 5.1% 5.6% 15.7% 15.8% 13.8% 14.1%
Average (Emer) 3.5% 3.4% 9.9% 10.7% 9.2% 9.5%
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service and non-service sectors across these countries is 1.8% and 4.5% respectively;

in contrast, the average import shares are 41% and 10% respectively. As a result,

the assumption that import shares are even across sectors, which is implied by the

calculations in Column 1 of Table 3.5, leads to higher than actual gains from trade in

the one sector model in some cases. Working in the opposite direction, the assump-

tion that import shares are equal across sectors misses the gains due to traditional

comparative advantage trade (i.e. trade due to productivity differences across sec-

tors). The difference between Columns 1 and 2 in Table 3.5 combine these opposing

factors, resulting in values for Column 1 in Table 3.6 that can be positive or negative

depending on the country.

On average, the increase in measured gains from trade from including multiple

sectors is 2.4%. In cases where higher shares of imports are in sectors with a higher

consumption share, this difference tends to be higher. For example, in Australia,

where the percentage change in going from the one sector model to the 31 sector

model is 24.3%, the correlation in consumption share and import share across non-

service sectors is 0.24; on the other hand, for Finland where the percentage change is

-15.7 this correlation is lower at 0.09.

In sum, although the impact of comparative advantage across sectors generally

leads to positive gains from trade when going from a model with one sector to one

with many sectors, the overall gains are also affected by variation in consumption

shares across sectors and countries.17

Column 3 in Table 3.5 includes the gains from trade when many sectors and also

intermediates are included in the model as in (3.83). As we see, the increase in gains

17If we were to assume common consumption shares across sectors, then the percentage change
in the gains from including sectors would be, on average, larger than the gains from adding either
intermediates or stage specialization.
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Table 3.6: % Change in Gains From Trade, Common θ

Gains J Gains M Gains S Gains M,L Gains S, L
Country (1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
AUS 24.3% 171.8% -3.4% 116.1% 2.0%
AUT 29.5% 153.6% 1.6% 111.8% 1.4%
BEL 34.0% 183.4% -1.8% 147.8% 3.9%
BRA -15.5% 171.0% 16.5% 132.5% 0.5%
CAN 23.7% 172.8% -0.4% 110.2% 1.9%
CHN -30.0% 301.0% 22.8% 323.2% -0.2%
CZE -0.2% 222.1% -2.1% 195.6% 2.1%
DEU 9.4% 156.8% -1.7% 106.1% 1.1%
DNK 24.1% 238.5% 25.1% 110.8% 3.7%
ESP -6.9% 209.7% -8.4% 188.2% 2.9%
FIN -15.7% 146.6% 1.1% 177.2% 0.5%
FRA -3.3% 218.1% -3.2% 151.4% 2.5%
GBR 25.2% 144.5% 16.7% 106.7% 2.6%
GRC 10.8% 128.6% -1.2% 116.5% 3.1%
HUN -1.6% 207.7% -1.9% 184.7% 0.7%
IDN -16.5% 154.9% 22.0% 191.7% 2.8%
IND -3.2% 245.8% 18.8% 189.6% 2.6%
IRL -9.4% 133.1% 0.5% 164.3% 2.8%
ITA -13.6% 222.5% -7.9% 179.3% 1.2%
JPN -39.4% 162.1% -5.5% 328.2% 2.9%
KOR -48.6% 199.5% 6.5% 431.4% 1.9%
MEX -4.2% 221.4% 12.8% 149.1% 3.3%
NLD 11.2% 165.6% -2.0% 118.6% 2.2%
POL 4.7% 200.8% -0.7% 149.4% 2.0%
PRT 11.5% 198.0% -4.2% 163.8% 0.6%
ROM 13.9% 123.4% 14.8% 159.5% 2.6%
RUS 31.9% 174.9% 5.5% 97.0% 0.5%
SVK 18.8% 192.7% -1.1% 157.4% 1.9%
SVN 51.3% 182.6% 0.1% 119.0% 2.8%
SWE -0.9% 176.7% -3.5% 137.9% 1.2%
TUR -1.4% 188.8% -1.5% 165.2% 2.6%
TWN -18.8% 229.5% 0.1% 218.2% 3.6%
USA -10.0% 164.7% -8.7% 146.9% 1.4%
RoW -2.1% 185.2% 6.5% 178.1% 4.2%
Average 2.4% 186.7% 3.3% 168.3% 2.1%
Average (Adv) 6.1% 181.2% 0.1% 164.7% 2.1%
Average (Emer) -4.3% 196.8% 9.1% 175.0% 2.2%
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from trade from including intermediates is positive in all cases, as indicated by Column

2 in Table 3.6. This is predictable since, unlike in the case of including sectors, the

minimizing value for gains from trade is always where the intermediate share, βjn, is

zero across all sectors. Recall that the share of intermediate inputs is, on average, 0.53

across all sectors and countries. Moreover, this share is relatively high for tradable

sectors at 0.63 on average. Since intermediate inputs generally make up a higher share

of output than value-added, and especially more in manufacturing and commodities

sectors where import shares are relatively high, the impact of including intermediate

goods provides, on average, a substantial 187% increase in the percentage gains from

trade.

Column 4 in Table 3.5 indicates the gains from trade in the model where CSS is

included as in (3.82). The percentage changes in the gains from trade after accounting

for CSS are indicated in Column 3 from Table 3.6. As described in my model,

the added gains are not necessarily positive; they largely depend on the shares of

intermediate inputs used in production, βjn. When the intermediate shares are all

0.5, the gains monotonically increase with the degree of CSS. However, when these

shares are uneven, the gains from trade depend on whether a country specializes in

intermediate or final goods production.

From Column 3 in Table 3.6 we see that the percentage changes in measured gains

after accounting for CSS are, on average, positive at 3.3%. This is largely due to the

fact that, in general, βjn is greater than 0.5 and intermediate goods import shares are

higher than final goods import shares for most countries and sectors. Notice also that,

for several countries, the percentage changes in the measured gains are higher than

those from traditional comparative advantage trade indicated in Column 1. In other
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words, the impact of specialization across sectors is not as significant as the impact

from specialization across stages of production for these countries. This gap, and the

magnitude of the added gains after accounting for CSS, is particularly high for several

emerging economies including China, Indonesia, India, Brazil and Mexico.18

For China, a significant share of these gains come from the Construction sector.

In that sector, the share of intermediate goods imports is roughly 10%, compared

with the final goods imports share of less than 1%. Since this sector uses a very high

share of intermediate inputs, at 0.76, and the consumption share is remarkably high

at 0.2, the added gains after accounting for CSS are substantial.

In contrast, for Brazil, India, Indonesia and Mexico, the added gains mainly come

from manufacturing sectors. For Brazil and India, the added gains are highest in

the Transport sector and Textiles and Manufacturing Nec. sectors respectively. The

added gains are fairly evenly spread across manufacturing for Indonesia. For Mexico,

in the Chemicals, Transport, Machinery Nec., and Electrical sectors, the share of in-

termediate goods imports is significantly higher than the share of final goods imports.

Moreover, these sectors have a relatively high consumption share and use a share of

intermediate inputs significantly above 0.5.

Notice that among all the countries in the sample only one, the United States,

experiences a significantly negative percentage change in added gains after accounting

for CSS at -8.7%. This is because the United States, as Mexico’s main trade partner,

has a relatively higher final goods imports share than intermediate goods imports

share in these same sectors. In accordance with the basic model derived in Section

18Romania, Great Britain and Denmark also have relatively high added gains after accounting for
CSS. However, except for Britain, these fall once θj is permitted to differ across sectors so, I will
abstain from going into detail about these cases. For Britain, added gains from CSS come mainly
from the Chemicals, Transport, and Hotels & Restaurants sectors.
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3.2, countries that import a higher share of final goods in sectors where βjn > 0.5 have

lower gains from trade when CSS is accounted for. The United States also imports a

relatively high share of final goods in the textiles industry, due to trade with Asian

countries.

Overall, while the sources of the added gains after accounting for CSS vary across

these countries, a similar pattern can be seen across all cases where the gains are

rooted in relatively higher intermediate goods import shares in sectors with high

intermediate and high consumption shares.

Moreover, a pattern exists whereby emerging economies experience relatively

larger average added gains from trade due to CSS, at 9.1%, than developed economies,

at 0.1%. This pattern underlines the importance of global value chains in the modern

global economy. In this context, developed economies export intermediate goods for

processing to emerging economies which, in turn, add value and export final goods.

Despite this pattern, the welfare gains due to this type of trade are, generally

speaking, quite modest. On average, gains from accounting for CSS amount to

roughly 0.4% of GDP. Even in the relatively extreme cases mentioned above, the

added welfare gains are consistently below 1.5% of GDP.

3.5.2 Refined Assumption: Including Sectoral Linkages,

Common θj

Column 5 in Table 3.5 reports the gains from trade when 31 sectors, intermediate

goods and sectoral linkages are included as in (3.82). As we see, when comparing

Column 5 with Column 3, the gains from trade are generally lower than the gains

for the case with no sectoral linkages. This is consistent with previous findings from
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Levchenko and Zhang (2014) and it reflects the fact that traded goods use and are

used by non-tradable goods, which lowers the gains from trade.19

Column 6 reports the gains from trade when sectors, intermediates goods, sectoral

linkages and CSS are included as in (3.78). Again, the gains are, on average, slightly

lower than in Column 4, where there are no sectoral linkages. Comparing Columns

5 and 3 in Table 3.6, we observe that including sectoral linkages typically lowers

the variance in the added gains after accounting for CSS or, put differently, leads

to mean reversion across countries. For the cases where the percentage change in

the added gains are high in Column 3 (China, Brazil, India, Indonesia and Mexico),

the values are significantly lower in Column 5 once we include sectoral linkages. In

contrast, while there are several negative values in Column 3, there is only country,

China, where the added gains after accounting for CSS are negative when we include

sectoral linkages.

Overall, including sectoral linkages reinforces the finding that the impact of CSS

is quite modest, both in terms of the average added gains after accounting for CSS

and the variation in gains across countries.

3.5.3 Classic Assumption: No Linkages, Different θ

In the following subsection, I assume that θj differs across sectors using estimated

values of θj from Caliendo and Parro (2015). These values are reported in Table

3.1 in Appendix B. Note that θj varies significantly for tradable sectors from 0.37

to 51.08. Lower values of θj translate to higher gains from trade in this model. For

non-tradable sectors, I again assume that θ = 5.

19There are, however, several exceptions to this trend, including China, Indonesia, Ireland, Japan,
Korea and Romania where the gains are higher once sectoral linkages are included.
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In Table 3.7, I report the gains from trade allowing for different values of θj across

sectors. In general, it is clear that the impact of comparative advantage trade is

significantly higher in this table than in Table 3.5 where θj was equal across sectors.

This is seen by comparing the differences between Column 1 and 2, which depicts the

impact of comparative advantage trade across sectors, across Tables 3.5 and 3.7.20 In

Table 3.7, the average gains rise from 4.5% to 14.2%; in Table 3.5, they only rise to

4.8%.

Why is the impact of traditional comparative advantage trade so much higher once

we account for differences in θj across sectors? The reason is that international trade

and consumption shares tend to be particularly high in sectors which, according to

Caliendo and Parro (2015), have particularly low values of θj. In general, consumption

and trade tend to be high in the Food, Beverages & Tobacco, Chemicals, Machinery

Nec. and Transport sectors. All four of these sectors have values of θj that are below

the mean. In theory, this suggests that these sectors are less competitive, meaning

that they have fewer firms in equilibrium, and the average firm is relatively large and

productive. By trading in these sectors, countries benefit from receiving goods that

are made by more productive firms abroad that, in turn, charge lower prices.

In considering the impact of adding intermediate goods trade (Column 3 for Table

3.7), we again see that the percentage change in gains from trade (depicted in Column

2 of Table 3.8) is, on average, very large at 180%. This is only slightly different than

the percentage increase from the previous sub-section, where θj is assumed to be

equal across countries, suggesting that there is not a strong relationship between the

estimates of θj and the share of intermediate inputs across sectors.

20Again, Column 2 presents results from calculating gains according to (3.82) whereas Column 1
presents gains according to (3.84). Since I again assume that θ = 5 for (3.84), the values in Column
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Table 3.7: Gains From Trade (% of GDP), Different θ

One J Many J Inc. M Two S Inc. M,L Two S, L
Country (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
AUS 2.5% 8.5% 25.3% 21.5% 15.5% 15.8%
AUT 6.1% 26.9% 63.3% 64.3% 44.2% 44.3%
BEL 7.5% 31.3% 75.3% 74.4% 52.0% 52.8%
BRA 1.5% 2.7% 8.7% 11.4% 4.9% 4.8%
CAN 4.3% 21.0% 55.4% 54.7% 34.9% 35.3%
CHN 2.5% 3.2% 12.7% 13.9% 8.8% 8.8%
CZE 6.7% 17.7% 52.5% 51.7% 35.1% 35.7%
DEU 4.4% 11.7% 32.5% 31.4% 19.3% 19.7%
DNK 5.6% 25.5% 56.6% 60.3% 35.1% 35.7%
ESP 3.4% 12.3% 38.5% 34.9% 23.5% 24.2%
FIN 4.5% 12.4% 29.4% 30.6% 21.4% 21.6%
FRA 3.2% 9.2% 32.7% 32.1% 16.4% 16.6%
GBR 3.2% 11.5% 30.4% 33.7% 19.2% 19.6%
GRC 4.1% 18.3% 36.8% 33.4% 24.8% 25.2%
HUN 7.8% 24.6% 66.0% 65.5% 45.0% 45.1%
IDN 3.5% 6.3% 16.1% 17.9% 14.8% 15.1%
IND 2.5% 3.3% 11.4% 13.9% 7.1% 7.3%
IRL 8.8% 27.2% 50.9% 48.7% 40.8% 41.4%
ITA 2.9% 8.6% 29.8% 26.6% 15.5% 15.7%
JPN 1.4% 1.3% 3.8% 3.6% 3.4% 3.6%
KOR 3.6% 3.0% 10.0% 9.8% 8.8% 9.3%
MEX 3.7% 10.6% 27.3% 33.9% 18.5% 19.5%
NLD 6.1% 20.6% 49.4% 47.7% 34.2% 35.3%
POL 4.4% 13.5% 42.7% 42.9% 24.9% 25.3%
PRT 4.4% 18.9% 47.4% 46.6% 30.2% 30.2%
ROM 5.1% 15.6% 31.7% 33.2% 24.7% 24.9%
RUS 2.7% 13.6% 38.3% 38.5% 26.1% 26.1%
SVK 8.5% 22.1% 61.8% 61.4% 49.0% 49.1%
SVN 7.4% 33.3% 81.4% 79.8% 50.2% 50.7%
SWE 5.1% 11.5% 32.6% 31.6% 22.5% 22.8%
TUR 2.9% 10.9% 29.3% 27.9% 18.7% 18.9%
TWN 6.6% 9.5% 31.1% 31.2% 19.5% 20.5%
USA 1.8% 4.6% 14.5% 13.2% 8.5% 8.5%
RoW 5.1% 13.4% 40.7% 46.1% 29.6% 31.9%
Average 4.5% 14.2% 37.2% 37.3% 24.9% 25.3%
Average (Adv) 5.1% 17.1% 43.7% 42.9% 29.1% 29.5%
Average (Emer) 3.5% 8.9% 25.4% 27.0% 17.2% 17.6%
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Table 3.8: % Change in Gains From Trade, Different θ

Gains J Gains M Gains S Gains M,L Gains S, L
Country (1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
AUS 239.1% 198.0% -15.2% 82.4% 1.9%
AUT 339.4% 135.1% 1.6% 64.3% 0.3%
BEL 319.1% 140.5% -1.2% 66.1% 1.5%
BRA 81.3% 229.6% 30.0% 83.6% -0.9%
CAN 384.3% 163.9% -1.3% 66.4% 1.0%
CHN 30.2% 294.2% 9.3% 175.0% 0.1%
CZE 163.2% 197.4% -1.6% 98.6% 1.9%
DEU 168.9% 177.7% -3.4% 64.9% 1.9%
DNK 354.7% 122.3% 6.5% 37.9% 1.6%
ESP 259.4% 213.9% -9.3% 91.7% 3.0%
FIN 173.6% 137.2% 4.4% 73.1% 0.8%
FRA 188.7% 256.5% -1.9% 78.7% 1.5%
GBR 254.8% 164.6% 10.7% 66.9% 2.0%
GRC 350.6% 101.6% -9.3% 35.7% 1.5%
HUN 215.0% 167.9% -0.7% 82.8% 0.2%
IDN 78.6% 154.6% 10.7% 132.9% 2.1%
IND 34.0% 247.4% 21.4% 116.7% 1.9%
IRL 207.7% 87.3% -4.4% 50.1% 1.5%
ITA 192.9% 248.1% -10.8% 80.7% 1.2%
JPN -8.7% 193.0% -5.7% 157.7% 5.3%
KOR -17.6% 236.1% -2.3% 195.1% 5.7%
MEX 187.3% 156.8% 24.3% 74.4% 5.1%
NLD 237.8% 139.3% -3.4% 65.5% 3.2%
POL 204.5% 216.4% 0.6% 84.7% 1.4%
PRT 328.3% 150.4% -1.6% 59.4% 0.1%
ROM 204.0% 103.7% 4.7% 58.6% 1.0%
RUS 411.3% 182.4% 0.3% 92.4% -0.1%
SVK 158.7% 179.4% -0.6% 121.4% 0.4%
SVN 347.8% 144.4% -2.0% 50.6% 0.9%
SWE 126.6% 184.2% -3.2% 95.9% 1.3%
TUR 275.7% 168.1% -4.7% 71.1% 1.3%
TWN 45.4% 225.3% 0.5% 104.7% 5.0%
USA 159.8% 211.9% -8.9% 82.2% 0.1%
RoW 161.0% 203.8% 13.3% 121.3% 7.7%
Average 201.7% 180.4% 1.4% 87.7% 1.9%
Average (Adv) 226.6% 169.9% -2.5% 81.2% 1.8%
Average (Emer) 156.1% 199.5% 8.5% 99.8% 2.1%
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Finally, I consider the percentage change in gains from trade after accounting for

CSS, as depicted in Column 3 of Table 3.8. We see that, on average, the changes are

very modest at just 1.4%. This is only slightly lower than the average in Column 3

of Table 3.6. In considering differences across countries, we again see that emerging

economies - especially China, India, Indonesia, Brazil and Mexico - have fairly high

added gains. As in the case when θj was equal across sectors, these magnitudes are

large because these countries tend to import a relatively high share of intermediate

goods in sectors that use a high share of intermediate inputs. As suggested by the

model in Section 3.2, this leads to increases in measured gains from trade after ac-

counting for CSS. Compared to the case where θj was equal across sectors, there are

now numerous countries, particularly Australia, Italy, Spain and the United States,

that experience significant reductions in gains from trade after accounting for CSS.

What explains these outliers? The sectors most heavily impacted by CSS tend to

be Food, Beverages & Tobacco, Machinery Nec., Transport and Textiles. Amongst

these, the first four all have values of θj that are below the mean, which translates

into larger added gains after accounting for CSS. Again, since βjn is greater than 0.5,

CSS produces winners that import relatively more intermediate goods (e.g. China,

India, Indonesia, Brazil, Mexico and Britain) and losers that import relatively more

final goods (e.g. Australia, Italy, Spain and the United States).

At the other extreme, Coke & Petroleum now has a significantly higher θj, which

translates into a smaller impact when I consider CSS. The impact of this pattern leads

to a stronger negative relationship between the added measured gains and a country’s

stage of economic development, since the added gains in the Coke & Petroleum sector

1 are the same in Table 3.7 and Table 3.5.
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are, if anything, highest among more developed economies. For example, in Denmark

the percentage change in gains from trade after accounting for CSS is 25.1% in Table

3.6; in Table 3.8, this figure is much lower at 6.5%.

Overall, while the magnitudes are different, the same pattern emerges in Table 3.8

whereby emerging economies experience relatively higher average added gains due to

CSS, at 8.5%, while developed economies experience lower average added gains, at -

2.5%. Again, this pattern signifies the nature of global value chains whereby emerging

economies specialize in processing trade and, as a result, tend to import intermediate

goods and export final goods.

3.5.4 Refined Assumption: Including Sectoral Linkages,

Different θj

I now consider the impact of including sectoral linkages, as depicted in Columns 4

and 5 in Table 3.8. Compared to the same columns in Table 3.6, we see that the

impact of sectoral linkages significantly reduces the gains from trade once we include

different values of θj. This is made clear by comparing Columns 3 and 5 in Table 3.7

with the same two columns in Table 3.5. In Table 3.7, the average gains from trade

fall from 37.2% with no linkages to 24.9% with linkages. In contrast, the average

gains fall from 13.6% to 12.2% in Table 3.5. In considering the percentage change in

the gains from including intermediates goods trade with sectoral linkages depicted in

Table 3.8, we see that the average gains are 88%. By comparison, the average gains

are significantly higher in Table 3.6 at 168%.

The impact of accounting for CSS in Column 5 of Table 3.8, as in Table 3.6, is

less significant when we include sectoral linkages. The average percentage change in
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gains is only 1.9%. Also, as we see in Table 3.6, there is noticeable regression to

the mean across countries. In Column 3 of Table 3.8 there are many positive and

many negative changes after accounting for CSS; once sectoral linkages are introduced,

depicted in Column 5, the impact is smoothed so that almost all countries see modest

positive added gains that are close to the cross-country average. As a result, the

relationship between the added gains after accounting for CSS and a country’s stage

of economic development is once again significantly less dramatic once we include

sectoral linkages. This is not surprising since, once sectoral linkages are introduced,

the impact of differences in θj across sectors would predictably decline.

3.5.5 Analysis

Overall, the results relating to the added gains from trade after accounting for CSS

provide some interesting insights.

First, both in theory and practice, added gains rely on specialization across coun-

tries, sectors and stages of production. The sectoral composition of this pattern is

examined in Table 3.9. This table provides values for the added gains after accounting

for CSS according the model without sectoral linkages, using common θj (Columns 1

and 2) and different θj (Columns 3 and 4) across sectors. As we can see in Columns

1 and 2, a few sectors are associated with very large added gains due to accounting

for CSS; these include Food, Beverages & Tobacco, Textiles, Coke & Petroleum and

Machinery Nec.. In addition, while the average is not very high for the Transport

sector, the standard deviation is remarkably high for this sector as it is for these other

four sectors. For all of these sectors, the average share of intermediate inputs across

countries is above 0.6 indicating that the added gains after accounting for CSS are
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positive for those that import intermediate goods and negative for those that import

final goods.

For the Food, Beverages & Tobacco, Textiles, Machinery Nec. and Transport

sectors, there is a clear pattern whereby emerging economies, like China, Brazil,

India, Indonesia and Mexico, specialize relatively more in final goods production and

import more intermediate goods. This leads to additional potential welfare gains for

these countries (relative to the standard multi-sector EK model) and losses for their

trading partners, which tend to be more developed economies like the United States.

For Coke & Petroleum, the picture is more mixed and dominated by a few Euro-

pean countries including Denmark, Netherlands, Romania and Slovenia.

In Columns 3 and 4 of Table 3.9, which allow for differences in θj, we see that the

importance of the Coke & Petroleum sector significantly declines, whereas that of the

Machinery Nec. and Transport sectors significantly rises. This change is due to the

impact of θj which, relative to the mean, is large for the former sector and small for

the latter sectors.

In analyzing these results, it appears that added gains after accounting for CSS

tend to be significantly higher for countries that specialize in the final stage of manu-

facturing production, particularly in sectors with a high share of intermediate inputs

that are also relatively competitive in terms of market power. According to this anal-

ysis, the sectors where the benefits tend to be the highest are the Machinery Nec.

and Transport sectors.

However, as we also observe in this section, once sectoral linkages are factored

in to the model most of these sector or country specific patterns tend to dissipate.

Why does this happen? In short, while certain countries might specialize in one
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Table 3.9: % Change in Gains From Trade, Sectors

Sector Average St. Dev. Average St. Dev. Difference
Agriculture & Hunting 0.076 0.350 0.042 0.192 -0.034
Mining & Quarrying -0.270 0.265 -0.077 0.075 0.194
Food, Bev. & Tobac. -1.445 3.092 -2.496 5.345 -1.051
Textiles & Leath. -0.567 1.174 -0.455 0.943 0.112
Wood & Products -0.029 0.041 -0.012 0.017 0.017
Pulp & Paper -0.026 0.079 -0.013 0.039 0.013
Coke & Petroleum 2.976 11.328 0.283 1.106 -2.693
Chemicals 0.307 0.535 0.288 0.501 -0.019
Rubber & Plastics 0.012 0.100 0.032 0.268 0.020
Other Minerals -0.027 0.056 -0.043 0.090 -0.016
Basic Metals -0.234 0.298 -0.131 0.166 0.103
Machinery, Nec. -0.743 2.020 -2.039 5.534 -1.296
Electrical & Optical 0.124 0.802 0.055 0.347 -0.070
Transport -0.020 2.939 0.472 23.664 0.492
Manufacturing, Nec. -0.015 0.987 -0.013 0.882 0.002

stage of production for a particular sector, this pattern often follows the opposite

pattern for other sectors. This point is indicated by the countn column in Table

3.4, where it is clear that countries specialize in intermediate goods production in

some sectors and final goods production in other sectors. While we might expect

that this pattern would lead to mutual increases in gains across countries, even for

the model without sectoral linkages, the impact of asymmetries in αjn and βjn across

sectors leads to asymmetries across countries in the added gains after accounting for

CSS. However, due to linkages through intermediate inputs, these asymmetries are

largely offset in the end. Even for countries with strong specialization across nearly

all tradable sectors, like Mexico or the United States, the impact of sectoral linkages

with non-tradable service sectors weakens the impact of CSS.

Remarkably, these patterns of CSS also appear to be very stable over time. In

Table B.2 in Appendix B, I provide figures for how the gains from trade have grown,
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in terms of percentage change, from 1995 to 2011 across all of these models.21 As

indicated in Column 1, the gains from trade in the one sector model grew, on average,

by 37.7% over the period. The percentage growth in the multi-sector model (Column

2) and the model including intermediate goods (Column 3) were, on average, even

higher at 48.3% and 67.3% respectively. These growth percentages can be interpreted

as the growth in welfare due to increases in aggregate imports, imports inclusive of

comparative advantage trade, and imports inclusive of comparative advantage trade

and intermediate goods trade over the 1995-2011 period.

In contrast, the percentage growth according to the model with CSS (reported

in Column 4) was, on average, slightly lower at than the previous column at 66.2%.

In other words, the added growth in the gains from trade after accounting for CSS

from 1995-2011 was, on average, negligible. When the model with sectoral linkages

is considered as in Columns 5 and 6, a similar story unfolds. The growth in the

model which ignores CSS is, on average, 63.1%. After accounting for CSS, the average

growth changes very little to 63.6%, suggesting that gains from trade after accounting

for CSS were stable going from 1995 to 2011.

3.5.6 The Welfare Gains from Intermediate Goods Trade

Up to this point, I have explored the role that intermediate goods play in establish-

ing gains from trade through three channels: the classical input-output channel, the

channel of sectoral linkages, and the channel of specialization across stages of pro-

duction. Given the inclusion of all three channels, we might wonder “What are the

welfare gains due to intermediate goods trade as compared with final goods trade?”.

21Table B.2 provides results from the model where θ is assumed to be equal to 5 for all sectors.
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To answer this question, I perform two counter-factual exercises. In the first, I

set intermediate goods trade to zero so that there is only trade in final goods and

compare welfare in this scenario with the measured welfare when both intermediate

and final goods are traded. I refer to the difference between these calculations as the

welfare gains from intermediate goods trade. In the second counter-factual, I do the

same exercise for final goods and refer to this difference as the gains from final goods

trade.

Columns 1 and 2 in Table 3.10 report both of these findings for the case when θj are

equal across sectors and Column 3 reports the percentage of overall gains from trade

that can be attributed to intermediate goods trade. As we see, the welfare gains from

intermediate goods trade are, for all countries, higher than the gains from final goods

trade. Put differently, the cost - in terms of welfare - of entirely inhibiting intermediate

goods trade is higher than the cost of inhibiting final goods trade. Moreover, this

pattern appears to be particularly strong for emerging economies: the countries with

the highest share of welfare gains due to intermediate goods trade include Brazil,

China, India, Indonesia, Korea and Mexico.

Columns 4 and 5 report these findings for the case when θj differs across sectors.

Compared to the previous case, we see that the share of gains from intermediate

goods trade, indicated by Column 6, is generally lower. On average, this represents

approximately half of the gains from trade. Again, the shares are highest amongst

the same set of emerging economies as in the previous case.22

In sum, the impact of inhibiting intermediate goods trade is generally higher for

22Notice that the relative gains from intermediate to final goods trade are significantly lower
when θj differs across sectors. This is largely due to the diminished impact of a few sectors, most
importantly Coke & Petroleum, in the latter case. Since over three quarters of the output in this
sector is in intermediate inputs, the gains from intermediate goods trade are much more diminished
than the gains from final goods trade.
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emerging economies than for more developed economies. Moreover, this pattern is not

surprising given the importance of processing trade for emerging economies during

the 2000s.
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Table 3.10: Gains From Trade, Intermediate versus Final Goods

Gains Int Gains Fin % Int Gains Int Gains Fin % Int
Country (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
AUS 3.6% 3.2% 52.8% 4.8% 10.4% 31.9%
AUT 9.7% 6.8% 58.9% 18.6% 19.3% 49.2%
BEL 15.9% 8.4% 65.4% 20.4% 22.6% 47.5%
BRA 2.1% 0.8% 71.5% 3.3% 1.5% 69.4%
CAN 5.8% 5.4% 51.6% 13.0% 18.6% 41.1%
CHN 5.8% 1.5% 79.7% 5.7% 3.0% 65.2%
CZE 13.0% 6.5% 66.7% 16.4% 15.4% 51.7%
DEU 5.3% 4.5% 54.0% 7.2% 11.5% 38.4%
DNK 8.1% 6.6% 55.2% 10.4% 21.8% 32.3%
ESP 5.5% 3.8% 59.3% 8.5% 14.2% 37.5%
FIN 7.0% 3.4% 67.2% 9.8% 10.4% 48.5%
FRA 4.7% 3.2% 59.7% 6.9% 9.0% 43.2%
GBR 4.6% 3.9% 53.7% 8.6% 9.9% 46.7%
GRC 5.7% 4.1% 58.2% 5.7% 18.1% 23.8%
HUN 15.3% 5.9% 72.1% 20.7% 17.7% 53.8%
IDN 6.6% 2.2% 74.8% 9.9% 4.6% 68.1%
IND 5.3% 1.8% 74.8% 4.6% 2.6% 63.8%
IRL 13.9% 6.9% 66.7% 12.6% 23.7% 34.8%
ITA 4.6% 2.5% 64.4% 5.9% 9.1% 39.3%
JPN 2.6% 1.2% 68.7% 1.7% 1.8% 47.8%
KOR 7.9% 2.1% 79.0% 5.1% 4.0% 55.9%
MEX 6.6% 2.5% 72.5% 12.0% 6.5% 65.1%
NLD 8.9% 5.8% 60.6% 12.4% 19.2% 39.3%
POL 7.4% 4.2% 64.0% 11.4% 12.0% 48.6%
PRT 8.1% 4.7% 63.3% 11.0% 16.6% 39.7%
ROM 10.4% 4.8% 68.6% 9.9% 13.3% 42.7%
RUS 3.2% 3.7% 45.8% 12.2% 11.9% 50.6%
SVK 17.6% 7.6% 69.9% 27.9% 13.7% 67.0%
SVN 14.6% 9.3% 61.2% 16.0% 26.2% 37.8%
SWE 7.0% 4.8% 59.4% 10.5% 10.8% 49.2%
TUR 5.3% 2.5% 68.3% 7.1% 10.9% 39.4%
TWN 11.5% 5.5% 67.7% 9.8% 9.6% 50.5%
USA 2.3% 1.7% 57.0% 3.3% 5.0% 39.3%
RoW 11.0% 3.4% 76.6% 21.4% 8.0% 72.8%
Ave 7.0% 3.8% 64.7% 10.7% 12.1% 48.0%
Ave (Ind) 7.7% 4.5% 62.4% 11.5% 14.7% 43.5%
Ave (Emer) 5.8% 2.5% 68.8% 9.2% 7.4% 56.3%
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3.6 Conclusion

This chapter has sought to explore the relationship, qualitatively and quantitatively,

between comparative advantage and cross-stage specialization (CSS). I derived a ver-

sion of the Eaton-Kortum (2002) model of trade that illustrates the gains from special-

ization across stages of production. This model yields a closed-form solution relating

the gains from trade to the share of domestic expenditure in both intermediate and

final goods and the share of intermediate inputs used in production.

The results relating to the added gains after accounting for CSS provide some

interesting insights. First, both in theory and practice, the added gains rely on

specialization at across countries, sectors and stages of production. In looking broadly

across countries, it is clear that for most sectors the share of intermediate inputs used

in production is above 0.5. This suggest that, for these sectors, there are positive

gains from importing a relatively higher share of intermediate goods and negative

gains from importing a higher share of final goods, relative to the baseline assumption

that these shares are equivalent (as in EK (2002)).

To examine this relationship empirically, I extend the model to include many

countries and sectors, and then calculate the gains from trade using data from 2005 for

34 countries and 31 sectors based on the the World Input Output Database (WIOD).

I find that the gains from trade are fairly similar under the CSS framework as

in the the standard EK model that abstracts from CSS. Surprisingly, most countries

import a similar share of intermediate goods and final goods within a given sector. For

some countries, however, the added gains after accounting for CSS are significantly

higher than for other countries. The countries that gain the most tend to be emerging

economies that import intermediate goods and add value to produce goods for exports.
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This latter point, that emerging economies experience the largest added gains after

accounting for CSS, might be surprising to some international trade critics who point

to the unequal balance of gains from trade across more and less developed economies.

My model offers some theoretical support for this criticism, revealing that countries

which specialize in intermediate goods production benefit less, in terms of welfare,

due to CSS. However, empirically it is more developed economies, not emerging ones,

that tend to specialize in intermediate goods production. Emerging countries tend to

specialize in the latter stage of production and, as a result, experience higher added

gains after accounting for CSS.

This finding illustrates how the emergence of global value chains has altered the

relationship between stage of development, comparative advantage and placement on

the value chain. Whereas in the past it might have been true that developing countries

had a comparative advantage in producing basic upstream goods, in modern times

emerging economies generally import a higher share of intermediate goods, add value

at a processing final stage, and export these goods abroad.

While these results suggest that the added gains after accounting for CSS are fairly

modest across all countries, it should be noted that the magnitude of these gains could

depend on the level of aggregation in the data. While I have only identified 2 stages

of production, for some sectors there might be many more stages and there could be

multi-stage production within sectors that cannot be captured at the 2-digit level of

classification. With these points in mind, I consider my findings as a lower bound for

the added gains from trade due to specialization across production stages.
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Chapter 4

The Rise of Services, Forward

Linkages and Gains From Trade

4.1 Introduction

In recent decades, developed economies have experienced a significant shift in economy-

wide consumption shares away from agriculture, mining and manufacturing and to-

wards services. While some service sectors are increasingly traded internationally,

the majority of services remain non-traded today as they were in the past. Over the

same period, the proportion of intermediate input goods, particularly those which are

traded internationally, has risen for many sectors across the global economy. Has the

rise of services meant a significant decline in the importance of international trade

in terms of aggregate welfare? How has the rising importance of intermediate inputs

affected this relationship?

In this chapter, I consider the impact of these changes over time on the welfare

gains from international trade. I characterize several expressions for the gains from
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international trade based on various multi-sector versions of the Ricardian Eaton

and Kortum (EK) (2002) model of trade. According to the model, the gains from

international trade at the country level depend on only a few sector-level variables:

the share of domestic expenditure by sector, consumption shares by sector and the

input-output configuration of the economy. As a result, any changes in the gains from

trade depend equally on how these variables change over time.

Using data for the period from 1995 to 2011 across 33 countries and 31 sectors

from the World Input Output Database (WIOD), I provide evidence of a rise in

service sector consumption shares across both developed and emerging economies and

the negative impact that these changes had on the welfare gains from international

trade.1

In addition, I document the growing importance of intermediate inputs in these

economies and the general shift towards service-based intermediate inputs across both

service and goods destination sectors. On average, these changes in the input-output

structure increased the gains from international trade and compensate for the negative

impact of the rise in service sector consumption shares over time. I emphasize the

role that cross-sector intermediate input linkages have in moderating the impact of

service sector consumption growth on the gains from trade.

Overall, the average gains from trade rise by roughly 70% over time due to a com-

bination of more openness in the economy and the rising share of traded intermediate

inputs in production.

These findings contribute to the literature in several ways. First, by using the

Eaton and Kortum (2002) model as a basis for analysis, the findings contribute to a

1This analysis includes all countries in the WIOD except for Greece. For that country, the WIOD
contains missing values for some variables from 1995 that prevents proper calculations of gains from
trade based on the forthcoming analysis.
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series of papers which focus on the welfare gains from trade based on micro-founded

trade models. Other papers on this topic include Arkolakis et al. (2012), Ossa (2012),

Caliendo and Parro (2015), Costinot and Rodriguez-Clare (2013) and Levchenko and

Zhang (2014).

This chapter also contributes to a literature that explores the cause and effect

of shifting consumption shares away from manufacturing goods and towards services

in modern economies. Several papers have emphasized the role of goods sector pro-

ductivity growth in fostering this change. Papers with closed economy versions of

this mechanism include Ngai and Pissarides (2007) and Buera and Kaboski (2012).

Uy, Yi and Zhang (2013) establish a similar trend for South Korea using an open

economy model. As an alternate driver, Kehoe, Ruhl and Steinberg (2013) consider

the importance of global imbalances as a cause of this structural change.

Amongst these papers, this chapter is most similar to Uy, Yi and Zhang (2013)

in that it is based on a multi-sector Eaton and Kortum (2002) model. That paper is

different, however, in that it endogenously derives the rise of services from a dynamic

framework by assuming non-homothetic preferences. The model in this chapter is

static and assumes homothetic, constant elasticity of substitution (CES) preferences

across sectors.2 In this sense, it is more similar to Caliendo and Parro (2015) and

Levchenko and Zhang (2014). Caliendo and Parro (2015), like this chapter, also

focuses on the impact of intermediate inputs and input-output linkages on the gains

from international trade.

2Ngai and Pissarides (2007) and Kehoe, Ruhl and Steinberg (2013) replicate a rise in services
with CES preferences by assuming that the elasticity of substitution across sectors less than 1. As
a robustness exercise, I change the elasticities in my analysis from 1 to 0.5 as in Kehoe, Ruhl and
Steinberg (2013). This change has a negligible effect on the results, so I do not include those results
in the chapter.
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The rest of the chapter is outlined as follows. In Section 4.2, I describe a multi-

sector version of the EK (2002) model, indicating the role that consumption shares

and the input-output structure of the economy have in determining the gains from

international trade. In Section 4.3, I describe the data and document several trends.

In Section 4.4, I provide results. In Section 4.5, I conclude.

4.2 Model

The following is a multi-sector EK model of international trade. As a framework, I

use the EK model from Caliendo and Parro (2015).

4.2.1 Environment

Consider a world with N countries and J sectors. Country n has a labor endowment

Ln. Income In is derived from labor supplied at wage wn. Consumers in each country

have preferences that reflect love of variety over final good varieties ωj in each sector

j. They purchase final composite goods Y j
n from each sector for consumption, max-

imizing utility subject to their budget constraint in accordance with the following

Cobb-Douglas utility function:

U =
J∏
j=1

(
Cj
n

)αjn (4.1)
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where
∑J

j=1 α
j
n = 1 for all n.3 The budget constraint for consumers in n is given by:

J∑
j=1

P j
nC

j
n = wnLn (4.3)

where P j
n denotes the aggregate price index for the composite good in sector j. The

composite good in each sector consists of a continuum of varieties qjn(ω) over [0,1],

denoted as the following:

Qj
n =

(∫
qjn(ω)

σ−1
σ dω

) σ
σ−1

(4.4)

The composite price index for sector j is denoted as:

P j
n =

[∫ 1

0

pjn(ω)1−σdω

] 1
1−σ

(4.5)

Varieties are produced with productivity drawn from a country-sector specific Fréchet

distribution of the following form:

F j
n(z) = Pr

(
zjn < z

)
= exp

{
−T jnz−θ

j
}

(4.6)

where T jn depicts a parameter of country-sector average productivity for goods while

θj provides dispersion across productivity draws in the sector. In this environment,

the dispersion parameter provides a basis for intra-industry gains from trade. The T jn

3Note that this function is equivalent to a limiting case of a constant CES function where the
elasticity of substitution across sectors, γ, is set to 1. The more general version of the CES utility
function is the following:

U =

(
J∑
s=1

αjn
(
Cjn
) γ−1

γ

) γ
γ−1

(4.2)
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parameters, since they differ across sectors, provide a basis for gains from trade due

to comparative advantage across sectors.

Varieties are produced using labor and a product of sectoral composite interme-

diate inputs M j
n from each of the sectors in the economy. Letting 1− βjn denote the

Cobb-Douglas share of labor used in production for sector j, the production technol-

ogy for ω is:

qjn(ω) = zjn(ω)
(
ljn(ω)

)1−βjn
J∏
k=1

(
Mk

n(ω)
)βk,jn

(4.7)

where
∑J

k=1 β
k,j
n = βjn.

Product and factor markets are perfectly competitive. All goods sold by producers

in country i to consumers in country n are subject to a country specific ad-valorum

bilateral iceberg transportation cost κjni where κjni > κjii = 1 for all j. Accordingly,

producers of goods from sector j in country i sell their products in country n at a

price equal to marginal cost:

pjni(ω) =
cjiκ

j
ni

zji (ω)
(4.8)

where

cji = Ψj
i (wi)

1−βji
J∏
k=1

(
P k
i

)βk,ji (4.9)

denotes the unit cost of production in country i and Ψj
i is a constant.4

4.2.2 Equilibrium

The competitive equilibrium consists of a set of prices and allocation rules such that,

taking prices as given, (i) firms satisfy first order conditions in each country and sector

(ii) consumers satisfy their first order conditions in each country (iii) the labor market

4Specifically, Ψi = (1− βji )β
j
i−1

∏J
k=1(βk,ji )−β

k,j
i
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clears in each country (iv) the goods markets clears for all goods in each sector and

(v) trade is balanced for each country.

Demand and Prices

The solution to the consumer’s and producers’ problems yield the following demand

expenditure function for country specific good variety ω:

xjn(ω) =

[
pjn(ω)

P j
n

]1−σ

Xj
n (4.10)

where Xj
n = P j

nY
j
n denotes total spending in n on stage s sector j goods and

P j
n =

[∫ 1

0

pjn(ω)1−σdω

] 1
1−σ

(4.11)

denotes the aggregate price index for goods in sector j of country n. The utility

function and Cobb-Douglas production function yields the following expression for

total sectoral expenditure in n:

Xj
n = αjnwnLn +

J∑
k=1

βj,kn
(
Y k
n

)
(4.12)

where Y k
n denotes the total value of output of sector k goods. Labor input shares can

be expressed as the following:

Ljn =
(
1− βjn

)
Y j
n (4.13)
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We can simplify the expressions for P j
n in (4.5) to find the following general closed-

form solution:

P j
n = γj[φjn]

1
−θ (4.14)

where γj = Γ
(
θj+1−σ

θj

) 1
1−σ

is a constant and

φjn =
N∑
i=1

T ji
[
cjiκ

j
ni

]−θj
(4.15)

The Trade Share Equations

I denote Xj
ni as total expenditure in n on sector j goods imported from i. The share

of total spending by country n on goods from i for a given sector is equal to the

probability that country i offers the lowest price in country n, πjni. That is,

πjni =
Xj
ni

Xj
n

=
T ji
[
cjiκ

j
ni

]−θj
φjn

(4.16)

This expression applies for all n, i and j. For a given sector, the share of total

sectoral spending by n on goods from i is positively related to the overall sector

productivity parameter in i, T ji , and negatively related to unit cost of production cji

in that sector and country and the sector specific trade cost κjni. The denominator

denotes a multilateral resistance term for exporters to n in sector j goods: it is equal

to the sum of T jk
[
cjkκ

j
nk

]
across all countries k.
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Market Clearing

The sector specific goods market clearing conditions can be depicted as:

Y j
n =

N∑
i=1

Xj
in (4.17)

To showcase an expression for balanced trade, I define total exports and imports

for a given country and sector as EXj
n =

∑N
i=1X

j
in−Xj

nn and IM j
n =

∑N
i=1X

j
ni−Xj

nn.

The balanced trade condition for each country is thus:

∑
j=1

(
EXj

n − IM j
n

)
= 0 (4.18)

Factor market clearing conditions must satisfy:

Ln =
∑
j=1

Ljn (4.19)

for each n.

Substituting the goods market clearing and balanced trade conditions into the

demand equation for goods yields the following expenditure equation:

Xj
n = αjnwnLn +

J∑
k=1

βj,kn

[
N∑
i=1

πk1,inX
k
i +

N∑
i=1

πkinX
k
i

]
(4.20)
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4.2.3 Welfare

We can represent overall welfare per capita in country n as the following equation for

the real wage:

Wn =
wn
PC
n

=
J∏
j=1

(
wn

P j
n

)αjn
(4.21)

To solve for Wn, we must fist solve for wn/P
j
n by sector j. By substituting expression

(4.14) into (4.16), it is clear that:

πjnn =
T jn [cjn]

−θj[
P j
n

]−θj =

T jn

[
Ψj
n (wn)1−βjn∏J

k=1

(
P k
n

)βk,jn ]−θj
[
P j
n

]−θj (4.22)

Equation (4.22) can be rearranged in terms of wn/P
j
n as follows:

wn

P j
n

=
(
Ψj
n

) −1

1−βjn

(
πjnn
T jn

) −1

(1−βjn)θj

︸ ︷︷ ︸
(1)

J∏
k=1

(
P k
n

P j
n

) −βk,jn
(1−βjn)θj

︸ ︷︷ ︸
(2)

(4.23)

Expression (4.23) provides two main terms that relate to gains from trade. Part (1)

captures the impact of openness in sector j. Intuitively, as the domestic expenditure

share falls, the price index in sector j falls and the real wage rises due to imports of

more productive goods into country n. Moreover, the 1 − βjn term in the exponent

of this expression reflects the impact of the input-output loop. Since a portion βjn

of goods are used as intermediates to produce other goods, the impact of trade is

amplified as the overall share of intermediate inputs in production rises.

Part (2) captures the influence that sectoral linkages have on the real wage. When

there are no sectoral linkages, this expression reduces to 1. However, when sectoral
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linkages exist, openness in one sector impacts other sectors through the intermediate

inputs channel.

To better account for these sectoral linkages, expression (4.22) can be rearranged

as the following:

πjnn = T jn

[
Ψj
n

J∏
k=1

(
wn
P k
n

)I−βk,jn ]−θj
(4.24)

where I denotes an indicator function which equals 1 when k = j and equals 0 when

k 6= j. Finally, taking the product of (4.24) across the sectoral dimension j and k

yields the following:

J∏
k,j=1

πjnn =
J∏
j=1

T jn

[
Ψj
n

J∏
k=1

(
wn
P k
n

)I−βk,jn ]−θj
(4.25)

This expression can be rearranged:

J∏
k=1

wn
P k
n

=
J∏

k,j=1

(
Ψj
n

)−γk,jn (
πjnn
T jn

)−γk,jn
θj

(4.26)

where γk,jn represents the elasticity of the price index in sector k with respect to

changes in the price index for sector j. This elasticity is equivalent to the kjth entry

of the Leontief inverse of the input-output matrix for country n; that is, the matrix

(I−An)−1 where the kjth entry of An is equal to βk,jn .

Finally, overall welfare per capita can be found by substituting (4.26) into (4.21):

WL
n =

 J∏
k,j=1

(
Ψj
n

)−γk,jn (
πjnn
T jn

)−γk,jn
θj

αkn

(4.27)

If we ignore sectoral linkages and assume that βj,kn equals one for k = j and equals
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zero for all k 6= j, then this expression simplifies to the following:

Wn =

(
J∏
j=1

(
Ψj
n

) −1

1−βjn

(
πjnn
T jn

) −1

(1−βjn)θj
)αjn

(4.28)

Note that changes in trade costs will have no effect on constant terms in either

of these equations. The gains from trade when sectoral linkages are included can be

depicted by taking the logarithm of (4.27) and considering the comparative static of

moving from autarky where π̃jnn = 1 to the status quo where πjnn < 1 ∀j. Accordingly,

the gains from trade are the following:

GFTLn = d ln(WL
n ) = −

J∑
k,j=1

(
αknγ

k,j
n

θj
ln(πjnn)

)
(4.29)

In the context where sectoral linkages are absent as in (4.28), this comparative

static reduces to the following:

GFTn = d ln(Wn) = −
J∑
j=1

(
αjn(

1− βjn
)
θj

ln(πjnn)

)
(4.30)

There are several important points to make regarding the role of intermediate

inputs in (4.29) and (4.30). First, as is clearest from (4.30), the input-output loop

leads to higher gains from trade when intermediate inputs are used in production.

Second, the role of sectoral linkages, which is clearest from (4.29), depends on the

magnitude of γk,jn . Although it is not necessarily intuitive, the kjth entry of γk,jn is

more closely (and positively) related to βj,k which denotes the share of intermediates

from j used in sector k than βk,j. That is, what matters for the gains from trade

is whether a given sector uses intermediate inputs that are imported (i.e. forward
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linkages) rather than whether a given sector uses intermediate inputs that also tend

to be demanded by other sectors that are themselves highly traded (i.e. backward

linkages).

To take an example, consider two sectors: Food, Beverages & Tobacco, and Coke,

Petroleum & Nuclear. Both of these sectors tend to use a high share of intermediate

inputs in production. However, Food, Beverages & Tobacco tends to use a high share

of intermediate inputs from the Agriculture & Hunting sector which is relatively

closed to international trade. In contrast, Coke, Petroleum & Nuclear tends to use a

great deal of intermediates from the Mining & Quarrying sector which is, for many

countries, largely composed of imports. As a result, the impact of sectoral linkages

on the gains from trade are generally much larger for the Coke, Petroleum & Nuclear

sector.

In the quantitative section of this chapter, I will consider changes in the gains

from trade according to expressions (4.29) and (4.30) over the 1995 to 2011 period.

Using logarithmic differentiation, changes in gains from trade according to expression

(4.29) with linkages can be characterized as the following:

dGFTLn = −
J∑

k,j=1

[
αknγ

k,j
n

θj
d ln(πjnn) +

αknγ
k,j
n

θj
ln(πjnn)

(
d ln(αkn) + d ln(γk,jn )

)]
(4.31)

The analogous expression according to (4.30) where linkages are absent is:

dGFTn = −
J∑
j=1

[
αjn(

1− βjn
)
θj
d ln(πjnn) +

αjn(
1− βjn

)
θj

ln(πjnn)
(
d ln(αjn)− d ln(

(
1− βjn

)
)
)]

(4.32)

As is clear from these expressions, change in the gains from trade over time de-

pends directly on changes in sectoral consumption shares αjn, input-output structures
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(γk,jn and βjn) and domestic expenditure shares πjnn.5

4.3 Data

The gains from trade equations (4.29) and (4.30) are essentially functions of con-

sumption shares (αjn), domestic expenditure shares (πjnn), intermediate input shares

(βjn) and the input-output structures (γk,jn ) across sectors and countries. Since I am

interested in how the gains from trade have changes over time according to (4.31)

and (4.32), I consider how each of these elements have changed from 1995 to 2011.

4.3.1 Changes in Consumption Shares and Domestic Expen-

diture Shares

Over the 1995 to 2011 period, most countries experienced a fairly significant rise in the

share of services in consumption, replacing consumption in Agriculture & Hunting,

Mining & Quarrying, and the thirteen manufacturing sectors. On average across the

33 countries in the data, the average total service consumption share rose from 0.68

to 0.73.6 Over the same period, average total import shares across these countries

and sectors rose from 0.20 to 0.27, roughly 7 percentage points.

Table 4.1 reports average consumption and domestic expenditure shares for each

5Although θj is also a component of these equations, I abstract from changes in this elasticity
over time. This is consistent with most papers that parameterize θj using several time periods. For
an example, see Caliendo and Parro (2015). Throughout the quantitative analysis, I assume that
θj = θ = 5 which is identical to the assumption made in Costinot and Rodriguez-Clare (2013) and
in the neighborhood of most recent estimates in the literature.

6The countries in the analysis include Australia, Austria, Belgium, Brazil, Canada, China, Czech
Republic, Germany, Denmark, Spain, Finland, France, Great Britain, Hungary, Indonesia, India,
Ireland, Italy, Japan, Korea, Mexico, Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Russia, Slovakia,
Slovenia, Sweden, Turkey, Taiwan and United States. It also includes a rest-of-world (RoW) economy
for all countries that are not included in the 33.
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Table 4.1: Sector Level: Averages across Countries

Sector αjn (95) αjn (11) πjnn (95) πjnn(2011)
Agriculture & Hunting 0.045 0.030 0.881 0.818
Mining & Quarrying 0.004 0.003 0.559 0.427
Food, Bev. & Tobacco 0.076 0.059 0.843 0.738
Textiles 0.026 0.021 0.580 0.356
Wood & Products 0.002 0.001 0.819 0.757
Pulp & Paper 0.010 0.008 0.784 0.769
Coke, Petro & Nuclear 0.010 0.016 0.753 0.554
Chemicals & Products 0.018 0.018 0.550 0.407
Rubber & Plastics 0.005 0.004 0.693 0.562
Other Non-Metallic 0.003 0.002 0.834 0.787
Basic Metals 0.010 0.009 0.692 0.594
Machinery, Nec 0.031 0.026 0.531 0.425
Electrical & Optical 0.030 0.026 0.468 0.359
Transport Equipment 0.037 0.036 0.547 0.432
Manufacturing, Nec 0.012 0.011 0.695 0.537
Electricity, Gas & Water 0.017 0.020 0.982 0.950
Construction 0.116 0.117 0.993 0.987
Sale of Motor Vehicles 0.054 0.056 0.948 0.926
Retail Trade 0.041 0.039 0.987 0.981
Hotels & Restaurants 0.038 0.037 0.932 0.881
Inland Transport 0.022 0.021 0.925 0.875
Water Transport 0.002 0.001 0.679 0.534
Air Transport 0.004 0.004 0.656 0.548
Other Transport 0.010 0.010 0.859 0.850
Post & Telecommunications 0.011 0.016 0.934 0.911
Financial Intermediation 0.028 0.035 0.936 0.907
Real Estate Activities 0.076 0.082 0.994 0.984
Renting & Other 0.022 0.028 0.861 0.851
Education 0.049 0.053 0.992 0.992
Health & Social Work 0.064 0.079 0.998 0.996
Other Community Services 0.127 0.134 0.973 0.966
Average Goods 0.021 0.018 0.682 0.568
Average Services 0.043 0.046 0.916 0.884
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sector for 1995 and 2011. For almost all commodity and manufacturing sectors (that

is, the first 15 rows), the average consumption share across countries dropped over the

1995-2011 period. The only exception to this rule is Coke, Petroleum & Nuclear where

domestic expenditure share rose by roughly 6 percentage points over the period. In

contrast, amongst the service sectors (rows 16 through 31), the average consumption

share rose in 10 out of the 17 sectors.

Remarkably, the shift towards consumption in services is roughly the same for

emerging economies as it is for more economically developed countries. If we look

specifically at the emerging countries in the sample, the average service consumption

share rose from approximately 0.62 to 0.68 over the 1995-2011 period.7

It is also important to note that imports are generally far less significant for service

sectors than for manufacturing and commodities. In Table 4.1 we see that, for most

service sectors the share of imports in total consumption is less than 0.1.8 In contrast,

across manufacturing sectors the average share of imports across countries is above

0.3 in both periods.

In considering changes over time, most of the growth in imports from 1995 to

2011 occurred in goods sectors. The average import share across manufacturing and

commodity sectors grew from roughly 0.32 to 0.43 over the period. In contrast, the

average import share among service sectors went from 0.08 to 0.12 over the period.

These trends suggest potentially conflicting outcomes in terms of the changes in

gains from trade over time. On the one hand, imports represent a fairly significant

7The list of countries I consider emerging includes Brazil, China, Czech Republic, Hungary,
Indonesia, India, Korea, Mexico, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Russia, Slovakia, Slovenia, Turkey
and Taiwan.

8The only service sectors where trade share is significantly above 0.1 are Water Transport, Air
Transport and Other Transport. Together, these three sectors make up only 1.5% of total consump-
tion on average so the impact of this trade on welfare is insignificant.
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share of consumption, and continue to grow in importance over time across these

countries. On the other hand, consumption patterns have shifted towards service

sectors where trade is relatively insignificant and has grown far less dramatically over

the 1995-2011 period. The impacts of these changes are evaluated in Section 4.4.

4.3.2 Changes in Input-Output Tables

Table 4.2 provides evidence on how the input-output structure of the 33 economies

has changed over the 1995-2011 period. As in Table 4.1, the first 15 rows depict

commodity and manufacturing sectors. As reported in Columns 1 and 2, these sectors

tend to use a higher overall share of intermediate inputs than do the service sectors

in rows 16 to 31. On average, goods sectors had a 0.64 share of intermediate inputs

in 2011 whereas service sectors had a share of 0.45. Over time, the average share of

total intermediates rose by roughly 0.04 for both service and goods sectors.

Notice, however, that the variation of these changes is more significant across

service sectors. There are two service sectors, Electricity, Gas & Water and Post &

Telecommunications, where the average total intermediate share across countries rose

by roughly 0.1. This represents one-tenth of total value added in these sectors, which

is substantial. On the other hand, there are several service sectors where the change

was much smaller, at roughly 0.01. In contrast, most of the goods sectors experienced

growth in intermediate shares higher than 0.02 but significantly below 0.1.

As consumption has moved away from goods and towards service sectors over time,

the fact that service sectors use fewer intermediate inputs suggests that any negative

impact on the gains from trade as a result of these changes might be reinforced once

intermediate inputs are included in the analysis.
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Table 4.2: Country Level: Averages across Sectors

βjn (95) βjn (11) G (95) G (11) ∆ NS ∆ S

Sector (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Agriculture & Hunting 0.441 0.483 66.2% 63.9% 0.017 0.025
Mining & Quarrying 0.404 0.420 43.7% 45.9% 0.017 0.000
Food, Bev. & Tobacco 0.721 0.708 70.7% 64.2% -0.056 0.042
Textiles 0.627 0.631 65.7% 59.4% -0.037 0.041
Wood & Products 0.645 0.652 69.0% 65.3% -0.019 0.026
Pulp & Paper 0.615 0.628 61.6% 54.0% -0.040 0.053
Coke, Petro & Nuclear 0.734 0.792 66.7% 72.4% 0.084 -0.026
Chemicals 0.626 0.671 59.6% 59.5% 0.026 0.019
Rubber & Plastics 0.645 0.665 66.0% 63.7% -0.002 0.022
Other Non-Metallic Minerals 0.568 0.616 56.2% 55.3% 0.021 0.027
Basic & Fabricated Metals 0.658 0.698 69.3% 70.5% 0.037 0.004
Machinery, Nec 0.625 0.648 68.7% 66.2% 0.000 0.023
Electrical & Optical 0.635 0.678 67.9% 65.7% 0.015 0.029
Transport Equipment 0.674 0.720 72.8% 70.6% 0.018 0.028
Manufacturing, Nec 0.607 0.644 66.6% 64.4% 0.011 0.026
Electricity, Gas & Water 0.476 0.573 40.8% 40.9% 0.040 0.057
Construction 0.583 0.591 55.4% 49.1% -0.033 0.041
Sale & Repair of Motor 0.394 0.402 28.4% 24.6% -0.013 0.021
Retail Trade 0.352 0.376 24.9% 18.3% -0.019 0.043
Hotels & Restaurants 0.488 0.483 49.0% 47.1% -0.011 0.006
Inland Transport 0.425 0.494 32.4% 32.7% 0.024 0.045
Water Transport 0.595 0.590 20.9% 26.3% 0.031 -0.035
Air Transport 0.577 0.645 28.7% 32.8% 0.046 0.022
Other Transport 0.484 0.514 15.8% 15.2% 0.002 0.028
Post & Telecom 0.330 0.442 23.0% 16.2% -0.004 0.117
Financial Intermediation 0.345 0.384 10.5% 7.3% -0.008 0.047
Real Estate 0.235 0.257 15.0% 14.2% 0.001 0.021
Renting 0.420 0.430 26.2% 19.3% -0.027 0.037
Education 0.217 0.223 30.4% 27.5% -0.005 0.011
Health & Social Work 0.359 0.371 44.7% 39.3% -0.015 0.027
Other Community 0.357 0.372 27.1% 23.8% -0.008 0.024

Average Goods 0.615 0.644 64.7% 62.7% 0.006 0.023
Average Services 0.415 0.447 29.6% 27.2% 0.000 0.032
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Recall from equation (4.29) in Section 4.2 that, although an increase in interme-

diate inputs can lead to increases in the gains from trade, the extent to which this

is true depends largely on the origin of the intermediate inputs used. When interme-

diate inputs come from service sectors, which tend to be non-traded, the impact of

intermediate inputs on gains from trade is negligible. In contrast, when intermedi-

ate inputs come from tradable sectors like commodities and manufacturing then the

impact can be significant.

Columns 3 and 4 in Table 4.2 report the average total share of goods in inter-

mediate inputs (as a percentage of total intermediate inputs) by sector for 1995 and

2011 respectively. These columns provide a sense of the extent to which intermediate

inputs might translate into gains from trade in this model. In general, the share of

goods in intermediate inputs tends to be higher among goods sectors. In 2011, the

average was 63.4% across goods sectors compared to only 28.6% across service sec-

tors. This suggests both service and goods sectors tend to be homophilic in the sense

that service sectors tend to use intermediates from other service sectors and goods

sectors tend to use intermediates from other goods sectors. These results suggest

that the change in consumption towards service sector final goods over time might be

compounded by the heavy use of service sector intermediate inputs by these sectors.

In comparing Columns 3 and 4, we see that the share of goods in intermediate

inputs tended to fall from 1995 to 2011 for both goods and service sectors. This

reflects the fact that, much like for final goods, the share of services in intermediate

inputs tended to rise across these economies. In Column 5, I report the average

change in goods intermediate shares (as a fraction of total inputs) by sector. It is

clear that for roughly half of the sectors this share fell over the 1995 to 2011 period.
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On average, this share rose slightly by 0.006 for goods sectors and remained stagnant

for service sectors.

In contrast, as indicated by Column 6, for almost every sector the proportion of

service sector intermediate inputs rose over time. On average, this proportion rose

by 0.023 for goods and 0.032 for service sectors respectively.

Overall, these patterns suggest several points in relation to the rise of service

sectors and the gains from trade. First, service sectors tend to use fewer intermediate

inputs than goods sectors. Second, among the intermediate inputs that are used,

service sectors tend to use inputs from other service sectors which are also largely

non-traded. Finally, over time much of the growth in intermediate inputs across all

sectors came from growth in service sector intermediates. All three of these features

point to a smaller impact on the gains from trade compared to the potential impact

that intermediate inputs might theoretically have in this regard.

On the other hand, it is worth noting that a significant share of intermediate inputs

for service sectors originate from goods sectors, and the same can be said for service

intermediate inputs used by goods sectors. In other words, cross-sector linkages play

a significant role for both service and goods sectors. While it is unclear whether

this pattern necessarily raises or lowers the overall gains from trade, it is fairly clear

that the impact of changes over time in consumption shares towards service sectors

will be undermined by these linkages. The extent to which these factors pan out

quantitatively is evaluated in Section 4.4.
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4.4 Results

In the following section, I report results for the models without and with intermediate

inputs. The first setting is useful for evaluating the impact of changes in consumption

shares over time alone on the gains from trade. The second is useful for considering

the full impact of both changes in consumption shares and changes in the intermediate

inputs structure over time.

4.4.1 Gains from Trade with Different Sectors

The results for gains from trade in the multi-sector model for 1995 and 2011 are

depicted in Table 4.3. These figures are calculated according to the following equation

where intermediate inputs are absent from the model:

GFT Sn = d ln(Wn) = −
J∑
j=1

(
αjn
θj

ln(πjnn)

)
(4.33)

Columns 1 and 2 indicate that, for all countries, the gains from trade according to

equation (4.33) rose from 1995 to 2005. On average, gains rose from 3.2% to 4.6%,

which represents a 51.2% change over the period (indicated by Column 4).

Using logarithmic differentiation, changes in gains from trade according to expres-

sion (4.33) can be characterized as the following:

dGFT Sn = −
J∑
j=1

[
αjn
θj
d ln(πjnn) +

αjn
θj

ln(πjnn)d ln(αkn)

]
(4.34)

According to equation (4.34), any changes from 1995 to 2011 must be due to

some combination of changes in αjn and changes in πjnn over time (θj is assumed to be
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constant). As suggested by the analysis in Section 4.3, the changes in αjn over time

have actually worked against increases in gains from trade. As consumption shares

in service sectors rise over time, the gains from trade fall because trade in services is

comparatively lower than trade in goods. This is made clear by Column 3 in Table

4.4, which reports the gains from trade in 2011 where consumption shares from 1995

are used. As indicated in Column 5, the gains from trade are larger in nearly every

case when the 1995 consumption shares are used. On average, the difference due to

changes in consumption shares is approximately 12.3%. If the consumption shares

from 1995 remained the same in 2011, the gains from trade would have grown roughly

33% more over the period. This amounts to a sizable deterioration in the gains from

trade as a result of changes in consumption patterns across countries.

These results are interesting, but are nevertheless incomplete since the model

in equation (4.33) abstracts from intermediate inputs trade and any changes in the

input-output structure of these economies over time.

4.4.2 Gains from Trade with Intermediate Inputs

In Table 4.4, I report findings analogous to those in Table 4.3, except I now include

tradable intermediate inputs with input-output linkages according to equation (4.29).

The first thing to note is that, for all rows and columns, the gains from trade are

significantly higher than they were in Table 4.3. This is intuitive since, by including

intermediate inputs trade, the gains from trade necessarily increase.

In observing growth in gains from trade from 1995 to 2011, it is clear that gains

rose for all countries except one (Canada). On average, the gains from trade rose from

7.7% to 11.9% over the period, which is equivalent to a 70.0% increase. The impact of
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Table 4.3: Gains from Trade: Different Sectors, No Intermediates

Country 95 (αjn 95) 11 (αjn 11) 11 (αjn 95) (2-1)% (3-2)%
Sector (1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
AUS 1.9% 2.7% 2.8% 46.7% 0.5%
AUT 4.6% 7.3% 7.5% 61.1% 1.8%
BEL 8.2% 9.4% 10.4% 15.0% 10.8%
BRA 0.9% 1.4% 1.4% 64.0% 0.0%
CAN 4.6% 3.6% 3.6% -21.8% 1.6%
CHN 1.3% 1.0% 1.1% -25.1% 12.9%
CZE 4.1% 6.8% 7.6% 65.4% 11.2%
DEU 2.5% 5.2% 5.4% 104.6% 4.6%
DNK 5.2% 6.2% 8.6% 21.2% 37.4%
ESP 1.9% 2.9% 3.8% 55.0% 31.0%
FIN 2.6% 3.4% 3.6% 30.9% 7.3%
FRA 2.1% 3.4% 3.5% 60.9% 5.1%
GBR 3.1% 4.5% 6.2% 47.5% 36.4%
HUN 3.2% 8.1% 8.7% 154.6% 6.6%
IDN 2.3% 2.3% 3.4% 0.8% 45.1%
IND 1.0% 2.3% 1.8% 125.4% -19.5%
IRL 6.9% 7.5% 9.1% 9.7% 21.7%
ITA 2.0% 2.5% 2.9% 27.8% 15.6%
KOR 1.8% 2.3% 2.5% 24.6% 8.7%
JPN 0.5% 0.9% 1.0% 76.3% 16.3%
MEX 2.5% 3.9% 4.1% 52.0% 6.6%
NLD 6.5% 6.9% 8.1% 6.8% 17.2%
POL 1.9% 5.2% 5.3% 175.9% 2.0%
PRT 3.5% 4.0% 4.4% 14.1% 10.1%
ROM 2.2% 4.1% 5.5% 85.8% 32.9%
RUS 2.9% 4.3% 3.7% 50.0% -14.4%
SVK 4.7% 8.6% 9.9% 85.1% 14.4%
SVN 5.7% 10.0% 11.6% 74.7% 16.1%
SWE 3.5% 4.6% 4.9% 33.8% 5.2%
TUR 1.9% 3.8% 4.4% 98.8% 15.0%
TWN 3.8% 5.0% 5.6% 31.4% 11.4%
USA 1.0% 1.7% 2.0% 69.0% 17.9%
RoW 3.4% 3.2% 3.9% -7.0% 20.6%
Average 3.2% 4.6% 5.2% 51.2% 12.3%
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Table 4.4: Gains from Trade: Different Sectors, Changes in αjn

Country 95 (αjn 95) 11 (αjn 11) 11 (αjn 95) (2-1)% (3-2)%
Sector (1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
AUS 4.7% 6.0% 6.1% 27.4% 1.5%
AUT 9.1% 16.2% 16.4% 78.9% 0.9%
BEL 18.8% 25.7% 26.7% 36.9% 3.8%
BRA 1.9% 3.0% 3.0% 61.8% -0.6%
CAN 9.4% 8.3% 8.1% -12.0% -3.0%
CHN 4.2% 5.1% 5.1% 23.4% -1.5%
CZE 12.5% 20.9% 22.2% 67.7% 6.0%
DEU 4.9% 10.6% 10.8% 113.4% 2.6%
DNK 10.3% 14.3% 17.4% 38.4% 21.7%
ESP 5.0% 8.5% 9.6% 68.9% 13.2%
FIN 6.7% 10.4% 10.5% 55.1% 0.8%
FRA 4.9% 7.9% 8.1% 61.9% 2.5%
GBR 6.7% 9.7% 11.6% 46.1% 19.6%
HUN 10.6% 24.2% 25.0% 129.0% 3.0%
IDN 5.9% 6.7% 7.7% 14.1% 14.5%
IND 2.5% 6.5% 5.7% 158.3% -12.3%
IRL 17.9% 22.2% 24.3% 24.2% 9.2%
ITA 4.8% 8.0% 8.5% 67.9% 6.0%
JPN 1.5% 5.1% 5.3% 230.5% 4.2%
KOR 6.3% 14.7% 15.5% 133.3% 5.2%
MEX 6.1% 9.2% 9.4% 50.8% 1.8%
NLD 13.9% 16.7% 18.3% 20.5% 9.4%
POL 4.7% 13.3% 13.3% 181.0% 0.4%
PRT 8.6% 10.0% 10.8% 17.3% 7.5%
ROM 6.1% 10.7% 12.0% 74.3% 12.4%
RUS 5.3% 7.7% 6.8% 43.9% -10.8%
SVK 12.7% 20.1% 21.5% 58.2% 6.8%
SVN 12.9% 21.5% 23.7% 66.0% 10.1%
SWE 8.2% 11.6% 11.7% 41.1% 0.7%
TUR 3.7% 8.5% 8.9% 127.2% 5.8%
TWN 10.7% 16.5% 18.4% 54.4% 11.3%
USA 2.6% 4.0% 4.4% 69.7% 4.9%
RoW 9.0% 8.8% 9.6% 71.0% 5.1%
Average 7.7% 11.9% 12.6% 69.7% 5.0%
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changes in consumption shares over time, as indicated by Column 5, is markedly less

significant than it was in Table 4.3. On average, changes in consumption shares led

to a 5.0% decline in the gains from trade over the period compared to a 12.3% decline

in Table 4.3. The main reason for the difference here is due to sectoral linkages.

For most sectors, the majority of intermediate inputs come from other sectors. As

a result, although consumption shares have generally increased for service sectors,

a sizable portion of intermediate inputs in service sectors come from goods sectors

that are more heavily traded. Meanwhile, a significant share of intermediate inputs

used by goods sectors come from service sectors. In the end, these linkages result in

a dampening in the overall impact of changes in consumption shares on welfare over

time.

This can be observed by comparing the impact of changes in consumption shares

over time in Table 4.4 with those in Table C.1 in Appendix C, which reports anal-

ogous results using equation (4.30) where intermediate linkages are absent. Values

in Column 5 are, on average, significantly larger at 9.1% in Table C.1 than the 5.0%

average in Table 4.4.9

In Table 4.5, I examine the impacts of changes in sectoral linkages over time more

closely. The first and second columns depict gains from trade for 1995 and 2011

respectively in the exact same way as Table 4.4. The only differences are in columns

3 and 5. Column 3 reports an altered version of the gains from trade where the

input-output tables from 1995 are assumed to be constant over time. In other words,

9Note that the gains from trade in Table C.1 are significantly larger than the gains from trade in
Table 4.4, and grow more over time. This result reflects the points made in Section 4.3 where, due
to the fact that most of the growth in both service and goods sector intermediate inputs came from
the service sector. When sectoral linkages are ignored as in Table C.1, the dampening effect of this
linkage in the goods sector is neglected and the growth in gains from trade over time is overstated.
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this column depicts the gains from trade in 2011 purged of any changes in the input-

output tables. As is clear from Column 5, the impact of using the 1995 input-output

tables is negative for most countries in the sample. On average, the gains from trade

fall from 11.9% when the 2011 tables are used to 11.2% when the 1995 tables are

used; this represents a 6.1% decline which is roughly on par with the 5% rise in gains

from trade when I assumed constant consumption shares over time in Column 5 of

Table 4.3. In other words, the impact of changes in the input-output structure of the

economy over time on gains from trade is, on average, of the similar magnitude as

changes in the consumption patterns within these countries over time.10

Table C.2 in Appendix C presents results from the model in equation (4.30) which

assumes that all the intermediate input growth in goods sectors comes from goods

intermediate inputs and vice versa.

Comparing Column 5 in Table C.2 to the same column in Table 4.5, it is clear that,

generally, growth in gains from trade due to changes in intermediate shares is more

substantial when sectoral linkages are ignored. On average, using intermediate shares

from 1995 leads to a 8.7% decline in the gains from trade in Table C.2, compared to a

6.1% decline suggested in Table 4.5. In percentage point terms, the average impact of

intermediate input changes is twice as large when sectoral linkages are ignored. This

difference underlines the fact that, in reality, most of the intermediate inputs growth

over the 1995 to 2011 period came from non-tradable service intermediates. Table C.2

assumes that all of the growth in intermediates for goods sectors came from goods

intermediates. This assumption exaggerates the welfare gains due to intermediate

10This similarity might appear surprising given that, as was described in Section 4.3, most of
the growth in intermediate input shares over the 1995-2011 period came from service intermediates
which are largely non-traded. However, it should be noted that tradable goods intermediate shares
did indeed grow, particularly for goods destination sectors (see Table 4.2).
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Table 4.5: Gains from Trade: Different Sectors, Changes in IO

Country 95 (IO 95) 11 (IO 11) 11 (IO 95) (2-1)% (3-2)%
Sector (1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
AUS 4.7% 6.0% 6.8% 27.4% 12.9%
AUT 9.1% 16.2% 13.9% 78.9% -14.4%
BEL 18.8% 25.7% 22.6% 36.9% -12.1%
BRA 1.9% 3.0% 2.9% 61.8% -3.3%
CAN 9.4% 8.3% 7.9% -12.0% -5.1%
CHN 4.2% 5.1% 4.0% 23.4% -22.7%
CZE 12.5% 20.9% 20.8% 67.7% -0.7%
DEU 4.9% 10.6% 10.2% 113.4% -3.5%
DNK 10.3% 14.3% 13.5% 38.4% -5.0%
ESP 5.0% 8.5% 8.1% 68.9% -4.3%
FIN 6.7% 10.4% 8.9% 55.1% -14.2%
FRA 4.9% 7.9% 7.7% 61.9% -3.0%
GBR 6.7% 9.7% 11.1% 46.1% 14.2%
HUN 10.6% 24.2% 9.3% 129.0% -61.6%
IDN 5.9% 6.7% 22.8% 14.1% 238.5%
IND 2.5% 6.5% 7.8% 158.3% 20.1%
IRL 17.9% 22.2% 5.1% 24.2% -77.0%
ITA 4.8% 8.0% 19.4% 67.9% 141.7%
JPN 1.5% 5.1% 6.8% 230.5% 32.9%
KOR 6.3% 14.7% 2.9% 133.3% -80.5%
MEX 6.1% 9.2% 9.1% 50.8% -1.1%
NLD 13.9% 16.7% 9.3% 20.5% -44.3%
POL 4.7% 13.3% 16.3% 181.0% 22.3%
PRT 8.6% 10.0% 12.2% 17.3% 21.6%
ROM 6.1% 10.7% 9.8% 74.3% -8.0%
RUS 5.3% 7.7% 12.2% 43.9% 59.0%
SVK 12.7% 20.1% 7.4% 58.2% -63.1%
SVN 12.9% 21.5% 22.4% 66.0% 4.2%
SWE 8.2% 11.6% 21.3% 41.1% 84.1%
TUR 3.7% 8.5% 10.9% 127.2% 28.6%
TWN 10.7% 16.5% 7.0% 54.4% -57.8%
USA 2.6% 4.0% 14.3% 69.7% 257.3%
RoW 9.0% 8.8% 4.4% 71.0% -50.4%
Average 7.7% 11.9% 11.2% 69.7% -6.1%
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inputs trade growth over time.
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4.5 Conclusion

The goal of this analysis has been to quantify the impact of changes in consumption

and production patterns over time on the gains from international trade. The chapter

was largely motivated by the phenomenon of growth in service sector consumption

and decline in goods sector consumption shares in recent decades which, intuitively,

might lead to a general decline in the importance of trade in the economy.

I find that the impact of growth in service sector consumption over the 1995 to

2011 period on the gains from trade in 33 countries was, prima facie, quite substantial.

Results according to a multi-sector EK model without intermediate inputs suggest

that changes in consumption shares over time, which were dominated by movements

towards service sector and away from goods sector consumption, led to a decline in

gains from trade that were roughly one quarter the size of the overall increase in gains

from trade due to growth in trade shares of over the period.

However, when intermediate inputs are included in the analysis, the importance

of this impact is greatly diminished. This is mainly a result of two factors. First,

the share of intermediate inputs used in most sectors grew substantially, which led

to positive growth in the gains from trade over the period. Second, sectoral linkages

in the input-output structure of these economies reduces the impact that differences

across sectors have in affecting the gains from trade since all sectors are produced

using both service and goods sector inputs.

As a result of these factors, once intermediate inputs trade is included in the

model, the impact of the rise in service sector shares becomes, on average, less than

half as important as in the model without intermediate inputs. In addition, the

impact of changes in the input-output structure of these economies over time was,
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on average, just as significant and moving in the opposite direction. In the end, the

economic impact of changes in consumption shares tends to be less significant than

one might conclude from observing changes in consumption shares alone.

In considering potential future growth in the gains from international trade, fur-

ther opening up of service sectors to trade might be necessary. Since a growing share

of both consumption goods and intermediate inputs come from service sectors, the

role of goods sectors, which have until now largely driven the gains from international

trade, will continue to diminish.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

The central goal of this thesis is to explore the role of intermediate goods in explaining

patterns of international trade and facilitating economic gains from trade. I base this

analysis on heterogeneous firms trade models.

In Chapter 2, I extend the Eaton and Kortum (2002) and Melitz (2003) models

of international trade to incorporate intermediate inputs and firm heterogeneity in

value-added productivity. In equilibrium, this yields a positive relationship between

the international trade elasticity and the intermediate inputs share. I use sector-level

data from the 1980s and 2000s to estimate the trade elasticity. Over both periods, I

find empirical support for a positive relationship between the trade elasticity and the

intermediate inputs share, and that gains from manufacturing trade are significantly

higher under the value-added framework relative to the standard models.

In Chapter 3, I derive a simple one sector Eaton and Kortum (2002) model with

sector-level productivity differences across intermediate and final goods, showing that

gains from trade are potentially higher when the cross-stage margin of specialization

is exploited. I then extend this model and use data from the World Input Output
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Database (WIOD) from 2005 to calculate the additional gains from trade from after

accounting for specialization in intermediate or final goods production. I find that,

on average, these gains are generally modest, at less than 1% of GDP. However, gains

are significantly higher for emerging economies.

In Chapter 4, I use a multi-sector version of the Eaton and Kortum (2002) model

to quantify the impact of the rise of service sector and the decline of goods sector

consumption shares, and the growth of intermediate input shares on the gains from

international trade. Using WIOD data from 1995 and 2011, I find that the rise of

services had a negative impact on gains from trade over the period. The magnitude

of this impact is roughly equal to the positive impact on gains due to the rise in

intermediate input shares over the period. I emphasize the role of cross-sector inter-

mediate input linkages in moderating the impact of these changes on the gains from

trade.

Together, these three chapters demonstrate that intermediate goods trade is both

quantitatively important and qualitatively distinct, warranting specific consideration

in any analysis of global trade patterns.
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Appendix A

A.1 Proofs from Chapter 2

Proof of equation (2.16):

Incorporating (2.11) into (2.3), it is fairly simple to show that:

F j
ni (p) = 1− exp

{
−T ji

(
cjiκ

j
ni

)− θj

1−βj p
θj

1−βj

}

It follows that the probability of receiving a price in n below p for a given variety

from any country is equal to F j
n (p) =

∏N
i=1 F

j
ni (p). Solving for this expression yields:

F j
n (p) = 1−

N∏
i=1

exp

{
−T ji

(
cjiκ

j
ni

)− θj

1−βj p
θj

1−βj

}
= 1−exp

{
N∑
i=1

−T ji
(
cjiκ

j
ni

)− θj

1−βj p
θj

1−βj

}
(A.1)

This is equivalent to the expression found in equation (2.16).

Proof of equation (2.18):

Expression (2.7) can be rearranged to
(
P j
s,n

)1−σ
=
∫ 1

0
pjs,n(ωj)1−σdω =

∫∞
0
p1−σdF j

n(p).

Expanding dF j
n(p) using (2.16) and substituting this into the price index yields the
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following:

(
P j
n

)1−σ
=

∫ ∞
0

p1−σφjn

(
θj

1− βj

)
p

θj

1−βj
−1
exp

{
−φjnp

θj

1−βj

}
dp (A.2)

From here, I employ integration by substitution. Letting x = φjnp
θj

1−βj , it follows that

dx = φjn

(
θj

1−βj

)
p

θj

1−βj
−1
dp and p = (x/φjn)

1−βj

θj . Substituting these expressions into

(A.2) yields the following:

(
P j
n

)1−σ
=

∫ ∞
0

(
x

φjn

) −θj
(1−σ)(1−βj)

exp {−x} dx

=
(
φjn
) θj

(1−σ)(1−βj)

∫ ∞
0

x
(1−σ)(1−βj)

θj exp {−x} dx

(A.3)

The second part of this expression can be simplified as

∫ ∞
0

x
−θj

(1−σ)(1−βj) exp {−x} dx = Γ

(
θj + (1− σ) (1− βj)

θj

) 1

(1−σ)(1−βj)
(A.4)

where Γ denotes the Gamma function (a constant).1 Substituting (A.4) into (A.3)

and multiplying by the exponent of 1/(1− σ) yields the expression it (2.18):

P j
n =

(
φjn
) −θj

1−βj Γ

(
θj + (1− σ) (1− βj)

θj

) 1

(1−σ)(1−βj)
(A.5)

Proof of equation (2.19):

We can represent πjni as πjni = Pr
(
pjni(ω

j) ≤ min
{
pjnk(ω

j); k 6= i
})

. Suppose that

1The general formula for the Gamma function is Γ(a) =
∫∞
− xa−1e−xdx.
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pjni(ω
j) = p; then, this probability can be represented as:

∏
k 6=i

Pr
(
pjnk(ω

j) ≥ p
)

=
∏
k 6=i

[
1− F j

nk (p)
]

= exp

{∑
k 6=i

−T ji
(
cjiκ

j
ni

) −θj
1−βj p

θj

1−βj

= exp

{
−φjn 6=ip

θj

1−βj

} (A.6)

where φjn6=i =
∑

k 6=i−T
j
i

(
cjiκ

j
ni

) −θj
1−βj . To find πjni, we integrate A.6 over all possible

p’s times the density dF j
i (p), which is itself equal to:

dF j
i (p) = T ji

(
cjiκ

j
ni

) −θj
1−βj

θj

1− βj
p

θj

1−βj exp

{
−T ji

(
cjiκ

j
ni

) −θj
1−βj p

θj

1−βj

}
dp (A.7)

We can therefore solve for πjni as:

πjni =

∫ ∞
0

exp

{
−φjn6=ip

θj

1−βj dp

}
dF j

i (p)

=

T ji [cjiκjni] −θj
1−βj

φjn

∫ ∞
0

θj

1− βj
φjnexp

{
−φjnp

θj

1−βj

}
p

θj

1−βj dp

(A.8)

According to (2.16), the portion of this expression to the right of the integral is equal

to dF j
n(p)dp = 1. Since

∫∞
0
dF j

n(p)dp = 1, (2.19) has been proven.
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Derivation for Global Profits from Section 2.2:

Consider the aggregated expression for ΠW from (2.46) :

ΠW =
J∑
j=1

N∑
n,i=1

∫ ∞
ϕ
∗j
ni

(πjni(ω))F j
niµ

j
ni(ω)dω

Incorporating F j
ni from (2.47) and expanding πjni(ω), this expression can be depicted

as:

ΠW =
J∑
j=1

N∑
n,i=1

LiXj
n

σ

(
λjpκ

j
nic

j
i

P j
n

)1−σ ∫ ∞
ϕ
∗j
ni

(ϕni)
(σ−1)(1−βj) Gj(ω)dω + Li

∫ ∞
ϕ
∗j
ni

f jni


The first expression in the square brackets is equivalent to Xj

ni/σ. The second is equal

to F j
nif

j
ni, which can be expanded to:

F j
nif

j
ni = Li

(
f jniσ

Xj
n

)1− γj

(σ−1)(1−βj)
(
λjpκ

j
nic

j
i

P j
n

) −γj

1−βj

We can simplify these terms and represent global profits as:

ΠW =
J∑
j=1

N∑
n=1

Xj
n

σ

1 +

(
σ

Xj
n

)1− γj

(σ−1)(1−βj)


Given the expression for Xj

n from 2.35, this expression is a function of constant terms,

labor supply and profit share in each country, and the input-output production loop,

which are each constant structural terms.
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A.2 Tables from Chapter 2

Table A.1: OECD Input-Output Data Availability

Early 1980s Mid 1980s 2000 2005

Australia - 1986 X X
Canada 1981 1986 X X
Denmark 1980 1985 X X
France 1980 1985 X X
Germany 1978 1986 X X
Italy - 1985 X X
Japan 1980 1985 X X
United Kingdom 1979 1984 X X
United States 1982 1985 X X
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Table A.2: ISIC Revision 2 to 3 Correspondence Table

Isic Revision 2 group Group code Isic Revision 3 group Group code

Food, Bev. & Tobacco 31 - 15+16
Textiles, Prod. & Leath. 32 - 17+18+19
Wood & Products 33 - 20
Paper & Printing 34 -+ Pulp & Publish 21+22
Chemicals & Prod. 35 ex. 3522 - 24 ex. 2423
Drugs & Medicines 3522 Chemicals & Prod. 2423
Rubber & Plastics 355+356 - 25
Non-metal. Min. Prod. 36 - 26
Iron & Steel 371 - 271
Non-ferrous Metals 372 - 272
Metal Prod. 381 - 28
Non-electrical Mach. 382 ex. 3825 Machinery, Nec 29
Office & Computing Mach. 3825 -+ Accounting 30
Electrical App, Nec. 383 ex. 3832 Elec. Mach. & Appar., Nec 31
Radio, TV & Comm. Equip. 3832 - 32
Motor Vehicles 3843 -+ Trailers 34
Other Transport 3842 Rail. & Trans. Equip., Nec 352A
Professional Goods 385 Medical & Optical 33
Other Manufacturing 39 Manuf. Nec. 36+37

Note: (-) indicates that the sector has the same name for both revision groups.
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Table A.3: Average Sectoral Intermediate Inputs Shares (βji ) across Countries and
Time

Isic Rev. 2 group βh80s βh00s βf80s βf00s β80s β00s

Food & Tobacco 0.593 ↓ 0.521 0.098 ↑ 0.117 0.691 ↓ 0.638
Textiles 0.396 ↓ 0.315 0.186 ↑ 0.240 0.582 ↓ 0.555
Wood Products 0.415 ↓ 0.400 0.142 ↑ 0.147 0.556 ↓ 0.547
Paper & Printing 0.384 ↓ 0.315 0.128 ↑ 0.140 0.512 ↓ 0.455
Chemicals 0.436 ↓ 0.335 0.203 ↑ 0.257 0.639 ↓ 0.592
Drugs & Medicines 0.320 ↓ 0.244 0.139 ↑ 0.197 0.459 ↓ 0.441
Rubber & Plastics 0.363 ↓ 0.314 0.181 ↑ 0.227 0.543 ↓ 0.541
Non-metallics 0.361 ↓ 0.323 0.087 ↑ 0.117 0.448 ↓ 0.440
Iron & Steel 0.513 ↓ 0.388 0.151 ↑ 0.273 0.664 ↓ 0.661
Metal Products 0.388 ↓ 0.334 0.118 ↑ 0.146 0.506 ↓ 0.480
Non-electrical Machinery 0.377 ↓ 0.348 0.127 ↑ 0.188 0.503 ↑ 0.537
Office & Computing 0.293 ↓ 0.203 0.219 ↑ 0.438 0.512 ↑ 0.641
Electrical Nec 0.372 ↓ 0.332 0.129 ↑ 0.229 0.501 ↑ 0.561
Radio, TV & Comm. 0.316 ↓ 0.242 0.179 ↑ 0.328 0.495 ↑ 0.570
Shipbuilding & Repairs 0.396 ↓ 0.386 0.123 ↑ 0.227 0.518 ↑ 0.613
Other Transport 0.402 ↓ 0.397 0.116 ↑ 0.189 0.518 ↑ 0.586
Motor Vehicles 0.473 ↓ 0.430 0.170 ↑ 0.281 0.643 ↑ 0.710
Aircraft 0.291 ↓ 0.199 0.193 ↑ 0.323 0.484 ↑ 0.522
Professional Goods 0.290 ↓ 0.231 0.127 ↑ 0.202 0.417 ↑ 0.433
Other Manufacturing 0.334 ↓ 0.341 0.173 ↑ 0.190 0.508 ↑ 0.532

Mean 0.379 0.330 ↓ 0.173 0.242 ↑ 0.552 ↑ 0.573
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The following table provides a list of countries included in the analysis. Note

that, for time-series comparison, several of the countries were aggregated into a single

group.2

Table A.4: List of Import-Receiving Countries

Afghanistan Egypt Kenya Rwanda
Albania El Salvador Kuwait Saudi Arabia
Algeria Eritrea Kyrgyzstan Senegal
Angola Estonia Lao People’s Dem. Rep. Serbia and Montenegro

Argentina Ethiopia Latvia Sierra Leone
Armenia Finland Lebanon Singapore
Australia Fmr Arab Rep. of Yemen Liberia Slovakia
Austria Fmr Dem. Yemen Libya Slovenia

Azerbaijan Fmr Ethiopia Lithuania Somalia
Bangladesh Fmr Fed. Rep. of Germany Luxembourg South Africa

Belarus Fmr Sudan Madagascar Spain
Fmr USSR Malawi Sri Lanka

Belgium-Luxembourg Fmr Yugoslavia Malaysia Suriname
Belgium France Mauritania Swaziland

Bosnia Herzegovina Gabon Mexico Sweden
Botswana Gambia Mongolia Switzerland

Brazil Georgia Morocco Syria
Bulgaria Germany Mozambique TFYR of Macedonia

Burkina Faso Ghana Namibia Tajikistan
Cambodia Greece Nepal Thailand
Cameroon Grenada Netherlands Togo

Canada Guatemala New Zealand Trinidad and Tobago
Central African Rep. Guinea Nicaragua Tunisia

Chad Guinea-Bissau Niger Turkey
Chile Guyana Nigeria Turkmenistan
China Haiti Norway USA

Colombia Honduras Oman Uganda
Congo Hungary Pakistan Ukraine

Costa Rica Iceland Panama United Arab Emirates
Croatia India Papua New Guinea United Kingdom
Cuba Indonesia Paraguay United Rep. of Tanzania

Cyprus Iran Peru Uruguay
Czech Rep. Iraq Philippines Uzbekistan

Czechoslovakia Ireland Poland Venezuela
Cote d’Ivoire Israel Portugal Viet Nam

Dem. People’s Rep. of Korea Italy Qatar Western Sahara
Dem. Rep. of the Congo Jamaica Rep. of Korea Yemen

Denmark Japan Rep. of Moldova Zambia
Dominican Rep. Jordan Romania Zimbabwe

Ecuador Kazakhstan Russian Federation

2The following countries were combined to make groups (in brackets): Belgium and Luxembourg
(Belgium-Luxembourg); Czech Republic and Slovakia (Fmr. Czechoslovakia); Armenia, Azerbaijan,
Belarus, Estonia, Georgia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Latvia, Lithuania, Rep. of Moldova, Russian
Federation, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, Ukraine and Uzbekistan (Fmr. USSR); Fmr. Arab Republic
of Yemen, Fmr. Democratic Republic of Yemen (Yemen); Bosnia Herzegovina, Croatia, Serbia and
Montenegro, Slovenia, TFYR of Macedonia (Fmr. Yugoslavia).
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A.2.1 Regression Tables from Chapter 2

The following tables report estimates from various regression specifications defined in

the paper. The first two columns of Tables A.5 to A.8 report estimates for specifica-

tion (2.86); columns 3 and 4 report estimates for (2.85). Tables A.9 to A.12 report

estimates for specification (2.87). I include different tables for different indicators of

trade costs:

Table A.5: Dependent Var.: Total Exports, κni = ln(d̃ni)

1980s 2000s 1980s 2000s
1980s 2000s 1980s 2000s

Const. 0.674*** 0.836*** 0.674*** 0.843***
(0.0518) (0.0560) (0.0519) (0.0561)

λ1 -1.034*** -1.071*** -0.713*** -0.618***
(0.0318) (0.0348) (0.0467) (0.0353)

λ2 0.597*** 0.784***
(0.0613) (0.0360)

Observations 15372 15956 15372 15956
Adjusted R2 0.193 0.243 0.196 0.250

Note: Standard errors are reported in parentheses. All errors

are clustered at the country-pair level.

Table A.6: Dependent Var.: Total Exports, κni = r̃tani

1980s 2000s 1980s 2000s

Const. 0.342*** 0.530*** 0.351*** 0.532***
(0.0643) (0.0659) (0.0643) (0.0659)

λ1 1.540*** 1.765*** 0.944*** 0.954***
(0.105) (0.0988) (0.109) (0.0864)

λ2 0.749*** 0.841***
(0.0727) (0.0469)

Observations 15372 15956 15372 15956
Adjusted R2 0.064 0.111 0.067 0.116

Note: Standard errors are reported in parentheses. All errors

are clustered at the country-pair level.
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Table A.7: Dependent Var.: Total Exports, κni = c̃uni

1980s 2000s 1980s 2000s

Const. -0.515*** -0.347*** -0.515*** -0.324***
(0.0601) (0.0699) (0.0601) (0.0680)

λ1 1.868*** 0.158 1.168** 0.0564
(0.346) (0.139) (0.472) (0.0371)

λ2 0.712** 1.271***
(0.284) (0.0406)

Observations 15372 15956 15372 15956
Adjusted R2 0.006 -0.000 0.006 0.002

Note: Standard errors are reported in parentheses. All errors

are clustered at the country-pair level.

Table A.8: Dependent Var.: Total Exports, κni = b̃ni

1980s 2000s 1980s 2000s

Const. -0.342*** -0.192*** -0.341*** -0.191***
(0.0592) (0.0615) (0.0592) (0.0615)

λ1 1.672*** 1.500*** 0.936*** 0.814***
(0.144) (0.150) (0.138) (0.134)

λ2 0.841*** 0.850***
(0.0853) (0.0876)

Observations 15372 15956 15372 15956
Adjusted R2 0.041 0.037 0.042 0.039

Note: Standard errors are reported in parentheses. All errors

are clustered at the country-pair level.
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Table A.9: Dependent Var.: Total Exports, κni = ln(d̃ni)

1980s 2000s

Const. 0.680*** 0.829***
(0.0518) (0.0564)

λ1 -0.673*** -0.662***
(0.0441) (0.0370)

λ2 0.575*** 0.968***
(0.0672) (0.0438)

λ3 1.022*** 0.190**
(0.174) (0.0926)

Observations 15372 15956
Adjusted R2 0.197 0.254

Note: Standard errors are reported in parentheses.

All errors are clustered at the country-pair level.

Table A.10: Dependent Var.: Total Exports, κni = r̃tani

1980s 2000s

Const. 0.350*** 0.540***
(0.0643) (0.0658)

λ1 0.883*** 1.062***
(0.108) (0.0930)

λ2 0.720*** 1.067***
(0.0823) (0.0513)

λ3 1.174*** 0.0914
(0.278) (0.120)

Observations 15372 15956
Adjusted R2 0.067 0.120

Note: Standard errors are reported in parentheses.

All errors are clustered at the country-pair level.
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Table A.11: Dependent Var.: Total Exports, κni = c̃uni

1980s 2000s

Const. -0.515*** -0.324***
(0.0601) (0.0672)

λ1 1.131*** 0.0934*
(0.423) (0.0566)

λ2 0.662* 1.719***
(0.357) (0.0903)

λ3 1.082 -0.891
(0.880) (0.544)

Observations 15372 15956
Adjusted R2 0.006 0.003

Note: Standard errors are reported in parentheses.

All errors are clustered at the country-pair level.

Table A.12: Dependent Var.: Total Exports, κni = b̃ni

1980s 2000s

Const. -0.340*** -0.189***
(0.0594) (0.0616)

λ1 0.963*** 1.002***
(0.151) (0.147)

λ2 0.863*** 1.376***
(1.047) (0.377)

λ3 0.570 -1.056***
(0.159) (0.100)

Observations 15372 15956
Adjusted R2 0.042 0.041

Note: Standard errors are reported in parentheses.

All errors are clustered at the country-pair level.
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Appendix B

B.1 Tables from Chapter 3

Table B.1: Dispersion Parameters for ISIC Rev. 2 Groups

Isic Rev. 2 group θEK Se. Obs
Agriculture 8.11 (1.86) 496
Mining 15.72 (2.76) 296
Food, Beverages and Tobacco 2.55 (0.61) 495
Textiles, Leather and Footwear 5.56 (1.14) 437
Wood and Wood Products 10.83 (2.53) 315
Paper, Paper prod. and Printing 9.07 (1.69) 507
Coke, Petroleum, Nuclear 51.08 (18.05) 91
Chemical and Chemical Products 4.75 (1.77) 430
Rubber and Plastics 1.66 (1.41) 376
Non-metallic Mineral Products 2.76 (1.43) 342
Basic and Fabricated Metals 7.99 (2.53) 388
Metal products 4.30 (2.15) 404
Machinery, Nec. 1.52 (1.81) 397
Electrical and Optical Equipment 10.60 (1.38) 343
Transport 0.37 (1.08) 245
Machinery, Nec. Recycling 5.00 (0.92) 412
Average 4.55 (0.35) 7212
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Table B.2: % Growth in Gains From Trade, 1995-2011, Common θ

Gains N Gains J Gains M Gains S Gains M,L Gains S, L
Country (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
AUS 17.5% 46.7% 68.1% 63.0% 27.4% 30.9%
AUT 40.6% 61.1% 95.9% 83.8% 78.9% 79.6%
BEL 14.9% 15.0% 29.8% 32.3% 36.9% 38.5%
BRA 53.3% 64.0% 60.4% 77.5% 61.8% 63.5%
CAN -12.5% -21.8% -12.2% -16.1% -12.0% -11.6%
CHN 8.0% -25.1% -6.3% 16.8% 23.4% 23.7%
CZE 54.2% 65.4% 82.1% 95.1% 67.7% 68.3%
DEU 75.3% 104.6% 124.4% 121.8% 113.4% 115.6%
DNK 32.9% 21.2% 93.7% 78.8% 38.4% 41.7%
ESP 38.0% 55.0% 75.2% 82.7% 68.9% 67.7%
FIN 32.6% 30.9% 53.0% 46.1% 55.1% 55.7%
FRA 34.2% 60.9% 99.3% 127.8% 61.9% 69.1%
GBR 19.6% 47.5% 54.8% 59.1% 46.1% 45.8%
IDN 6.3% 0.8% 8.4% 11.1% 14.1% 14.8%
IND 79.2% 125.4% 178.0% 127.3% 158.3% 166.7%
IRL 37.8% 9.7% 1.6% 3.7% 24.2% 24.8%
ITA 33.8% 27.8% 48.7% 53.1% 67.9% 68.0%
JPN 113.0% 76.3% 97.1% 107.1% 230.5% 233.7%
MEX 39.4% 52.0% 67.0% 53.9% 50.8% 49.9%
NLD 20.4% 6.8% 29.1% 29.6% 20.5% 19.2%
POL 119.3% 175.9% 244.7% 248.3% 181.0% 175.9%
PRT 7.9% 14.1% 3.4% -1.1% 17.3% 17.5%
ROM 47.4% 85.8% 64.8% 93.0% 74.3% 76.1%
RUS 8.9% 50.0% 56.5% 46.7% 43.9% 44.1%
SVN 18.2% 74.7% 57.3% 57.0% 66.0% 65.2%
SWE 27.8% 33.8% 72.9% 66.5% 41.1% 41.1%
TUR 75.1% 98.8% 181.0% 131.9% 127.2% 113.1%
TWN 51.1% 31.4% 51.8% 45.1% 54.4% 56.2%
USA 43.4% 69.0% 45.4% 54.3% 55.0% 57.3%
RoW -6.6% -7.0% -8.1% -10.8% -2.3% -5.0%
Avg 37.7% 48.3% 67.3% 66.2% 63.1% 63.6%
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Appendix C

C.1 Tables from Chapter 4
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Table C.1: Gains from Trade: Different Sectors, Changes in αjn, No Linkages

Country 1995 (αjn 1995) 2011 (αjn 2011) 2011 (αjn 1995) (2-1)% (3-2)%
AUS 4.7% 8.0% 7.6% 68.1% -4.6%
AUT 10.4% 20.5% 19.9% 95.9% -2.5%
BEL 22.9% 29.7% 32.2% 29.8% 8.2%
BRA 2.2% 3.6% 3.6% 60.4% -0.8%
CAN 11.7% 10.2% 9.8% -12.2% -4.0%
CHN 4.3% 4.1% 4.3% -6.3% 5.1%
CZE 12.6% 23.0% 25.0% 82.1% 8.9%
DEU 6.1% 13.7% 13.8% 124.4% 1.2%
DNK 12.6% 24.4% 29.1% 93.7% 19.4%
ESP 5.5% 9.6% 12.2% 75.2% 27.2%
FIN 6.2% 9.4% 9.9% 53.0% 4.5%
FRA 6.3% 12.5% 12.8% 99.3% 2.5%
GBR 7.3% 11.3% 14.8% 54.8% 31.7%
HUN 9.3% 26.0% 27.5% 178.4% 5.9%
IDN 5.7% 6.2% 9.1% 8.4% 46.7%
IND 3.2% 8.8% 7.1% 178.0% -19.6%
IRL 17.0% 17.3% 20.9% 1.6% 21.1%
ITA 5.7% 8.4% 9.5% 48.7% 12.7%
JPN 1.2% 2.4% 2.9% 97.1% 18.3%
KOR 5.3% 7.5% 8.1% 42.3% 7.9%
MEX 7.9% 13.1% 13.5% 67.0% 2.7%
NLD 17.1% 22.1% 23.5% 29.1% 6.3%
POL 5.0% 17.1% 17.2% 244.7% 0.4%
PRT 11.6% 12.0% 13.1% 3.4% 9.3%
ROM 5.7% 9.4% 12.4% 64.8% 31.9%
RUS 7.4% 11.7% 9.8% 56.5% -16.0%
SVK 12.9% 25.4% 28.5% 95.9% 12.4%
SVN 17.2% 27.0% 31.9% 57.3% 18.1%
SWE 8.8% 15.3% 15.3% 72.9% 0.0%
TUR 3.9% 11.0% 12.4% 181.0% 12.7%
TWN 11.6% 17.6% 19.9% 51.8% 13.1%
USA 2.9% 4.2% 5.1% 74.1% 9.1%
RoW 10.1% 9.3% 11.6% 74.3% 9.5%
Avg 8.6% 13.7% 15.0% 74.1% 9.1%
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Table C.2: Gains from Trade: Different Sectors, Changes in IO, No Linkages

Country 1995 (IO 1995) 2011 (IO 2011) 2011 (IO 1995) (2-1)% (3-2)%
AUS 4.7% 8.0% 7.4% 68.1% -7.5%
AUT 10.4% 20.5% 16.7% 95.9% -18.2%
BEL 22.9% 29.7% 26.0% 29.8% -12.5%
BRA 2.2% 3.6% 3.5% 60.4% -2.2%
CAN 11.7% 10.2% 9.4% -12.2% -8.3%
CHN 4.3% 4.1% 3.1% -6.3% -24.0%
CZE 12.6% 23.0% 20.5% 82.1% -10.7%
DEU 6.1% 13.7% 12.4% 124.4% -9.3%
DNK 12.6% 24.4% 20.4% 93.7% -16.4%
ESP 5.5% 9.6% 8.5% 75.2% -11.7%
FIN 6.2% 9.4% 8.2% 53.0% -13.4%
FRA 6.3% 12.5% 10.3% 99.3% -17.0%
GBR 7.3% 11.3% 10.7% 54.8% -4.6%
HUN 9.3% 26.0% 9.4% 178.4% -64.0%
IDN 5.7% 6.2% 24.0% 8.4% 287.3%
IND 3.2% 8.8% 5.9% 178.0% -32.7%
IRL 17.0% 17.3% 8.7% 1.6% -49.8%
ITA 5.7% 8.4% 16.2% 48.7% 92.6%
JPN 1.2% 2.4% 7.2% 97.1% 197.3%
KOR 5.3% 7.5% 2.1% 42.3% -71.9%
MEX 7.9% 13.1% 6.2% 67.0% -52.8%
NLD 17.1% 22.1% 12.4% 29.1% -43.9%
POL 5.0% 17.1% 18.9% 244.7% 10.5%
PRT 11.6% 12.0% 13.0% 3.4% 8.3%
ROM 5.7% 9.4% 13.3% 64.8% 41.7%
RUS 7.4% 11.7% 10.9% 56.5% -6.4%
SVK 12.9% 25.4% 10.9% 95.9% -57.0%
SVN 17.2% 27.0% 23.0% 57.3% -14.7%
SWE 8.8% 15.3% 32.3% 72.9% 111.5%
TUR 3.9% 11.0% 12.7% 181.0% 16.1%
TWN 11.6% 17.6% 8.4% 51.8% -52.5%
USA 2.9% 4.2% 14.8% 74.1% 255.8%
RoW 10.1% 9.3% 4.7% 74.3% -49.6%
Avg 8.6% 13.7% 12.5% 73.6% -8.7%
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